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ABSTRACT

With the worldwide decline in timber exports, there has been recognition that Taiwan

will eventually have to increase its own timber production, which currently supplies less

than I% of its total timber need. To prepare for this coming change, there is a need for

Taiwan to estimate the potential level of timber production from its national forests as a

base for the development of a plan to increase local timber supply. Instead of using the

conventional approach to timber-production estimation in Taiwan (i.e., identifying the

forestland suitable for timber harvest, then using forest-inventory data and

volume-control methods to make the estimation), this study develops a planning system

capitalizing on the strength of the LP-based forest-planning models to accomplish the

task. It not only identifies the timberlands for harvesting but also directly portrays the

preferred forest land-use layout as a long-term land-use management strategy, under

which a timber-harvest program and potential level of timber production are determined.

This planning system was applied to a case study on Hui-Sun, an experimental

forest-station located in central Taiwan. Finally, it discusses whether this type of

planning system can be readily applied throughout Taiwan, focusing on a more

organizational aspect of the issues.
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CHAPTER 1

FOREST RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN TAIWAN

Introduction

Taiwan is a mountainous country and forests occupy almost two thirds of its total land area.

According to the report of an island-wide forest resource inventory in 1995 by Taiwan

Forestry Bureau (TFB), there are about 2,102 thousand hectares of forestland covering

59% of Taiwan's total land area. Of the forestland, 72.7% is in natural forests, and the

remaining 27.3% is made up ofplantations and bamboo. Taiwan's natural conifer forests,

consisting of spruce, fir, hemlock, cypress, pine, and other species, nurture the greatest

wealth of Taiwan's timber resources. Among the most valuable timber species are native

red and yellow cypress (Chamaecyparis taiwanensis and Chamaecyparis jormosensis).

Taiwan's natural hardwood forests, dominated by Lauraceae and Fagaceae species,

extend from medium altitudes in the mountains to the seashore and cover almost halfofthe

forested land (Lin, 1993, TFB, 1995). The total forest growing stock is estimated at

358,744 thousand cubic meters. The composition ofTaiwan's forestland, in terms offorest

types, their occupying areas and growing stocks, is described in the Table 1-1.



Table 1-1. Forestland area and forest growing stock in Taiwan, by forest type

Forest Type Area Stock

Hectare % 103M3 %

Natural forests 1,527,500 72.7 310,533 86.6

Conifers 220,100 10.5 91,770 25.6

Conifer-hardwood mixture 331,600 15.8 94,608 26.4

Hardwoods 975,800 46.4 124,155 34.6

Plantation 422,600 20.1 47,676 13.3

Conifers 218,400 10.4 34,065 9.5

Conifer'hardwood mixture 59,600 2.8 8,818 2.46

Hardwoods 144,600 6.9 4,793 1.34

Bamboo area 152,300 7.2 535* 0.2*

Total 2,102,400 100.0 358,744 100.0

* :The volume of other timber species growing in bamboo area

At present, 71.1 % of the forestland is owned by the government, including those national

forests administered by TFB and the experimental forests managed by other institutes.

The remaining 28.9% consists of public forests and native reserves, and private forests

only share a tiny portion (TFB, 1995). The national forest areas are organized into eight

forest districts with a total of 34 ranger stations. Each station is further subdivided into

management compartments based on natural divisions such as rivers or ridges.

Taiwan's forest resource management was centered on timber production, which was

an important industry for Taiwan during the Japanese colonial era and post-war period,

providing the fmancial basis for Taiwan's world-market economy in the 1950s and 1960s
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(Ku, et al., 1989). After decades of forest exploitation, the timber industry left Taiwan a

degraded forest ecosystem causing many environmental problems. In the 1970s, with the

development of the environmental movement and economic transfonnation, Taiwan's

forestry policy was then refonned to decrease timber production and limit deforestation in

national forests. In 1991, the Taiwan Forest Management Act further expelled logging

activities from all ofthe natural forests and greatly retrenched the annually allowable cut.

At the moment, Taiwan imports more than 99% ofthe island's timber demand (Chen, et al.,

1998), and places the emphasis of forest management on reforestation, watershed and

ecosystem protection, and forest recreation.

As in the United States, the forest policy in Taiwan has also experienced a shift in

emphasis from sustaining timber yields and multiple-use of forest resources toward

maintaining the ecosystems that provide these resources. As the forest management in

Taiwan has entered a new era of ecosystem management, there are several problems

confronting the decision-makers. Among those problems, which have been the key issues

for current forest management and may determine the direction of future forest policy in

Taiwan, is the issue of "timber self-sufficiency vs. environmental concerns". The

following section gives a brief examination of this issue, as well as other related problems

for forest management in Taiwan.
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Problems for Current Forest Management In Taiwan

One of the major problems for forest management in Taiwan today is concerned with the

conflict between the issue of timber self-sufficiency and environmental concerns. Before

the I980s, forest management in Taiwan was focused on timber production. The

production reached its peak in the early 1970s - the total harvest area was over 16,000

hectares with an annual volume of 17,900,000 cubic meters (Tsai, 1999), imposing serious

environmental problems on forestlands. Simultaneously, a strong environmental

movement developed and economic transformation occurred in the 1970s, and Taiwan's

forest policy was then revised to limit deforestation from national forests and to emphasize

the protective functions of forests.

In 1975, the Taiwan Forestry Management Reform Act set limits on cutting area and

volume and expanded the area ofprotected forests. For example, from 1977 to 1980, the

total allowable cut was limited at 1,000,000 cubic meters per year, and the total cutting

area could not be greater than 12,000 hectares, plus a reforestation rate of more than

30,000 hectares per year (Hsu, 1976, cited in Tsai, 1999). In addition, after timber

importation from other countries was permitted, the timber production in Taiwan

decreased rapidly. By the end of the 1980s, the total cutting volume was only about
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260,000 cubic meters (Lin, 1993). Meanwhile, the government also undertook an

ambitious effort to prevent natural forests from further exploitation and to protect forest

gene pools from depletion. It set aside 107 natural stands with a total area of 2,400

hectares for gene conservation. Only limited silvicultural activities, such as thinning and

fertilization, were allowed within these stands (Yang and Lee, 1993). In addition, 35

natural protected areas and five national parks, with a total area of 341 ,000 hectares, were

established within the national forest system. By 1990, more than 50% of the national

forests were protected from timber harvesting (Lin, 1993).

In 1991, the "Taiwan Forest Management Act" (TFMA) was approved and enforced;

and it has been the primary means of regulation for forest management in Taiwan since

then. TFMA declares that sustainable management is the top principle for Taiwan's

forestry. Among the most important enactments regarding timber policy under this act are:

• Logging is eliminated from natural forests, important watersheds, ecological or

natural preserves, national parks, and areas where the reforestation is infeasible;

and,

• The total allowable cut is limited to 200,000 cubic meters per year.

Taiwan's timber production has then further decreased. To date, the timber production

from national forests is less than 50,000 cubic meters per year; and most of the timber
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facilities are idle. According to the forestry statistics from TFB in 2000, during the last 10

years (1990-1999), the annual timber harvest area has shrunk from 1,917 to 393 hectares,

and the annual harvest volume has dropped from 203,213 to only 42,945 cubic meters.

Although there is still a small amount of timber exported to countries like Japan and

Hong-Kong, Taiwan's timber production meets less than 1% of its own current

consumption and production is no longer the focus of forestry management (Chen et aI.,

1998).

Facing the decline of world timber supply derived from the international efforts of

tropical forest protection, Taiwan's forestry administration recognizes the need for

increasing local timber production in the near future. Making environmental concern the

top priority, the proposal of resuming timber production on existing plantations has been

very cautiously evaluated by the Taiwan government. However, harvesting on these

plantations can cause environmental problems as serious as those caused by logging on

natural forests, in that many plantation stations are surrounded by natural forests or are

adjacent to environmentally sensitive areas. In Taiwan, soil erosion and watershed

degradation have been two of the most notorious environmental effects of inappropriate

forest management. This was exacerbated by the fact that Taiwan's mountains are steep

and many of the rocks are weak and subject to slope failure especially in the face of high
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incidence of stonns and typhoons. As a result, every timber-harvesting plan must be made

carefully, taking into account the possible environmental and ecological consequences and

the public's welfare. As it is stated:

"It would be selfish and morally wrong were we to preserve ourforests

and be concerned about the forestry ecology in Taiwan, but at the

same time continue to use large amounts of imported timber.

Therefore, it is very important to intensify forest management and

increase timber self-sufficiency, as well as enhance natural

conservation and ecosystem management in Taiwan." (Executive

Yuan, Taiwan, 1997, P.12)

In addition to environmental problems, the attention should also be paid to several

issues that may become challenges in dealing with forest resource management in the

future. First, with the end of the timber era and the improvement of living standards,

Taiwan's demand for recreation in forest areas has been growing dramatically during the

last two decades. However, these increasing forest-recreational activities have also

imposed considerable negative impacts on Taiwan's forest ecosystems. Second, more

forestland has been opened to agricultural or other development for some political reasons,

such as the expansion of reserves for indigenous people and the relaxation of forest

land-use control. Third, there is little economic incentive for long-tenn forestry

investments by private land owners due to factors such as shortage of labor, high
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management costs, and delayed returns; therefore, a great portion of private forests has

been converted to agricultural or recreational land uses. Fourth, although forest

management in Taiwan is still centralized, there are more and more legitimate claims for

public participation in the decision-making process. Among the concerns frequently

raised are environmental and ecosystem protection, indigenous peoples' rights, and the

community's socioeconomic interests. Consequently, the direction of management policy

of a forest station is often ambiguous or incomplete, with a tendency to rapidly shift in

response to political pressures.

Finally, lack of operational guidelines for sustainable forest management is another

problem for forest management in Taiwan. In recent years, ecosystem management, the

prevailing paradigm of forest management for the United States and many other countries,

has also become the most important concept for forest management in Taiwan. The

strategic goal ofecosystem management on national forests in Taiwan is proposed to find a

middle ground between ensuring long-term protection of the environment and allowing an

increasing population to use its natural resources. The research on forest ecosystem

management in Taiwan has been focused on the question of "what can enhance

sustainability", including the application of ecologically sound practices and the

identification of unsustainable activities. For example, two ecosystem-management
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planning projects have been underway and the Council of Agriculture is planning to

establish several demonstration areas for forest ecosystem management focusing on using

ecologically sound practices, such as mixed plantations and reintroduction of native tree

species (Executive Yuan, Taiwan, 1997). However, the question regarding "how to

achieve sustainability", i.e., how to design or formulate management alternatives that can

lead us to sustainability, is not directly addressed. Accordingly, it seems that forest

ecosystem management is still more a conceptual principle than an operational guideline

for Taiwan's sustainable forest management.

Forest Management with a Multiobjective Planning System

Taiwan had experienced a long period of timber-oriented forest management. Although it

has been replaced with a conservative forest policy, the consequences of timber

exploitation are still imposing significant impacts on Taiwan's forests and thus influencing

current management practices and strategies. Today Taiwan's forest managers are facing a

great dilemma. The voice for protecting forest ecosystems has grown ever louder

following several devastating typhoons during the past decade, and the demand for

non-commodity forest resources will undoubtedly keep increasing. However, in response
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to the possible decrease of timber supply derived from the tightening production policy in

several timber-exporting countries, Taiwan has to consider the alternative of increasing

local timber production in the near future and has a need to conduct an island-wide

timber-supply planning.

The major problem associated with these issues would be how much timber Taiwan

can produce for local need. Hung, et al. (1995) estimate that the 290 thousand hectares of

plantation in national forests can provide over 1,300 thousand cubic meters of timber per

year and increase local supply from less than I% to 20-30% of total timber consumption.

However, this estimation is questionable, because it is made based simply on the inventory

of timber resources and growing-stock statistics and thus tends to over-estimate the timber

harvest due to the omission of considerations on other limiting factors, such as

environmental constraints and the desired future status for the forest station in question.

Therefore, this study asserts that a cautious evaluation of potential timber production at

each forest station should be carried out before the forestry administration conducts an

island-wide timber-supply planning, and that potential timber production should be

evaluated with further consideration of limiting factors for the forest station. Thus, the

potential timber production for each forest station can be defined as the timber yield that a
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forest station can produce without adversely affecting environmental quality and impairing

the sustainability of the forest ecosystem.

Accordingly, the intent of this research is to develop a planning system that can be

used by a single forest station to deal with the problems discussed thus far. More

specifically, the system to be developed will determine the timber yield by developing a

management plan with at least two components, a strategic land-use plan and a

timber-harvest program. The purpose of the land-use plan is to delineate an

environmentally sound and desirable land-use pattern as a strategic guide to future

forest-station management. The harvest program is aimed at generating a logging program

complying with the land-use plan and taking into account those environmental and

socioeconomic concerns. These planning requirements seem to suggest that the

mathematical programming approach, which has been utilized in forest management

planning for decades, can be the most effective tool for this research.

The so-called "zoning plan" is the conventional approach to forest land-use planning

in Taiwan. It usually employs an essentially qualitative planning process, which mainly

relies on planners' subjective judgments. In contrast, this system utilizes mathematical

programming approach to land-use planning, and is multiobjective and integrated with a

group decision process to reflect the real-world, multiobjective and multi-stakeholder
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context. In addition, it links with a GIS component to enhance spatial analysis in the

planning process. Its ultimate goal is to provide operational guidelines to forest

management in Taiwan.

Organization of the Thesis

The application of the mathematical-programming approach to forest management

planning, especially to planning problems for large-scale, forest-wide management, is the

core of this study. Chapter 2 thus examines the historical perspective of the field and its

current modeling issues that respond to the problems of ecosystem management. The

emphasis is placed on the experience of developing linear-programming-based forest

planning models in the United States. Chapter 3 explores further the modeling issues

related to the concerns of this study, and examines the applicability of various

multiobjective optimization techniques to large-scale forest management as a basis for

developing the planning system for this study. The planning system is developed and

illustrated in Chapter 4, which includes a detailed description ofthe planning rationale and

processes. Chapter 5 presents a case study of the Hui-Sun forest station, which is located

in central Taiwan and is an experimental forest managed by the National Chung-Hsing

12



University. As a concluding discussion, Chapter 6 summarizes the major findings of the

research and discusses the applicability of the planning system to forest resource

management in Taiwan.

13



CHAPTER 2

LINEAR PROGRAMMING APPROACH TO FOREST PLANNING:

FROM TIMBER MANAGEMENT TO ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT

Forest management is conventionally defined as the application of a broad range of

scientific and socioeconomic principles to solve or manage problems in forested areas. In

a more restricted view, forest management is:

"the study and application ofanalytical techniques to aid in choosing

those management alternatives that contribute most to organizational

objectives. "(Leuschner, 1990, p.l)

Linear programming (LP) has been regarded as the most effective planning tool for forest

management, and has been applied in the analysis and decision support for various types of

forest management problems since the late 1950s (Bare, et al., 1984). Its applications

cover a wide range of planning problems, including forest-wide management, stand

management, pest management, forest fire management and control, etc. The objective of

this chapter is to examine the historical perspective of the application of LP in forest

management planning and its current modeling issues, with attention paid to planning

problems and models for large-scale, forest-wide management. It first concentrates on the

development of LP models in the United States within the traditional paradigm of forest

management. It then examines the elements of ecosystem-management approach that are

14



influencing the development offorest LP models; and reviews the corresponding modeling

strategies and applications.

Development of LP Models within the Traditional Paradigm

The traditional forest-management paradigm emphasizes the utilization and management

of forest goods and services. In this view, publicly owned forests or national forests are

managed for multiple purposes (e.g. timber, recreation, water and wildlife), and private

plantations are targeted for commercial timber production. Two legislative events shape

the traditional paradigm offorest management in the United States. First, the Multiple Use

Sustained Yield Act of 1960 mandated that public forestland be managed for multiple uses

on a sustainable basis. Second, the National Forest Management Act (NFMA), passed in

1976, required integrated and systematic planning for national forests and mandated that

national forest-management plans consider all resources at forest-level in scope (Kent and

Bevers, 1992; Weintraub and Bare, 1996). Although the act does not directly address a

specific method or technique, its requirements relating to timber harvesting problems

encouraged the utilization of LP techniques for timber-harvest planning (Kent and Bevers,

1992). Within a 10-step planning process specified in the regulations, step 4 (analysis of

15



the management situation), step 5 (formulation of alternatives), step 6 (estimation of the

effects of alternatives), and step 7 (evaluation of alternatives) are accomplished with the

aid of the LP models (Kent et al., 1991). The historical perspective of the application of

mathematical prograrruning in forest management is examined below.

The basic LP model formulation for forest management

Traditional forest-wide management problems include those that deal with the

questions of when, where, how, and how much timber to plant and cut to optimize

identified objectives. Before examining the application of LP-based models in solving

these problems, it is useful to review two LP formulations for forest planning, termed

Model I and Model II. They are recognized as the fundamental formulations for timber

management planning and have been used in many models developed by the USDA Forest

Service (Dykstra, 1984; Leuschner, 1990; Kent and Bevers, 1992). In both models, the

land base is represented as a collection of strata that are called analysis units and are

usually characterized by species, age class, and other site factors (e.g. slope). One or more

sets ofmanagement activities, called management regimes or prescriptions, are defined for

each analysis unit. The tasks of the models are to allocate every acre on a unit to specified

management prescription and to schedule the various management activities (e.g. timber

16



harvesting) embodied in each management prescription. This is also known as a basic

simultaneous allocation (BSA) formulation (Kent, et al., 1991; Kent and Bevers, 1992).

The major difference between Model I and II is the way in which decision variables

are defined (Leuschner, 1990; Kent and Bevers, 1992). Commonly, in Model I the

decision variables are defined as "# acres in an analysis unit to be managed under some

management prescription", and in Model II they are defined as "# acres in an age class, or

regenerated in some planning period, to be harvested in another planning period". That is,

decision variables of Model I are defined for the entire planning horizon, representing

planning decisions on a stand or management unit for multiple rotations. In contrast,

decision variables ofModel II are defined only for the life ofa stand, representing planning

decisions for an age class with a single rotation. Model II allows a change in management

regimes for each successive regenerated stand, while Model I assumes that all successive

regenerated stands would be managed under the same regime. In technical respects, they

can also be compared in terms of the number ofdecision variables and constraints - Model

I tends to have more decision variables than Model II, but Model II requires more area

constraints than Model I (Leuschner, 1990).

The features mentioned above make Model II superior to Model I for problems

regarding timber harvest scheduling. However, as pointed out by Kent and Bevers (1992),

17



although Model II offers greater flexibility in the number of harvest possibilities for

regenerated stands, Model I has been the more popular and the more frequently used

formulation, especially after the enforcement of NFMA. The major reason for this is that

under NFMA most analyses focus on multiple-use planning and are for shorter planning

horizons of 1-1/2 rotation, making the superiority of Model II solely for timber harvest

scheduling less important. To give an overview of the Model I formulation, one can

generally construct the model as:

Subject to

• Area constraints

Lj Lk Xijk =Ai for all i

• Wood-flow constraints

LiLj Vijk Xij =Wk for a11k

Wk ~ Wk+1 (non-declining harvest)

or,

(I+U) Wk;;:: Wk+1 (proportion of previous harvest)

(l-L) Wk:<'; Wk+l

(2-1)

(2-2)

(2-3)

(2-4)

(2-5)

(2-6)

• Other constraints

(e.g., budget-flow, ending inventory requirement, critical wildlife habitat area)

where,

Xijk = number of acres in i-th analysis unit allocated to the j-th management

prescription in the k-th planning period;
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Cijk = the contribution (e.g., volume) to the objective function per acre from analysis

unit i under thej-th management prescription in the k-th planning period;

Ai = the area (acreage) of i-th analysis unit;

Vijk = volume (cubic feet or meters) obtained per acre from analysis unit i

under the j-th management prescription in the k-th planning period;

Wk = wood-flow (cubic feet or meters) in k-th cutting period

L, U = allowable proportion below or above the previous periods wood flow

A brief history of the development of large-scale management models

Timber RAM and MUSYC

In 1971, the first computerized LP package, Timber Resource Allocation Model

(Timber RAM), was developed by the USDA Forest Service. Tills system, utilizing the

Model I formulation, became a popular timber-harvest planning tool in the Agency during

the 1970s (Kent and Bevers, 1992). However, Timber RAM was also widely criticized for

having many limitations in its use in forest management planning, including unrealistic

assumptions of full regeneration after cut and fixed status over time, failing to recognize

the spatial dimension of problems, and being incapable of handling multiple-goal

situations, etc. (Chappelle, et al., 1976). Thus, a new LP based model - Multiple

Use-Sustained Yield Calculation Technique (MUSYC) was developed in an attempt to

improve the analysis ability of Timber RAM. The most significant enhancement of
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MUSYC was the application of Model II fonnulation which offered greater flexibility in

the number of harvest possibilities for regenerated stands than did Model I (Kent and

Bevers, 1992).

FORPLAN

To consider the multiple-resource nature of forest planning problems specified by

NFMA of 1976, it called for an LP program that could address issues of integrated resource

planning on national forests. Consequently, the Forest Planning Model (FORPLAN)

emerged and was designated by the USDA Forest Service as the required primary analysis

tool fornational forest planning (Johnson et al., 1986). FORPLAN Version I, descending

from MUSYC, was first released in 1980. It was essentially a matrix generator and report

writer for LP optimization problems in forest management planning. Both Model-I and

Model-II fonnulations were available to users. The most important function of this system

was to provide a framework for the analysis ofmultiple-use planning problems on national

forests (Kent, et al., 1991). In the meantime, it could also serve as an accounting device by

reporting the results in tenns that could be linked to the Forest Service's infonnation

system (Johnson, et aI., 1986).

However, criticisms about the capacity ofVersion 1 in forest management were raised

soon after its release. The primary criticism was centered on its inability to represent
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problems different from those of traditional timber management planning:

".. .FORPLAN was inherently incapable ofmodeling forest planning

because it was a barely camouflaged enhancement of a jUnctional

model representing the views of that branch of the Forest Service

known as limber Management. "(Jolmson, et al., 1986, p.1-2)

Other technical limitations included poor flexibility in model formulation options,

difficulty in solving larger models with the LP software available, difficulty in generating

spatially feasible results, and incompatibility with the Forest Service accounting systems

(Jolmson, et aI., 1986; Kent et al., 1991; Kent and Bevers, 1992). FORPLAN Version 2

was built in 1983 in an attempt to overcome some of the criticisms leveled at Version 1.

Different from Version 1, Version 2 allowed analysts to define any form of output (e.g.

forage, water, wildlife, recreation, and erosion) within the limits of LP analysis and was

compatible with the accounting systems of the agency. It broadened the capability of

traditional timber scheduling models to consider the multiple-use nature of forest

management planning problems, including the recognition of non-timber lands and their

outputs/values (Jolmson, et aI., 1986; McKenney, 1990). FORPLAN served as the primary

analysis tool for US national forest management planning until the mid-1990s.

Nevertheless, FORPLAN still met with many criticisms from the researchers and

analysts after the improvement mentioned above. One of the almost universal criticisms is
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that FORPLAN tried to do all three levels ofplanning (strategic, tactical, and operational)

and ended up generating monolithic models, which were difficult to solve and understand

and had poor utility in practice (Weintraub and Cholaky, 1991; Kent and Bevers, 1992).

The other limitations of FORPLAN include being not user friendly, not addressing

uncertainty and risk issues, and not adequately accounting for spatial relationships and the

different but linked problems between planning levels (Weintraub and Cholaky, 1991;

Greer and Meneghin, 1999).

Key Elements of Forest Ecosystem Management

With the emergence of sustainable-development paradigm and the disappointing

consequence derived from the traditional forest-management approach, ecosystem

management (EM) has become advocated as the most appropriate approach to sustainable

forest management (SFM). Different from the traditional forest-management approach,

EM focuses on a shift away from sustaining yields of forest goods and services towards

sustaining the ecosystems that provide these products (Thomas, 1995, cited in Rauscher,

1999). That is, the emphasis is shifted from economic efficiency toward ecosystem

sustainability, from resource use to maintaining forest health, productivity, biodiversity,
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and resource sustainability. Although there are still disagreements concerning its

management principles and policy implications, EM has been adopted as the philosophical

paradigm guiding management on public forests in many countries, including Taiwan. Chi

(1999) points out that sustainability is the ultimate goal of forest resource management,

and employing the EM approach to SFM is the prevailing trend. Elements that can be

identified as principles influencing the development of forest LP modeling strategies are

reviewed and examined in this section.

Defming ecosystem management and sustainability

Although EM has been criticized by some policy makers and foresters as being an

undefinable concept (Gilmore, 1997), there is a large literature attempting to provide

precise or operational defmitions of the approach. One of the most cited definitions for

EM is the one made by Grumbine (1994):

"ecosystem management integrates scientific knowledge ofecological

relationships within a complex sociopolitical and values framework

toward the general goal ofprotecting native ecosystem integrity over

the long-term. " (p.3I)

He also identified ten themes characterizing the approach of EM, namely "hierarchical

context", "ecological boundaries", "ecological integrity", "data intensive", "monitoring",
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"adaptive management", "interagency cooperation", "organizational change", "humans

embedded in nature", and "values". In addition, there are also debates over the

fundamental principles and policy implications of EM. Non-governmental scientists tend

to assert the notion that EM should be aimed at protecting ecosystem integrity and the

needs of non-human life for its own sake, i.e., the intrinsic ecosystem values (Rauscher,

1999). On the other hand, from the perspective of USDA Forest Service, EM is the means

used to meet the goals specified in the plans. Furthermore, it is also the integration of

ecological, economic, and social factors in order to maintain and enhance the quality of the

environment to meet current and future needs (Rauscher, 1999). Similarly, Taiwan's

forestry administration views EM as a system of making, implementing and evaluating

management decisions based on the ecosystem approach, which recognizes the inexorable

relationship between ecosystems and society (Executive Yuan, 1997).

In spite of these debates, it is commonly agreed that the goal of EM is to assure the

sustainability of ecosystems and to find management solutions that are ecologically

sustainable, economically viable, and socially acceptable (Franklin, 1997; Gilmore, 1997).

There are also two notions that are viewed as common sense in forest ecosystem

management: (I) management should maintain the fundamental process of forest

ecosystems; and (2) forest ecosystems should be managed so as to sustain various
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resources for current and future generations. Perhaps the best and simplest description of

EM is finding the "golden mean". As Rauscher (1999) suggests,

"a strategic goalfor ecosystem management on federal forests might

be to find a sensible middle ground between ensuring the necessary

long-term protection ofthe environment andprotecting the right ofan

ever-growing population to use its natural resources to maintain and

improve human life." (p.l74)

How to derme the goal of EM, sustainability, has also drawn a lot of attention from

researchers. Farrell (1999) classifies the definitions of sustainability into two categories:

biogeophysical and multiobjective views. The biogeophysical view of sustainability is

based on the idea of critical limits or carrying capacity of natural resources. The

multiobjective view, on the other hand, regards sustainability as a development balancing

or integrating social, economic and ecological objectives and may allow tradeoffs between

competing objectives. Some authors point out that the conventional definitions of

sustainability are usually too vague and ambiguous to be used as guide to planning or

decision making. Therefore, Amaranthus (1997) proposes an approach to defining

sustainability explicitly addressing four inquiries: "sustainability ofwhat? ", "sustainable

for whom?", "sustainable where?" and "sustainable for how long?". This approach

implies that an operational definition of sustainability should be made case by case, based
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on four specific factors: resource types, resource users, spatial and temporal scales of

resource management in question. Meanwhile, it should be noted that sustainable

management is a process that can be defmed only in terms of direction of change, not in

terms of a "fixed state ofharmony" (Gregersen, et al., 1998).

Criteria and indicators

"Criteria and indicators" (C & I) is the most important concept to define and measure

sustainable management. Although there are still problems and limits in using C & I, the

practical and efficient advantages have made this approach the primary vehicle for the

measurement of sustainability (Parmell and Schukuzzi, 1999). The Rome Statement on

Forestry in 1995 also stressed the need to develop criteria and indicators for guiding

sustainable forest management (Srivastava, 1998). There has been a tremendous amount

of research and international effort contributed to the identification of proper criteria and

indicators for sustainable forest management at different levels or scales (e.g., regional,

national, local). For example, the International Tropical Timber Organization (lTTO)

identified II criteria and 50 examples of indicators for SFM at the national level in 1992;

and the Montreal Process for temperate and boreal forests comprised 7 criteria and 67

possible indicators in 1995 (Lowe, 1995; Feng and Kao, 2000). As suggested by FAa, all
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the criteria of SFM that have been proposed can be classified according to four

fundamental concepts: forest resources, forest functions, development and social needs,

and institutional framework (Lowe, 1995):

• Forest resources:

Extent offorest resources, global carbon cycles, biological diversity in forest

ecosystems, forest ecosystem health and vitality;

• Forest fimctions:

Productive and protectivefimctions offorests;

• Development and social needs:

Various socio-economic jUnctions and conditions

• Institutional framework:

Policy and legalframework; and capacity to implement SFM.

Criteria and indicators for sustainable forest management should be established based on

four levels of management - the forest, national, regional and global. One of the most

important principles of using criteria and indicators for sustainability is that criteria

developed at the forest level should be compatible with those established at the national

level. Meanwhile, some criteria at the national level may not be applicable at the forest

level, for example, the contribution of forests in carbon sequestration. As for some

situations where the performance of forest-level criteria may not agree with those of

national-level criteria, Lowe (1995) classified them into four types ofsituations that can be

expressed as the following table:
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Table 2.1 Four situations of forest sustainability

(modified from Lowe, 1995)
Levels of SFM criteria Forest level

Fail Pass
Fail Unsustainable WeakSFM

National level (micro level)
Pass WeakSFM Strong SFM

(macro level)

For example, a weak SFM at macro level can be a situation where some individual forests

do not satisfy the criterion of soil protection, but the corresponding aggregate criterion for

all forests in the nation may be satisfied.

The multiple-spatial-scale feature of strategies

"Scale" is probably one of the trickiest concepts in EM. EM not only addresses

management problems at a full range of spatial scales, but also integrates various scales of

ecological concepts. For example, in EM, strategies to conserve biological diversity go

from small scale to large level (e.g. landscape level); and the selection of scales for habitat

protection depends on the species or process of interest and the interactions between the

landscape and the habitat within it. It is not just about the provision of very large habitat

preserves (Franklin, 1997). Toman and Ashton (1996) point out that although ecological

processes are boundary-less, EM is only feasible when operations can be conceived of at

different discrete scales (e.g. forest-stand level, landscape level, region level). In addition,
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a workable EM has to be both scale- and site-specific (Smith, 1986; cited in Toman and

Ashton, 1996). In practice, there is often a confusion between geographic extent and data

resolution (Haynes, et al., 1998). For example, using coarse-resolution data to assess

habitat conditions may omit some critical information and hence mislead the conclusion;

on the other hand, using data of overly-fme resolution may be inappropriate or useless for

describing an ecological or resource-use pattern at the landscape level.

The multiple-objective, multiple-stakeholder nature of the decision context

As it is addressed by the USDA forest service, the purpose ofmanaging ecosystems is

not only to ensure the necessary long-term protection of the ecosystem but also to protect

the rights of various resource users to maintain and improve their welfare. Meanwhile,

most people agree that sustainability is the ultimate goal of forest management, even

though, it is not easy to reach consensus in practice when making decisions concerning

how to achieve this goal. Thus, most of the ecosystem management problems are

encountered in a multi-objective and multi-stakeholder context. It involves numerous

goals, interests and values that are often ambiguous and conflicting. Rauscher (1999)

identified several characteristics of EM problems based on the experience of the United

States on federal forests:
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• societal goals, preferences, and values are often numerous, ambiguous and in conflict,

• legal mandates are complex, unclear, and sometimes self-contradictory,

• policy direction is missing or ambiguous with a tendency to shift rapidly in response to

political pressure,

• no well-defined and widely accepted decisionmaking process exists, nor is a

universally-agreed method for producing consensus available,

• decisions usually must be made based on missing and uncertain data.

He also points out that exclusively using rational-based methods (e.g. operations research,

OR) to deal with EM problems often results in failure. Thus, a participatory advocacy

management system has been proposed as a promising strategy. Among those applications

ofparticipatory approach are Adaptive Management Areas established in the United States

and the Model Forests Program started in Canada and now adopted in many other

countries (Gregersen, et a1., 1998).

Uncertainty problems

Two inevitable facts constitute the core ofuncertainty problems in EM: ecosystems are

dynamic, and there are limits to our ability to predict how ecosystems may change. In

practice, we have very limited knowledge in accurately and completely predicting
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ecological contingencies and assessing their impacts on human life. Thus, Haynes, et al.

(1998) identify four basic scientific principles guiding the process of EM:

• Ecosystems are dynamic;

• Ecosystems can be viewed spatially and temporally within hierarchical levels;

• There are limits to their ability to withstand change;

• There are limits to our ability to predict how ecosystems may change.

These principles suggest that resilience and uncertainty are two fimdamental problems

involved in the management of ecosystem, and an effective management system should

have the flexibility to deal with changing conditions, uncertainty or ignorance.

The Precautionary Principle is one of the primary principles guiding sustainable

development. Although it is not a "panacea" for all uncertainty problems in resource

management, it at least provides a counterbalance to the "wait and see" development

attitude (Mitchell, 1997). The use of the "safe minimum standard" can be regarded as a

tool of achieving this principle in EM. It has been proposed as an approach to uncertainty

in forest management that is concerned with the problem of ecosystem resilience and

irreversibility (Toman and Ashton, 1996). A safe minimum standard is defmed as a level

ofenvironmental or resource quality that society should not go below (OTA, 1993). It was

originally developed to analyze problems concerning endangered species but it can be

adapted to many problems involving very long time horizons, massive uncertainty, and/or
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irreversibility (Randall, 1987). It has been proposed to use this approach as a check on the

problem of relying on economic analysis to value effects of irreversible consequences

(OTA, 1993). However, its applicability in EM seems to be hampered by the extreme

difficulty in determining the level of a "standard" for each indicator. As a result, a

precautionary strategy tends to suggest that at least the present physical and biological

productivity of ecosystems should be maintained.

A related concept is "hedging", a decision strategy for uncertainty that is consistent

with the precautionary principle and also tends to lead to preservation ofthe status quo. As

indicated by Mitchell (1997),

"Hedging involves a conscious choice to avoid the worst consequences by

comparing all the options against the estimated worst case, and then selecting

the alternative with the least bad worst outcome. " (p. 82)

This complies with the maximin or Rawls approach - a famous decision rule for

uncertainty, which avoids the policy having the worst possible consequences

(Shrader-Frechette, 1991). In contrast to "hedging", a "flexing" strategy searches for the

best option and is willing to risk the worst outcome, but is ready to modifY or reverse a

decision if the worst outcome should occur (Mitchell, 1997). Like the debate between the

expected-utility and the maximin decision rule, "flexing" and "hedging" also have their
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own proponents. Similar to the maximin rule, "hedging" has received the criticism of

limiting options, overlooking real benefits and leading to impractical consequences.

However, "hedging" is usually suggested as an appropriate strategy for management

decisions that may cause irreversible changes in the environment or that are unlikely

reversed or modified.

The approach of adaptive management, featuring "learning by doing", has been also

advocated by many authors as a necessary process to account for the uncertainty inherent

in ecosystem management. Rather than trying to eliminate the uncertainty, it focuses on

developing more resilient policies and designing management processes that allow

trial-and-error procedures to work (Holling, 1978, cited in Mitchell, 1997). As pointed out

by Lee (1993), adaptive management is an approach to natural resource policy that

embodies a simple imperative: "policies are experiments; learn from them". That is, it is

an approach which treats management as an adaptive learning process, where management

activities themselves are viewed as the primary tools for experimentation (Walters, 1986).

It can also be regarded as a policy framework that allows iterative decisions to be made

based on the best information available, and also allows decisions to be revised as new

informationlknowledge is collected and learned (Wieringa and Morton, 1996).
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The process of adaptive management can be summarized into a continuing cycle with four

actions: plan, act, monitor, and evaluate (Maser, 1994):

---------------1
I I
I Goals, knowledge, I

: technology and inventory I
I I
______ .. - 1

I
~-- - ...

-~~

Plan
I-----------l

I I
I Revised goals, I"
I kn I d {-' "..
I new ow e ge, :. Evaluate
I new technology, i 1/ /
I and inventory I
I I1- _

Monitor

Act

Figure 2-1. The process of adaptive management (modified from Maser, 1994)

LP Applications under the Ecosystem-Management Paradigm

Forest management practices, largely on public forests, have changed greatly in response

to new concerns of ecosystem management (EM) emerging in the 1990s. As Weintraub

and Bare (1996) point out, forest managers now seek to achieve desired future states of the

ecosystem rather than focusing on a desired mix of multi-resource outputs. This change
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has also stimulated the development of modeling strategies and solution procedures that

incorporate spatial relationships, ecological processes and uncertainty, and place more

emphasis on multi-objective and multi-stakeholder natures of planning environment. As

pointed out by Hof(l993), many of these attempts are aimed at more accurately reflecting

the functioning of the managed forest ecosystem. The development of forest planning

models in the United States, under the ecosystem-management paradigm, contains at least

five foci:

• building a new large-scale forest management system - Spectrum;

• developing hierarchical-planning approaches linking decisions at different levels;

• representing the multi-objective and multi-stakeholder nature of decision processes;

• incorporating ecological concerns in models; and

• explicitly accounting for uncertainty issues in natural resource systems.

Spectrum - a new national forest planning system

In 1993, the USDA Forest Service conducted a collaborative effort to develop a new

strategic planning system based on the current capacities of FORPLAN. This new system

was expected to provide an integrating framework for multi-resource analysis and the

capability to address EM issues, and to fill the role of helping decision makers to model
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and explore alternative management scenarios in support of strategic planning and even

analyses at the tactical level (USDA Forest Service, 2000a). The major factors leading to

this action include criticisms about FORPLAN, the agency's adoption of an EM policy,

and changing technology (Greer and Meneghin, 1999). Although this new planning

system is an evolution of FORPLAN, it is named Spectrum in order to make a clear break

from the past. In the meantime, Spectrum also symbolizes "the wide range ofperspectives.

scales. and questions that must be addressed in strategic planning for ecosystem

management' (USDA Forest Service, 2000a, pl-5).

Formally released in 1996, Spectrum incorporates both simulation and LP approaches

and interfaces with geographic information systems (GIS) to enhance the spatial analysis

in the planning process. It is declared a user-friendly tool that facilitates the process of

building the three components of a forest management model: (I) current and future states

of the forest; (2) management goals and objectives; and (3) management alternatives for

achieving these goals and objectives. Since the system doesn't have inherent data or

relationships, it provides the users with maximum flexibility. As Greer and Meneghin

(1999) point out, it is analogous to an artist's blank canvas, brushes, and paints. Among

those most significant features ofSpectrum are (Greer and Meneghin, 1999; USDA Forest

Service, 1998 and 2000b):
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• flexible spatial and temporal scales;

• multiple programming options including traditional linear and goal programming,

linear programming with MAXIMIN or MINIMAX objective formulations;

• natural disturbance modeling and ecological simulation;

• nonlinear approximation;

• data stored in standard database structures; and

• solution reports that can be exported to SpectraVision, which allows a Spectrum model

to be linked to the full analytical and display functionality ofArcView.

Spectrum models have been increasingly used for management planning in US National

Forests (e.g., the Pacific Northwest and the Rocky Mountains), and it has also been

adopted for use by private forest industry in the US and by public forest managers in

Australia (Greer and Meneghin, 1999).

Hierarchical planning

Forest management involves planning problems ranging in geographic scale from an

individual stand to an entire forest or watershed, and also involves decision-makers from

high managerial levels to those at the implementation level "on the ground". These

planning problems are usually classified into three decision levels: strategic (allocation),
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tactical (scheduling), and operational (implementation). As mentioned previously, the

attempt to deal with all levels ofplanning simultaneously has led to monolithic models like

FORPLAN. Bare and Field (1986, cited in Weintraub and Cholaky, 1991) comment that

these models are too large, too poorly understood, too costly and incapable of adequately

addressing planning problems and the linkages between decision levels. An alternative

way to tackle the problems of large-scale forest planning is to adopt some form of

hierarchical approach - that is, to split the problem into separate programs according to

natural divisions or decision levels (e.g., strategic and tactical), and solve each separately.

As Hof(1993) points out, the role ofstrategic models is to set global targets and limitations

while that of tactical models is to determine specific production methods or management

strategies. The key issue in the hierarchical approach is coordination and feedback among

the different levels of analysis. Although in practice such feedback procedures are usually

handled in ad hoc ways, there is still a recognized need to design an adequate system to

represent the feedback between models at different planning levels. Weintraub and Bare

(1996) comment that this approach mitigates the "black-box" problem that large models

have, and it becomes more important as the complexity and scale of problem increase.

To comply with the scale-specific feature of the EM strategy and the hierarchical

nature of the forest management system, the hierarchical approach to modeling seems to
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be an appropriate direction. As mentioned previously, hierarchical planning is also a

strategy to avoid the problem of monolithic model. The process of hierarchical planning

generally includes two steps: an LP model is solved for establishing strategic goals, and,

with these goals as guidelines, a number of tactical plans are generated. A typical example

can be illustrated as a hierarchical-approach procedure developed by Nelson, Brodie, and

Sessions (1991). This procedure consists of three basic steps: (1) a strata-based linear

program is solved to establish long-term (150 years) strategic goals for timber harvest; (2)

with these goals as guidelines, area-based plans at the sub-forest level, over a period of 30

years, are generated; and (3) those area-based plans then become the first 3-decade

solution within IS-decade integrated plans. Weintraub and Bare (1996) comment that this

approach provides planning solutions that take account of the problem ofspatial feasibility

at the sub-forest level while ensuring the long-term sustainability for the entire forest.

The model developed by Weintraub and Cho1aky (1991) takes a similar approach in

which outputs of the strategic-level models become input targets for the tactical-level

models. At the strategic level, the forest is divided into zones based on geographical and

institutional factors. The strategic model, based on aggregate data, provides aggregate

decisions for land-use allocations and input-output targets (e.g. timber production,

sediment, budget) for different zones of the forest. At the tactical level, each zone is
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further subdivided into management units or areas considered homogeneous. Given the

land-use decisions and targets for each zone, the tactical model defines more detailed

management alternatives for each zone. Some flexibility is allowed in the setting of targets

to ensure feasibility ofsolutions. They also recognize that a hierarchical approach can lead

to infeasibility due to lack of consistency between different levels ofdecisions. Therefore,

if there is lack of consistency between two levels, another iteration proceeds, including

reducing the flexibility allowed in the targets at the lower level and correcting the

aggregation process.

Multi-objective and multi-stakeholder decision process

EM problems have been characterized as "wicked" problems to reflect their

complexity. Rauscher (1999) indicates that one of the most significant characteristics of

EM is the numerous, and often conflicting, societal goals, preferences and values. In

addition, EM problems are usually managed within a decision environment where

decision-makers or stakeholders can defme the problem on their own terms and there are

no defmitively true or false management solutions. Exclusive use of "rational" operations

research methods for EM problems is often criticized as an approach doomed to failure.

As a result, the use of modeling strategies and solution procedures that can explicitly
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recognize multiple objectives and stakeholders in forest planning models is becoming

more and more important (Weintraub and Bare, 1996). Goal programming (GP) and

multiobjective programming (MOP) are the two most widely used approaches to

optimization for multiple objectives. A related approach - compromise programming (CP)

- has also drawn considerable attention from researchers. Interactive solution processes,

which explicitly incorporate decision-makers' preferences throughout the modeling and

solving process, are viewed as a promising approach to group decision processes in forest

management.

Incorporating EM concerns in models

In forest management, EM concerns have been incorporated in optimization

modeling in two ways: (1) accounting for the spatial arrangement of management actions,

and (2) including objective functions that address ecological issues or are treated as

surrogates for criteria of EM. These models are usually applicable at a rather local, small

scale due to the complex interactions within forest ecosystem and our limited knowledge

about them.

Many of the early programming models focused on the temporal aspect of forest

management (e.g. harvest scheduling). They were often developed to specify the
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percentage or acreage of a unit to be harvested, and provided little decision support for

spatial planning. The spatial arrangement of forest management actions, which can have

severe impacts on the forest ecosystem, was little addressed until the late 1980's (Snyder

and ReVelle, 1997). Spatial issues are typically represented as adjacency constraints or

constraints that limit the size ofcut-over areas at any given time. Some states in the United

States have enacted forest laws that require private and state-owned forest organizations to

adhere to adjacency constraints precluding harvesting adjacent units in the same time

period. However, satisfYing adjacency requirements may cause excessive forest

fragmentation and the loss of the interior area some wildlife species need (Weintraub and

Bare, 1996). Therefore, more criteria have been suggested to account for the response of

wildlife to different sizes, shapes and layouts of management actions, such as the amount

of edge, the fragmentation of habitat area, and the habitat area threshold for minimum

viable population size (Hof and Joyce, 1993). These spatial models are often constructed

with integer or mixed-integer programming techniques.

There has also been research intended explicitly to address ecological issues by

applying some biological dynamic formulations as objective functions. For example,

Bevers, et al. (1995) use the population viability (interpreted as the probability that a

population will persist for a given period of time) as the basic unit ofmeasure for dynamic
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objective functions. The objective function can be formulated to maximize the expected

value of the number of viable species, to maximize the minimum probability of viability

across species, or to maximize the joint probability of all species being viable. They also

suggest that it is needed to evaluate the problem over long time frames to ensure the

sustainability of species richness. As a result, they further construct three objective

functions for optimizing sustainable species viability: maximizing the product of periodic

joint species viability, maximizing the minimum periodic joint species viability, and

maximizing the minimum individual species periodic viability over all time periods. Hof

and Bevers (1998) assert that ecosystem structure is affected by management actions that

change vegetative cover, and that the structure affects wildlife populations. As a result, a

biological objective (e.g. species richness) technically can be optimized by the amount of

land allocated to different age classes of timber.

Accounting for uncertainty issues in natural resource systems

One of the major criticisms of the early applications of LP in forest management is

that "LP - a deterministic technique - is usually applied to a stochasticforest management

system." (Bare, et al., 1984, p.5) In recent decades, uncertainty issues in

forest-management modeling have been drawing increasing attention from researchers. In
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traditional forest modeling, uncertainty concerns focus on future timber markets (e.g.,

timber price), timber growth and yield projections. In response to the emphasis of EM, it

calls for the development of forest planning models that explicitly incorporate the

uncertainty inherent in forest ecosystems. Probability-based models are the major

approach used by forest researchers to handle these uncertainty problems. Among those

modeling techniques applied by researchers are chance-constrained linear programming,

scenario analysis and parametric programming. The so-called MAXIMIN and MINIMAX

are another complementary approach to uncertainty in forest management. The

MAXIMIN formulation is aimed at raising the minimum level of a critical resource to its

maximum potential, while MINIMAX is intended to minimize the maximum level of an

undesirable outcome. This approach has been successfully incorporated in the Spectrum

system as optimization options (Greer and Meneghin, 1999).
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CHAPTER 3

MULTIOBJECTIVE PROGRAMMING APPROACHES FOR

LARGE-SCALE FOREST MANAGEMENT

The previous chapter reviews and examines the development of forest LP models within

both traditional forest-management and ecosystem-management paradigms. From that

discussion, one can identify at least three key concerns that should be addressed in a

forest-level planning model: the situation of conflicting objectives; the participation of

decision-makers (DMs) in planning process; and the treatment of uncertainty. The

existence of multiple objectives in natural resource management has been regarded as the

rule rather than the exception (Romero and Rehman, 1989). The participation of DMs in

planning process is not only a solution process but perhaps also a means to enhance the

feasibility and credibility ofa management solution. As pointed out by Cohon (1978), any

decision analysis should aim to include DMs to the maximum extent possible, for

implementation is unlikely when DM-analyst interaction is not achieved. Meanwhile, in

managing a natural resource like a forest, a management plan is very likely to fail if the

uncertainty factor is not considered in the planning process.
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Intending to provide a basis for developing an appropriate modeling strategy for this

study, the purpose of this chapter is twofold: first, to explore further the modeling issues

associated with the concerns mentioned above; secondly, to examine the merits or demerits

of various modeling approaches for large-scale forest management. Their detailed

theoretical backgrounds, however, are not the emphasis of this study. This chapter begins

with a brief review of the classification of multiobjective optimization methods. Then the

following discussion is divided into three parts: the most used multiobjective LP

techniques, the interactive solution processes, and the modeling strategies for uncertainty.

It ends with a concluding discussion on the above issues.

Classification of Multiobjective Optimization Methods

The most popular approach to the classification of multiobjective optimization methods is

based on the degree or timing of incorporation of decision preferences in the solution

process. One of the earlier attempts to classifY these methods into groups is made by

Cohon and Marks (1975). They group the multiobjective optimization methods into three

classes:

(I) generating techniques, referring to the methods which are used only to identify
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non-inferior solutions (i.e., a solution x is non-inferior if there exists no other feasible

solution that is at least as good on all objectives and strictly better on at least one), like

the weighting method and constraint method;

(2) techniques which rely on prior articulation ofpreferences - non-interactive methods,

such as weighted goal programming and the optimization of utility functions; and

(3) techniques which rely on progressive articulation of preferences - the interactive

methods, e.g., the Step method.

Cohon (1978) later reorganizes these techniques based on the information flows in the

decision-making process. Two types of information flows are identified - the "top-down"

(from DM to analyst) and the "bottom-up" (from analyst to DM). The former occurs when

DMs provide the analyst with their articulated preferences to identify a best-compromise

solution. In the latter case, the analyst fmds a set of non-inferior solutions and then

presents them to DMs to choose the most preferred among them. It should be noted that

some interactive methods employ both types of flow during the solution process. These

techniques thus are divided into two categories: (1) the category of techniques that

incorporate preferences explicitly (the a priori approach), including both interactive and

non-interactive ones, and (2) the generating techniques (the a posteriori approach), with

which preferences need not be articulated explicitly by DMs.
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A similar approach is employed by Ridgley and Aquater team (1995), in which the

multiobjective optimization methods are classified into two principal types: (1)

optimization with predefinedpreferences, in terms of importance weights orpriority levels,

and (2) optimization without predefined preferences, including the generating techniques

mentioned above and compromise programming. Ridgley (1996) further defines the first

type ofmethods as the class of "principle-based" methods. This class of methods focuses

on the criterion importance (i.e., the weight or priority attached to each criterion in a

problem) in the procedure, and tends to be used in a non-interactive fashion. The second

type is defined as "performance-based" methods, which focus on objective attainment or

goal achievement without explicitly specifying the criterion importance. It includes both

non-interactive and interactive methods.

The Most Used Multiobjective Modeling Techniques

The typical formulation of a linear programming problem, with p objectives, n decision

variables and m constraints, can be expressed as:

Max Z{x) = [Zl{X), Zz{x), ... , Zp{x)]

Subject to /; (Xl. XZ, ••. ,xn) S; hi i = 1, 2, ... , m

Xj ~ 0 j = 1, 2, ... , n
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where Zp(x) is the p-th objective function, Ii (x) represents the i-th constraint, and Xj

denotes the j-th decision variable. A number of techniques have been developed to

generate solutions for the multiple-objective problem. Among the most commonly used

techniques are goal programming (OP), multiobjective programming (MOP), and

compromise programming (CP). Note that MOP here refers to the generating techniques

classified by Cohon (1978), rather than to the multiobjective optimization techniques in

general. As indicated by Weintraub and Bare (1996), MOP and OP have been the most

widely used LP-based techniques for dealing with multiple-objective problems in forest

management. CP, which has been relatively less emphasized in forest planning, is also

proposed as a promising modeling approach to the forest problems (Diaz-Balteiro and

Romero, 1997). They all belong to the optimization approaches within the field of

multiple criteria decision making (MCDM) involving a decision-making situation with an

infinite number ofalternatives. They can be recognized as three distinct model structures

on which most of the solution processes are based. This section provides an overview of

the modeling techniques and issues that are relevant to this study. Note that those

interactive hybrids are discussed in the next section.
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GP: optimization with a satisficing philosophy

GP is the most widely used, and perhaps the oldest, optimization approach within the

field of MCDM, and it has been characterized as an approach with an underlying

satisficing philosophy (Romero, 1991; Tamiz, et al., 1998). First proposed byChames and

Cooper in 1961, GP requires a transformation of objectives into goals by specification of

an aspiration level for each objective, and the minimization of a function of the deviations

between the goals' actual achieved levels and their aspiration levels (Ogryczak and

Lahoda, 1992). Thus, the overall purpose of GP is to simultaneously satisfy several goals

according to the decision makers' preferences. GP has evolved over decades and there are

various GP variants developed. Amongst the most widely used variants are weighted (non

pre-emptive) GP and lexicographic (pre-emptive) GP. Meanwhile, the MINMAX GP, an

extension of GP, can be also recognized as the third main variant of GP (Romero, 1991).

They are described respectively as follows:

Weighted GP (WGP)

WGP employs a non pre-emptive approach to minimizing the sum of deviation

variables. That is, it minimizes the sum of the unwanted deviations that are weighted

according to the relative importance of each goal to the DMs. Suppose the i-th goal is

expressed as:f;(x)+ n i - Pi =b i , where x denotes the vector of all decision variables, b i is
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the assigned aspiration level associated with the i-th goal, and n i and P i represent the

negative and positive deviations from the i-th goal. Then the structure ofa WOP model is:

Subject to

Min:E (ain i +fJ;p i)

j;{x)+ ni-pi = b i for all i

xeF

ni,Pi?::O

(3-4)

(3-5)

(3-6)

(3-7)

where ai and fJ; are the weighting factors associated with the negative and positive

deviations. ai will be zero when the desired achievement of the goal is less than the

aspiration level, likewise, fJ; will be zero when the desired achievement is greater than the

target. F represents the set of all feasible vectors, with (3-7) denoting the constraint set.

Lexicographic GP (LGP)

In LGP, the deviations are minimized in a lexicographic, or ''pre-emptive'' (i.e.,

allowing no tradoffs), order. In other words, preemptive weighting is based on a priority

ordering ofvectors according to the importance of their components (Zeleny, 1982). It can

be also defmed as "a sequential minimization of each priority whilst maintaining the

minimal values reached by all higher priority level minimizations." (Tamiz, et al., 1998,

p.570) Suppose a represents an ordered vector of m priority levels and gm(nm• Pm) is a

function of the deviation variables, then an LGP model can be formulated as:
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Subject to

MINMAXGP

Lex min a = (gl(nl, PI), 19.(n2, p2), , g",(nm, Pm»

f;(x)+ n, -p, = b, for alii

XEF

(3-8)

(3-9)

In a MINMAX GP model, the maximum deviation is minimized. Supposing d is the

maximum deviation, the model structure can be formulated as:

Subject to

Mind

a,ni +fJiPi~d

f;(x)+ n,-p, = b i

XEF

for all i

for all i

(3-10)

(3-11)

(3-12)

Although the major criticism of the standard GP in the past was its tendency to produce

inefficient or dominated solutions, recently various GP variants or methods have been

developed to overcome this problem. One frequently used method is to convert a WGP

model into an LGP with two priority levels, or to add an extra priority level to an LGP

(Romero, 1991). The components at the first priority level are the deviational variables to

be minimized, and those at the second level, or the extra one, are the opposite deviational

variables (or those corresponding to the inefficient objectives) which are to be maximized.

Tarniz, et al. (1998) refer to this method as the straight restoration ofefficiency. Another

method is to employ an interactive solution process with DMs to produce the efficient
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solution, for example, interactive multiple goal programming and the so-called

aspiration/reservation-based decision support approach that will be introduced in the

section of interactive solution approaches.

MOP: searching for the efficient solutions or generating alternatives

MOP refers to the generating techniques mentioned earlier, and it mainly deals with

the problem of simultaneous optimization of several objectives subject to a set of

constraints (Romero and Rehman, 1989). MOP aims at identifying (an approximation of)

the set of feasible, efficient or Pareto optimal solutions (Romero, 1991). However, some

authors argue that dominated or sub-optimal solutions should not be excluded in the search

for the preferred alternative with DMs (e.g., Zeleny, 1982). The model may be

inadequately formulated as when objectives are omitted because they cannot be qualified,

or because criteria are deliberately not unrcvealed by DMs. Thus some dominated

solutions may actually be the preferred ones. Therefore, these authors suggest that

multiobjective techniques adopt a different philosophy - modeling to generate alternatives

(MGA), rather than to generate the optimal solution (Brill, et al., 1982; Mendoza, et al.,

1987). Brill, et al (1990) also point out that the human-machine decisionmaking system

will perform better when the human is presented with a few, different alternatives than
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when presented a similar set of alternatives as might result from sensitivity analysis.

There are several ways to generate the non-inferior set or to generate alternatives. In

the former case, the most widely used approaches are the weighting method and the

constraint method. The other well-known algorithms, like Zeleny's multiobjective

simplex method and the non-inferior set estimation method (NISE), are mathematically

sophisticated and less effective for problems with more than two objectives (Romero and

Rehman, 1989), and hence are not included in the following review. In the latter case, the

so-called Hop, Skip, and Jump (HSJ) method can be regarded as a representative approach

(Brill, et al, 1982).

The weighting method

The weighting method, proposed by Zadeh in 1963, is the first solution technique

developed for MOP problems (Cohon and Marks, 1975). It emphasizes a solution process

that solves a single objective function representing a weighted sum of all the objectives.

The general structure of this method can be formulated as:

Subject to

Max~ wf,{x)

Wi20 for all i

XEF
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where w; represents the weight attached to the i-th objective (i.e.,f,{x). It should be noted

that, ifone of the weights is zero, the solution generated can be inferior or non-efficient. In

other words, to guarantee an efficient solution, all weights have to be greater than zero

(Romero and Rehman, 1989).

The constraint method

The constraint method, on the other hand, optimizes only one of the objectives and

treats the others as constraints. The efficient set can be generated through an appropriate

parametric variation of the right-hand sides of those objectives treated as constraints,

provided the objective constraints are binding at the optimal solution (Goicoechea, et aI.,

1982; Romero and Rehman, 1989). Supposing there are n objectives andL; represents the

right-hand sides for the i-th constraint, the model with the constraint method can be

formulated as:

Maxj;{x)

Subject to fi(x) ~ Li

XE F

The HSJ method

fori=I,2, ...,j-l,j+I, ...n

(3-15)

(3-16)

As pointed out by Mendoza, et aI. (1987), the emphasis of the HSJ method is the

generation ofmaximally distinct and satisfactory solutions, rather than the identification of
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an optimal solution. In other words, the consideration of slightly sub-optimal solutions can

result in a significant expansion in the range of alternative solutions (Ridgley and

Giambelluca, 1992). In addition, DMs are then allowed to examine those alternatives that

may satisfY some "hidden" objectives (Mendoza, et aI., 1987). Assuming there are several

objectives to be minimized, the general form of the HSJ method can be described as a

procedure consisting of three steps (Brill, et al., 1982):

Step 1. Obtain an initial solution by any method.

Step 2. Obtain an alternative solution by solving:

Subject to

Min.p = LXk

jj(x) s r'T;
XE F

for allj

(3-17)

(3-18)

where

Xk = the decision variables that are nonzero (basic) in the initial solution.

J;{x) = thej-th objective.

1j' = the target specified for thej-th objective.

r = the relaxation parameter

Step 3. Generate a series ofadditional alternative solutions by solving a problem

analogous to step 2 repeatedly. The procedure stops when no new decision variables

enters the solution.

The purpose ofstep 2 is to force some ofthe nonzero variables out of the previous solution

and drive some new variables into the solution, and thus to produce an alternative solution

that is very different from those generated previously. Meanwhile, the targets (T;) ensure
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the new solution will be satisfactory with respect to the objectives of the model. Brill, et al

(\982) indicate that the targets would generally be relaxed to some degree, and the

relaxation degree can be expressed in various ways, including a fixed percentage of the

optimal value of the objective, a fixed percentage of the objective value obtained in the

first solution, etc.

CP: an ideal-point approach

As stated by Zeleny (1982) as an axiom of choice,

"alternatives that are closer to the ideal are preferred to those that are farther

away. To be as close as possible to the perceived ideal is the rationale ofhuman

choice. " (p. 156)

Thus, the primary purpose of CP is to identify feasible alternatives, called compromise

solutions, which are closest to the (infeasible) ideal as determined by some measure of

distance (Goicoechea, et al., 1982). The components, or coordinates, of the ideal solution

are given by the optimum values ofthe objectives of the problem. The "goodness" of any

compromise solution can be measured by its closeness to the ideal or by its remoteness

from the anti-ideal (Zeleny, 1982). Suppose.fi* represents the ideal solution and.fi (x) is a

compromise solution, and the closeness of.fi(x) to.fi*, or the distance between them, can be
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calculated through the following function, a family of Lp metrics (Goicoechea, et al.,

1982):

Lp = L w/(fi* -fi(x)f (3-19)

where Wi is the weight representing the importance ofthe discrepancy between the attained

level of the i-th objective and its optimum value, while p (I ,.:; p ,.:; (0) represents the

parameter defining the family of distance functions (Romero, 1991). The normalizing

process is included by dividing the degree of closeness between the optimum (ideal) and

worst (anti-ideal) value of the objective, Le., lfi* -!-i I, into the function:

Lp = Iw/[I(fi *-f,{x»1 + Iff -f'i It

A CP model thus can be formulated as:

Min Lp = Iw/[I(fi *-fi(x»1 + Iff -f'i It
Subject to x e F

(3-20)

(3-21)

The CP model structure for the L", metric is similar to a MINMAX GP formulation.

Supposing d is the maximum deviation, the CP model for the L", metric can be formulated

as:

Subject to

MinLoo = d

Wi [I(fi *-f,{x»1 + If;* -f'i IJ ,.:; d for all I

xeF
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The LI and L"metrics mark the extremes of the so-called compromise set, and all the other

best-compromise solutions fall between those corresponding to the L1 and L" metrics

(Romero, 1991). In practice, the LI metric (p=I), L2 metric (P=2), and Lrometric (p=ro) are

usually calculated for solution analysis (Goicoechea, et al., 1982). If interpreted according

to the utility theory, the L1 metric can be viewed as a criterion consistent with a separable

and additive utility function and the Lro represents a criterion corresponding to a Rawlsian

utility function (Diaz-Balteiro and Romero, 1998). In other words, a solution generated

with the LI metric is aimed at searching for the maximum efficiency, while the Lro intends

to find the best equilibrated ("most equitable") solution among the achievements of

different objectives.

Relationship between MOP, GP and CP, and their applicability

The major difference between MOP, GP, and CP lies in their underlying philosophies.

While GP represents the satisficing approach to multiobjective optimization, MOP and CP

have an underlying optimizing philosophy (Romero, 1991; Tamiz, et al., 1998).

Technically they seem to share a common root, that is, all of them virtually can be thought

of as special cases of the general distance function model (Romero, 1991; Tamiz et al.,

1998):
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Subject to

Min [.Ew/I(bi -f;(x)f! kiPlll/p

(3-24)

xEF

where Wi is the weight attached to attribute-i; p is the parameter defining the

family of distance function; bi is the aspiration level for the attribute-i; and ki is

the nonnalizing constant for attribute i.

For example, in a OP model, bi is concerned with the maximum bound that cannot be

surpassed, while in a CP model, bi represents the ideal value that may not be attainable.

They represent different MCDM issues (Romero, 1991). Romero and Rehman (1989) also

point out that, under certain circumstances, there is a strong resemblance between OP,

MOP and CPo A CP model with the Ll metric, where the objectives are not nonnalized, is

tantamount to the weighting method of MOP and a WOP with targets set at their ideal

values. In addition, when the L" metric is used without normalizing the objectives, a CP is

then equivalent to a MINMAX OP where the targets are fixed at their ideal values.

These three multiobjective optimization techniques have been assessed by many

authors with respect to different attributes or criteria. Among criteria invoked are

computational burden (considered in terms of the number of"computer run" required), the

usefulness (for decision-making) of the infonnation produced by the model, and the type,

amount, and timing of the infonnation needed from the DMs. However, many
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considerations are problem and project specific, so no one can make a definite conclusion

about the superiority of one method over others. The notions summarized from the

evaluation by Cohon (1978) and Romero and Rehman (1989) thus can be discussed

according to two aspects of a decision context: the problem aspect and the DM aspect:

The problem aspect

The major factor here is the number of objectives. If the problem involves no more

than three objectives, then both MOP and CP would be more attractive than GP. While GP

produces only one single solution - the set ofdecision variables that most satisfy the goals,

MOP can provide the information concerning the efficient set and corresponding trade-offs

among the objectives - a very worthwhile information for decision making. The range of

information that CP can provide is constrained to the portion of the efficient set which is

closest to the ideal point. On the other hand, if the problem involves more than three

objectives, the computational burden then becomes a major weakness of MOP cause the

number of "computer run" increases exponentially with the number ofobjectives. CP and

GP would be more promising in such cases. Especially when the problem involves many

objectives and the constraint set is complex, GP is relatively easier to operate than the other

two methods.
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The OM aspect

The accessibility of OMs is the primary factor considered in this aspect. The major

advantage ofMOP in application is its relatively small bnrden on the OMs; therefore, it is

compatible with a wide range of decision contexts even when the OMs are inaccessible

and partially nnidentified. By contrast, GP places a relatively heavy burden on the OMs.

The OMs are usually asked to provide precise target values, weights, and/or pre-emptive

ordering of preferences. Thus the applicability of GP depends largely upon the

accessibility of the OMs and the quantity of the required information from the OMs. CP

may require the information regarding the OM's preference on the objectives, but it is

frequently omitted in practice. In sum, while MOP and GP are on the opposite sides of the

scale of the information bnrden on the OMs, CP seems to lie somewhere between them.

Interactive Solution Approaches

As mentioned earlier, those multiobjective-programming methods, which employ the

interactive approach to solution process, have been categorized as a class of techniques

relying on progressive articulation of preferences (Cohon and Marks, 1975). Romero and

Rehman (1989) describe the interactive multiobjective analysis process as:
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"a progressive definition of the DM's preferences through an

interaction between him and the model. The interaction becomes a

dialogue in which the model responds to an initial set of the DM's

preferences or trade-offs, and then when this response has been

examined another set is offered and so on. "(p. 107)

That is, the DM participates in the solution process with an interactive framework through

the analyst as intermediary. The early use of interactive approaches in forest planning can

be traced back to the late 1970s when Steuer and Schuler (1978) developed an interactive

multiple-objective linear programming approach to a resource-allocation problem of the

Mark Twain National Forest in Missouri. The difficulty in dealing with weight assessment

in decision process was perhaps a key inducement for analysts to employ this approach in

the past. As indicated by Steuer and Schuler (1978), the purpose of the interactive

approaches is to avoid the criterion weight assessment problem by using interactions with

the DM to identify the most acceptable efficient extreme point; and hence to narrow the

non-dominated set by focusing on an even more preferred portion of it. In other words,

they are operated in an iterative fashion by moving from one optimal solution to another

until the DM is satisfied (Cohon, 1978).

To date, a great variety ofinteractive solution approaches have been developed. Most

of them are based on the programming technique ofGP, CP or MOP, and some still require
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the inputs of weights or importance priorities. They can be grouped into the methods for

single-OM context and those for multiple-OM context. Several of the most widely used

methods are examined below. In addition, the technique of Interactive Oecision Maps

(IDM), used as a visual type of interactive procedure, is also reviewed.

The methods for singIe-DM context

In general, an interactive process in a single-OM context includes three entities or

participants - the OM, the analyst and the model; and proceeds with two phases -

calculation and decision. Romero and Rehman (1989) classity the interactive methods

into three approaches according to the types of information required from the OM during

the solution process. The first approach requires information about the values of the OM's

local trade-offs among the objectives or goals. The information for the second approach is

concerned with whether the OM accepts a certain set of trade-offs or not. The third

approach involves information regarding the OM's opinion about the acceptability of a

given solution. They also point out that the first and second approaches are not easy to

implement in practice for several reasons. For example, it is very difficult for the OM to

commit himself to a numerical value; it is very likely to produce inconsistent answers

under intensive comparison of trade-offs; or the calculation phase is too complex. As a
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result, the emphasis of this section is placed on the methods conforming to the third

approach.

Three methods are chosen to represent different types of interactive approaches for

the single-DM context. They are the Step method, the Interactive Multiple Goal

Programming (IMGP), and the Interactive Weighted Tchebycheffprocedure:

The Step method

The Step method (STEM) proposed by Benayoun et al. in 1971 is perhaps the oldest

and most widely used interactive method in the field (Romero and Rehman, 1989). This

method involves an iterative modification of solutions by means of direct adjustment in

objective values. It generally consists of two major steps or phases (Goicoechea, et al.,

1982; Romero and Rehman, 1989):

(I) Calculation phase - constructing the payoff table and finding a non-dominated solution

using CP with the Loo metric.

(2) Decision phase - obtaining the DM's opinion about the solution. If the DM accepts it,

the process ends. If not, the DM has to specify an amount of degradation by which a

satisfactory objective may be decreased in order to improve the unsatisfactory ones.

Then the problem is modified accordingly, and the procedure repeats these two steps

until an agreement on the solution is reached.
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This method should converge to a solution in less than q iterations (q = the number of

objectives), otherwise it may imply this method is not suitable for the modeled problem

(Cohon, 1978; Romero and Rehman, 1989). In addition, if confronting the situation in

which the DM is not willing to sacrifice any ofthe objectives, it is better to employ another

procedure than to tell the DM "there is no solution" (Cohon, 1978).

Interactive multiple goal programming fIMGP)

The IMGP method, a close relative of the reference point method, intends to avoid

setting aspiration levels and priority weights a priori (Zeleny, 1982; Romero and Rehman,

1989). The emphasis of this method is placed on the elicitation of the values of targets or

aspiration levels from the DM through an interactive framework. It is an interactive

technique that attempts to use the advantage of GP and guarantees an efficient solution.

Different from the Step method, the calculation phase of IMGP is aimed at deriving the

so-called "potency matrix" that is formed by the ideal values and the anti-ideal values of

the objectives (Romero and Rehman, 1989). This matrix serves as a reference for the DM

to define tentative targets with which the unsatisfactory attributes are expected to improve.

In other words, the DM has to indicate the attribute (or goal) to be improved by fixing its

target that must lie within the interval defined by the ideal and anti-ideal values. Thus the

procedure of IMGP can be also summarized in two phases:
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(1) Calculation phase - deriving the potency matrix and calculating a proposal solution.

(2) Decision phase - obtaining the DM's opinion on the proposal solution. If the DM

accepts it, the process ends. If not, the DM has to point out the attribute (or the goal)

that should be improved first and set its (new) target. Then the procedure returns to the

calculation phase and obtains another potency matrix and solution.

Note that the IMGP procedure can be based on preemptive prioritization ofobjectives, that

is, the decision maker can improve each ofthe objectives to its acceptable level in the order

of their importance (Zeleny, 1982).

The Interactive Weighted Tchebycheffprocedure

The Interactive Weighted Tchebycheffprocedure, developed by Steuer and Choo in

1983, is a weighting vector-space-reduction method for solving multiobjective models

(Steuer, 1986). Like the previous methods, it also starts with the generation of a payoff

table and contains both calculation and decision phases. Notwithstanding, there are four

key elements distinguishing this procedure:

(I) The procedure operates in a fixed number (t) ofiterations, presenting a fixed number (P)

of solutions per iteration, and P and t are pre-chosen by the DM. Although P and t can

be negotiated with the DM, it is suggested that P is equal or greater than the number of

objectives (k) but no more than 2k+l, and t is approximately equal to k. It should be
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noted that the procedure allows the DM to reduce or extend the proposed t during the

process.

(2) It contains a filtering procedure for both weighting vectors and solutions. First, 50k

weighting vectors are randomly generated from a weighting vector space, given that

the sum of weights in each vector is equal to 1. These vectors are filtered down to 2P

that are most different, and used to generate 2P solutions. Then, it filters these

solutions to obtain the P most different from which the DM will select the most

preferred one.

(3) The solutions are generated using the Tchebycheff program that is in a LOP structure

with two priority levels. The first level is a weighted Lo-metric CP optimization,

whereas the second one is an L,-metric CP optimization.

(4) The weighting vector space will be reformed using a reduction factor in the next

iteration.

Interactive group decision-making

The implicit assumption of a single DM behind the conventional multiobjective

techniques has limited their application; and, with the increasing complexity of

socio-economic problems, it is necessary to include feedback from a group of DMs (Iz,
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1992). According to the empirical evidence, some authors have suggested that DMs prefer

and have more confidence in the decision they make through systems offering frequent

feedback on their preferences and allow for group discussions on conflicts (Iz and

Gardiner, 1993). Lewis and Butler (1993) also conclude that DMs feel that group

interaction in a decision making process promotes their understanding of the problem and

possible alternatives, and hence enhances their confidence in the quality of decisions.

Therefore, the development of an interactive approach to facilitate group decision toward

reaching a compromise solution has been drawing more and more attention.

When dealing with multiple-DM problems, the key obstacle to the application of the

interactive approaches is the difficulty in finding unanimously acceptable weights or

priorities for generating the best compromise solution. Thus, many efforts have been

devoted to improving the effectiveness of the interactive group decision process. In

general, interactive approaches to group decision making are conventional multiobjective

programming techniques integrated with a preference aggregation component, and they

are usually based on the assumption of a cooperative group decision process. Iz and

Krajewski (1992) present three optimization procedures intended to improve the

effectiveness of the interactive group decision process:
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(I) Group Naive Search - an extension of the weighted-sums approach which involves an

iterative modification of weights for a given weighted sum of objectives. Each DM is

asked to assign a set ofweights to the objectives (summing in ten), and the mean values

of all the weights assigned to each objective are used in the following iteration.

(2) Group Step Method - an extension of the Step method. Different from (1), it involves

an iterative procedure of direct adjustment in the objective values. Each DM is asked

to indicate the values by which objectives can be degraded in order to improve the

others; then the average values of degradation are used to calculate a solution in next

iteration.

(3) Group GP method - an extension of the Interactive Sequential Goal Programming

method that generates multiple solutions in each time of iteration. They include a

principal solution obtained by minimizing the equally weighted sum of

under-achievements from the goal levels and a set of alternative solutions yielded by

disallowing any under-achievement ofone goal at a time. The procedure requires DMs

to specify desirable goal levels within the range ofvalues determined from the payoff

table; and the average goal levels are used in the succeeding calculation phase.

All three procedures employ a vote-discuss-vote cycle during the decision phase in order

to avoid the "deadlock" situation. As pointed out by Iz and Krajewski (1992), the strategy
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of the three procedures is to facilitate group intervention and compromise by allowing

midcourse corrections during the process.

Reeves and Bordetski (1995) also propose a aspiration/reservation-based approach to

group decision making that involves a decision process utilizing both "aspiration levels"

(ALs) and "reservation levels" (RLs), in an attempt to assist in finding unanimous solution

more quickly. An AL is defined as a value for an objective such that a OM would be

completely satisfied in attaining that value, while a RL is a value for an objective such that

a OM would be completely dissatisfied in achieving values below that level. This

approach involves an iterative process consisting of five steps:

(I) Generate upper and lower bound for each objective making reference to the payoff

table (these bounds can be used in establishing the initial ALs and RLs).

(2) Ask OMs to specify aspiration and reservation levels and calculate the group ALs, RLs

and weights (measured by the reciprocal of each AL-RL range) using the average or

maximum of the individual levels.

(3) Generate group solutions (using group ALs, RLs and weights) by solving a multi-goal

programming model for each objective.

Subject to

Lex min (n;, 4;Wknk)

f,{x)+ n, ;;:; AL i for all i

j,{x) ;;:; RL, for alii

XEF
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The above LGP aims to minimize the under-achievement of a goal's AL with first

priority, then to minimize the weighted sum of the under-achievements of the

remaining goals. Note that ALs are treated as soft constraints and RLs are treated as

hard requirements;

(4) Generate individual solutions for each DM by solving a GP model with the objective of

minimizing the weighted sum of the underachievement of ALs set by this DM, subject

to the individual ALs and RLs treated as soft and hard constraints.

(5) Present the group solution for each objective with the individual solutions to DMs and

ask them to revise ALs and RLs (the process will terminate whenever the DMs wish to

stop).

In sum, this procedure generates one group solution for each objective and one individual

solution for each DM per iteration. Sharing the same group solutions, DMs can also access

the individual solutions of other DMs to have more information in revising their ALs and

RLs. Reeves and Bordetski (1995) claim that this framework is simpler and more flexible

than other similar approaches.

Interactive Decision Maps (lDM)

IDM, based on the Generalized Reachable Sets (GRS) approach developed in Russia,
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is a tool for visually displaying various decision maps, and helps DMs to better understand

the tradeoffs among the criteria and to identify a most preferred feasible combination of

criterion values (Lotov et a1., 1998). Similar to the noninferior set estimation (NISE)

algorithm, the GRS method serves to provide DMs with infonnation about the set of all

combinations of objective function values that are attainable (Lotov and Hellman, 1992).

A decision map is a two-dimensional diagram consisting of a family of Pareto-optimal

frontiers, which can be obtained by approximating the Edgeworth-Pareto Hull of the

feasible set in criterion/objective space (Lotov et a1., 1998). Unlike the bicriterion NISE

method, 10M can handle problems with three or more objectives, and its applications can

now be performed easily with a Windows-based software called FEASIBLE GOALS

developed by Lotov and Bushenkov in 2000 (Leung et a1., 2001).

Modeling Strategies for Uncertainty in Forest Management

Uncertainty exists everywhere in a decision context. It is helpful to be able to recognize

different kinds of uncertainty, because it can help us to identify the kind of analysis or

planning which may be most appropriate (Mitchell, 1997). Many authors have tried to

distinguish various kinds of uncertainty according to their sources, impacts on making
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decisions, or predictability. Van der Heijden (1996) classifies uncertainties into three

categories based on the degree to which one can make useful statements about the

unknown future. The first category is "risks" which can be predicted by estimating

probabilities to possible consequences based on a historical precedent, e.g., the risk of

reactor accidents. The second one is "structural uncertainties" which can not provide any

indication of likelihood. In other words, it is impossible or extremely difficult to predict

the possibility of an event due to lack of evidence for assessing the probability. Global

economic depression is one of the examples. The last category of uncertainty is the

"unknowables" - we cannot imagine what event it could be, although we assume

something will happen. This type of uncertainty is also called "ignorance" as defined by

Wynne (1992, cited in Mitchell, 1997).

The modeling strategies for uncertainty in forest management are usually aimed at

dealing with the first two categories of uncertainties: risk and structural uncertainty

(uncertainty). In general, models dealing with risk are based on mathematical

programming approaches and those involving uncertainty usually rely, on game theoretic

approaches (Romero and Rehman, 1989). In an attempt to cover some of the most

commonly used strategies for modeling uncertainty in natural resource management, two
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of the main approaches to risk programming - stochastic optimization and the approach of

minimizing mean absolute deviation - and the game theoretic approach are now reviewed:

Stochastic optimization models

Stochastic optimization models can be divided into two groups, adaptive and

anticipatory. The adaptive approach makes decisions on the basis of observation and

feedback. In the anticipatory approach, decisions for the whole planning period are

derived in advance, taking account of uncertainties over time. The latter one is often

preferred when the meaningful observation and feedback is difficult to obtain and identify

(Valsta, 1992). A conventional approach to uncertainties in forest planning has been the

use of some form of scenario analysis. For example, the so-called "two-stage approach"

uses the deterministic yield data for short-term planning and accounts for long-term

uncertainty by parametrically varying some of the data values under different scenarios

with known probabilities (Hoganson and Rose, 1987; Weintraub and Abramovich, 1995).

However, this approach is not effective when randomness is present in the yield

coefficients of the constraint matrix in large-scale problems (Pickens and Dress, 1988;

Weintraub and Abramovich, 1995). Thus, a type of "chance-constrained" programming

has been proposed as an alternative approach to dealing with these problems. This
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approach focuses on a particular type of problem where the coefficients are considered

random variables with known (or approximately) means and variances, one decision stage

is emphasized and risk aversion is not considered (Hof, 1993).

In an LP forest model, uncertainty can be represented through random

objective-function coefficients, random right-hand sides, and random yield (technical)

coefficients. Hof(1993) points out that random objective-function coefficients basically

do not cause problems in linear programming in that their expected values can be

substituted into the objective function. For example, given a LP model as:

Subject to

Max i: cjXj

i: ayXj s, b;

:!1:2: 0

for all i

(3-28)

(3-29)

Suppose all the aij and bj are known exactly, but Cj are random variables independent of all

Xj' Based on the Linear Certainty-Equivalence theorem, one can assume that:

Max E [1: cr:Jl :;; Max IE[cjFJ (3-30)

It is more complicated to deal with the problems of random right-hand sides and random

yield coefficients because the expected-value formulation is not available for them. As

mentioned previously, the approach of chance-constrained programming has been used to

deal with these problems in large-scale forest planning. Chance-constrained programming
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is one type of stochastic programming that allows some extent of violations of the

constraints within given probabilities. The overall purpose of this method is to convert the

original probabilistic constraints into their equivalent deterministic ones to eliminate

random elements (Wang, 1991). The general formulation of a chance-constrained LP

model can be expressed as:

Subject to

Max ~cjXj

prob (L aifXj;;:: bi) ;;:: lJi for all i

XE F

Xj ;;:: 0; 0 S lJi S I

(3-31)

(3-32)

where the equation - prob (~ aifXj;;:: bi) ;;:: lJi represents the chance constraints.

Trying to represent uncertainty in forest management decisions has placed more

attention on the problem ofrandom yield coefficients. The most straightforward approach

to dealing with this problem is to replace the aij with the means, i.e., E(aij), and solve the

problem as a standard LP model, and then perform some post-optimization calculations

before interpreting the results (Hof, et al., 1995), i.e., to rewrite the chance constraint as:

(3-33)
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where ~ is the standard nonnal deviate (z value) corresponding to the required probability,

and S/ is the population variance of each aij. In addition to the general fonn of the

chance-constrained model (i.e., "individual chance-constrained programming"), there are

two alternative approaches to modeling - 'Joint probability chance-constrained

programming" and "total probability chance-constrained programming" (Hof, 1993). The

fonner approach limits the joint probability of meeting a set of right-hand sides to a

specified level, while the latter constrains the sum of the probabilities of meeting the

right-hand sides. The model can be solved with its nonlinear fonn using the nonlinear

optimizing software like GRG2 in GINO, which is a version of the "generalized reduced

gradient algorithm" (Hof, et al., 1995); or, using the cutting plane algorithm to directly

solve the nonlinear detenninistic equivalent ofthe chance-constrained problem (Weintraub

and Vera, 1991). The model can be also solved using a linear approximation approach

(Weintraub, 1976, cited in Wang, 1991).

The approach of minimizing mean absolute deviation

The approach of minimizing mean absolute deviation (MOTAD), developed by

Hazell in 1971, relegates the traditional method of risk programming to an ordinary LP

structure (Romero and Rehman, 1989). The traditional method of risk programming,
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referred to the "portfolio framework" proposed by Markowitz in 1952, is largely based on

the assumption that a larger expected value (E) and a smaller variance (V) of a given

distribution (e.g., income) are preferred (Zeleny, 1982; Romero and Rehman, 1989). This

is also referred to as the E, V decision rule that results from the expected utility theory if a

decision-maker has a quadratic utility function for income U(Y) (Hazell and Norton, 1986).

In this approach, a "portfolio" of plans is regarded as efficient if it can generate a

maximum expected income level for a given variance or its associated variance is

minimum for a given expected income leveL The efficient set can be generated through

quadratic programming with the objective function (to be minimized) of total variance of

the "portfolio"; and this approach resembles a MOP model with two objectives - the

expected income and its variance (Romero and Rehman, 1989).

To overcome the difficulty in solving quadratic-programming models, some authors

have proposed using linear-programming methods to obtain approximate solutions to the E,

V problem, and MOTAD is one of them (Hazell and Norton, 1986). Romero and Rehman

(1989) point out that MOTAD is also like a MOP model with two objectives - the

maximization of expected income and the minimization of the mean absolute deviation

from average gross margins. In addition, the MOTAD approach can also be regarded as a

GP problem since minimizing the mean absolute deviation implies minimizing the sum of
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the deviational variables measuring under- and over-achievements with respects to a null

deviation. The "target MOTAD" model, developed by Tauer in 1983, treats some minimal

income as a target in goal programming. Target MOTAD is formulated to maximize the

objective subject to a satisfactory level of compliance with the target, which is determined

by deviations (under achievement) multiplied by the probabilities ofthe states ofnature. It

is regarded as one of the "safe-first" approaches, which are aimed at ensuring that the

planning solution achieves the minimum income level necessary to meet the total costs

(Hazell and Norton, 1986).

Game theoretic approach

Game theoretic approach is one of the main strategies for dealing with uncertainty in

resource management planning, because it does not require information about the

probability of occurrence of a state of nature. This approach aims to employ one decision

criterion or a mixture of several criteria to fmd a preferred solution in face of uncertainty.

A number of game criteria have been proposed and used with GP and CPo Romero and

Rehman (1989) identify three most important criteria and they assert that the actual

behavior of a DM is better approximated by a mixture of several criteria and that the
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solution is a compromise among these criteria. These game citeria and their model

formulations are:

1. The maximin or Wald criterion - a strategy that maximizes the attainment of the

worst-performing objectives, which may lead to conservative solutions. Supposing

fi(x) represents the objectives and M is the worst possible outcome for an objectives,

then a maximin model can be expressed as:

Subject to

MaxM

fi(x) ~M

XEF

for all i

(3-34)

(3-35)

2. The minimax regret. or Savage criterion - a strategy that minimizes the largest

possible regret and may lead to risky solutions. The first step in the minimax approach

is obtaining a "regret" matrix with elements that represent the difference between the

maximum level ofcontribution and the actually obtained one. Let Zi* be the maximal

value of an objective and R be the largest possilbe regreat for an objective, and a

minimax model can be formulated as:

Subject to

MinR

Zi* -fi(x) s; R

XEF
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3. The benefit or Agrawal-Heady criterion - a strategy that combines the properties of

the above two, intending to find a middle ground between the "too conservative"

(maximin) and "too optimistic" (minimax) solution. In this approach a "benefit"

matrix is formulated first. Its elements represent the difference between the actually

achieved level of contribution and the minimum one. Suppose Z'j is the minimum

value of an objective and B is the minimum possible benefit for an objective. An

Agrawal-Heady formulation can be expressed as:

Subject to

MaxB

j;(x) - Z'j ~ B

XEF

for all i

(3-38)

(3-39)

In forest management, planning decisions usually involve the concerns of

safeguarding critical natural resource levels or minimizing the possible adverse impacts.

In such cases, using the maximin criterion seems to be a more appropriate strategy for it is

consistent with the "precautionary" and "hedging" strategy advocated in ecosystem

management. Low:S safe-jirst model is a modification of the maximin game model, which

maximizes an expected objective level subject to a minimal objective value in every state

of nature. Thefocus-loss model, developed by Boussard and Petit in 1967, also asserts a

safe-first criterion (Hazell and Norton, 1986). There are two important elements in this
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model: (l)the concept of/oealloss, defmed as the difference between the expected income

level and a worst level that might occur once in a decade; and (2) a requirement of

maximum permitted loss, defined as the difference between expected income and the

minimum income required to cover the fixed costs. The/oeus-Ioss model requires that no

single activity may have a total focal loss greater than some proportion of the maximum

permitted loss.

A Concluding Discussion

As indicated in the first section, the multiobjective optimization methods can be

distinguished based on the degree or timing of incorporation ofdecision preferences in the

solution process; and Gp, MOP and CP are the three most used modeling techniques for

multiobjective optimization. One group ofmethods is generally referred as the generating

methods (e.g. MOP), in which the DMs do not directly provide their preference

information or do not participate in the modeling process, but give feedbacks to identify

the preferred solution after analysts present the initial set of alternatives. This group of

methods places the analyst in the position of information provider and let the DMs

completely control over the final decision (Cohan, 1978). Although the possible
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computational burden is a key disadvantage for its application, it avoids the problem of

determining DMs' preferences.

The second group of methods involves the incorporation of DMs' preferences in the

modeling process, and it can be further classified based on the degree or way of

participation. The preferences ofDMs can be transformed into weights or priorities prior

to the solution process, e.g. the standard GP. DMs can also participate in the modeling

process through an interactive framework with analysts, e.g., the interactive approaches.

Indeed, the difficulty in determining the preferences can be a challenge for the application

of this type of approaches. Notwithstanding, they can deal with the problem more

effectively in a decision context where multiple conflicting interests or objectives are

involved and searching for a best-compromise solution is an essential task.

As pointed out by Hof (1993), the ignorance of the randomness ofmodel parameters

often results in infeasible solutions. The approach of stochastic progranuning has been

commonly used to account for the randomness in forest planning. However, difficulties in

developing reliable probability functions and algorithmic complexities are two major

hindrances to its application (Weintraub and Bare, 1996). The empirical information

needed to form the probability distributions is often unavailable in practice, especially for

catastrophic changes in ecosystems. In such cases, the game theoretic approaches can be
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used as a promising tool for forest management aimed at safeguarding some critical natural

resources or minimizing some adverse impacts in face of uncertainty.

The above discussion and the earlier comparison between GP, MOP and CP raise a

question of whether ranking these methods for forest management planning is feasible or

appropriate. Tecle and Duckstein (1992) develop a procedure for selecting MCDM

techniques for forest resources management. It uses the so-called composite progranuning

method (an extension of CP) to rank 15 MCDM techniques, including techniques for both

evaluation (finite) and design (infinite) problems. They also identify 24 selection criteria,

including the DMs level of knowledge, their desire and time available to interface,

usefulness of the DM's input, ease of use, and some other technique- and solution-related

criteria. The result shows CP to be ranked highest among those techniques for design

problems, with GP ranked very low. Tamiz et al. (1998), however, strongly question the

feasibility of this kind of comparison. They argue that:

" each MCDM technique is based on a philosophy and there is not a single

correctphilosophy. ....... A different attitude ofphilosophy towards theproblem

consists in accepting that the relative advantages and disadvantages among the

MCDM approaches will depend largely on the characteristics ofthe problem

situation. " (p.578)
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Although the attempt to rank these techniques seems infeasible and inappropriate, one

should agree with the idea given by Tecle and Duckstein (1992) that choosing a proper

MCDM technique for a resource management problem is itself a multi-criteria problem.

In practice, the selection of a MCDM technique is often guided by non-technical factors

such as the accessibility of the DMs, how well the DMs understand the process, and the

analyst's preferences. As for the field of forest resource management, GP has been the

most popular tool for LP-based modeling, and CP has also been drawing more and more

attention from analysts and planners (Diaz-Balteiro and Romero, 1998).
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CHAPTER 4

DEVELOPING A MULTIOBJECTIVE PLANNING SYSTEM FOR

FOREST RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN TAIWAN

Introduction

Like most planning problems, forest management planning is also about the generation of

management alternatives and making decisions based on current and anticipated

conditions and objectives. It commonly includes two levels of planning; strategic and

tactical. While timber harvest planning tends to emphasize tactical considerations and rely

on LP models, the determination of lands suitable for timber harvesting is one of the

typical strategic considerations and is usually addressed outside the LP (Kent and Bevers,

1992). Conventionally, the selection of lands suitable for timber harvesting is carried out

through a GIS-based land suitability analysis consisting of two major components,

analysis criteria and importance/priority judgements (e.g., weights). The suitability

analysis process usually involves a linear, additive combination, or a logical combination

ofdata.

In the linear approach, the suitability is represented by the weighted sum ofthe scores

obtained with respect to various criteria:
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LSi = L Wjx Sij "Ij (4-1)

Where,

LSi = land suitability of area-i for selected type of land use

Wj = the weight assigned for criterion-j

Sij = assessment score of area-i with respect to criterion-j

This weighted-sum approach provides the information regarding tradeoffs among criteria

but cannot explicitly deal with threshold problem - an important issue in ecosystem

management. In addition, Hopkins (1977) points out that the major weakness of the linear

approach is its inability to handle interdependence among analysis factors; however, if the

factors are shown to be independent, this approach is appropriate and relatively easy to

use.

Proposed by Hopkins in 1977, the logical-combination approach, referring to "rules

of combination", has become a major methodological approach in GIS-based land

suitability analysis (pereira and Duckstein, 1993). In this approach, land suitability is

assessed with combination of environmental factors and expressed through verbal logic.

When applied with GIS, it is more like a "screening" process. For example, Wang (1997)

uses a set of criteria, such as forest types, slopes, elevation and the distance to rivers, to

"screen" the forestland for timber management via GIS before developing a

harvest-scheduling model. With these criteria, the suitable timberland are assigned to
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current plantation areas, with slope less than 35 degree, at elevation lower than 8,200 ft,

and 50 meters away from the river banks. This approach, however, provides little

information about tradeoffs, but can easily incorporate the thresholds into the planning

process. It is also more capable of handling interdependence, although it is strongly

contingent on the analyst's knowledge of the problem in question (pereira and Duckstein,

1993).

Pereira and Duckstein (1993) thus propose an alternative approach to land suitability

analysis, in which the concept of ideal point in Compromise Programming (CP) is

employed. This approach assesses the suitability ofan area with respect to a potential use

by its "closeness" to the perfect suitability (the ideal point). In doing so, all data are

standardized into a common value scale with some expert-derived value functions, i.e. all

natural scales, including nominal or ordinal data, are converted to a [0, I] standardized

interval, where 0 is least suitable and 1 most suitable. In this approach, both tradeoffs and

thresholds can be handled.

The previous comments notwithstanding, all three approaches mentioned above are

aimed at identifying the lands environmentally suitable for some type ofland-use, but with

little ability to "design" the desired land-use pattern for identified objectives. In an attempt

to provide information for the design of desired land-use patterns, some authors have
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applied mathematical optimization to the forest land-use planning problem. For example,

Ridgley and Aquater Team (1995) develop a multi-criterion methodology for determining

rural land-use goals for the Misa Basin in the Marche region of Italy. With decision

variables denoting the area of a given land use changing to another type of land use under

different environmental conditions, the solution prescribes the mix of land uses

representing the policy goal for the watershed. Ridgley and Heil (1998) also employ a

similar approach to designing the protected-area buffer zones at a national park in Mexico.

The project is conducted with a two-stage planning process. First, they use a

multiobjective optimization procedure to anticipate potential land-use changes resulting

under different socioeconomic scenarios and to formulating minimum-conflict land-use

plans, in terms of/and-use mix. These are then used as inputs into a GIS procedure that

helps managers to design spatial land-use configurations.

As indicated in Chapter I, the purpose of this study is to develop a forest planning

system generating two levels of model: the land-use planning model and the

timber-harvest model. They correspond respectively to the strategic and tactical planning

levels mentioned above. This study illustrates the use of multiobjective optimization to

generate a land-use plan as a strategic guide to the further tactical consideration - timber

harvest planning. Instead of serving as a guide for further design of spatial patterns of
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land-use, the solution of the land-use model is aimed at both identifying the lands suitable

for timber management and directly delineating a desired spatial pattern of land use. As

for the timber-harvest problem, a model, similar to the Model I structure, is used to

produce the solution of timber scheduling and the estimation oflogging capacity. With the

aid of Spectrum and GIS, both models are developed through a planning process

consisting of four key components: (I) identification of objectives and criteria; (2) land

organization for analysis units; (3) formulation of multiobjective optimization models; and

(4) generation and display of management solutions. The overall planning process can be

illustrated as a diagram shown in Figure 4-1.
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Phase I: Identification of Objectives and criteria

The role of the first phase is to identify general concerns, planning objectives and criteria

through some fonn ofstakeholder analysis. The two key objectives of this approach are to

improve the effectiveness of plans on the ground by explicitly considering stakeholders'

interests, and to better address social and distributional impacts of plans (Grimble, et al.

1995). The approach of stakeholder analysis can be summarized into five steps: (1)

identify the main purpose of the analysis; (2) bound the system and identify the possible

DMs in the system; (3) identify key stakeholders; (4) investigate stakeholders' interests,

characteristics and circumstances; and (5) define options for management. If the planning

process is tightly constrained by some project resources like time and budget and/or there

is no access to the stakeholders, a similar approach called "role playing" can be an

effective alternative for identifying objectives and concerns. In that approach, the key

DMs and stakeholders are identified by analysts, and the objectives and concerns are

articulated in a group setting (Ridgley and Aquaterteam, 1995).

In Taiwan, several proposals have also been made to establish the criteria and

indicators for sustainable forest management at the national level. One of the latest

attempts is the set ofcriteriaproposed by Feng and Kao (2000). It consists of9 criteria: (I)
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biological diversity; (2) productive functions of forest ecosystems; (3) forest ecosystem

health and vitality; (4) soil and water conservation; (5) contribution to global carbon cycles;

(6) economic benefits; (7) social needs; (8) administrative framework; and (9)

technological supports. They can be further reclassified into three groups of general

concerns: ecological (criteria 1,2,3), environmental (criteria 4,5) and socioeconomic

(criteria 6-9). These criteria can serve as a reference to start with for identifying objectives

and criteria. It should be noted that the criteria at the national level may not be applicable

at local levels. For example, criteria (8) and (9) are often restricted to national-scale

problems. Similarly, the land-use planning model and timber harvest model will not share

the same set of objectives and criteria. It depends on the scale ofproblem and the goal of

the planning decision. To become operational, the objectives and criteria identified by the

DMs will be structured into an objectives hierarchy. To assess the degree to which an

objective is achieved by a given planning solution, one measurable attribute or criterion is

selected for each corresponding objective. This task is constrained in practice by the

availability of data that can be used to determine the attainable levels or scores of the

criteria. In addition, it also needs to account for the planning scales. That is, it may be

infeasible to estimate the level of some attribute (e.g. the amount of soil loss) at the

strategic scale ofplanning due to the lack ofplanning solutions that are precise enough for
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estimation. In some cases, a surrogate indicator (e.g. erosion impact scores) can be used to

measure indirectly the attained level of that attribute.

Phase II: Land Organization for Analysis Units

The second phase is concerned with a critical task - organizing the targeted forestland into

analysis units. In fact, the primary purpose of land organization is to choose the decision

variables and modeling strategy for forest planning models. As indicated by Johnson, et al.

(1986), the subdivision is largely a function of two determinants: (I) how managers want

the forest subdivided to answer their planning questions, and (2) how specialists want the

forest subdivided to estimate resource response to management alternatives. It is an

essential element in forest planning to organize the forestland into areas for analysis.

There are four approaches to land organization that can be used by forest analysts: (I)

subdivision based on strata (categories of forest), (2) subdivision based on locations of

zones, (3) a mix of the first two approaches, and (4) subdivision based on a grid system.

All approaches are aimed at organizing the targeted forest into areas to facilitate

land-allocation analysis and timber-harvest planning, and can be integrated with the GIS

system.
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An analysis unit (AU) defined via the strata-based approach is composed of

homogeneous, but maybe discontiguous, lands that are assumed to respond the same way

to a management action. For example, an AU can be dermed as an area of30-year-old pine

forest and can produce 200 m3 of timber per hectare with clear-cutting. The decision

variables here are often dermed as the amount of land of an analysis unit to be assigned to

some type of land-use or management prescription. Several criticisms have been raised

about its use in forest management, among which are that it allows less spatial detail and

may result in "split" allocations (i.e. allowing an analysis unit to be managed under more

than one management prescription). They often lead to difficulty or infeasibility in

implementing the solutions or decisions generated by the model.

On the other hand, the area-based approach organizes lands as allocation zones. An

allocation zone is composed of contiguous but heterogeneous lands, and is assumed to

react uniquely to a management action in a way that can be assessed only by considering

the zone as a whole. It overcomes the two disadvantages of the strata-based approach

indicated earlier, but the need for integer solutions and the limited ability to represent the

full range ofmanagement choice is regarded as its major weaknesses. Thus, Johnson, et al

(1986) propose a third approach - the mixed strata-based, area-based approach, in which

both approaches to land organization, representing two types of decision variables, can be
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included in the same model through the land-accounting linking between allocation zones

and AUs. However, it may generate a giant LP model that is difficult to solve and whose

solutions are hard to interpret.

Finally, the fourth approach divides the land into grid cells of identical size,

regardless of forest and site characteristics. It can have high spatial resolution and can be

easily integrated with raster-based GIS processing. With this approach to land

organization, the optimization models are usually formulated with the technique of 0-1

mixed integer programming (MIP). For example, Cheng (1997) uses a 0-1 MIP model,

integrated with the Agricultural Non-Point Source Pollution Model (a grid-based

simulation model), to analyze the impacts of different land-uses on soil erosion on Suili

watershed in East Taiwan. Its objective is to find a best land-use allocation that maximizes

the total crop benefits constrained by allowable soil erosion. The grid-based models,

nevertheless, can not be exempted from the problem of"split allocation", that is, a piece of

homogenous forestland can be prescribed for more than one management strategies or

programs. Furthermore, if the grid system is too fine, it may demand a great amount of

computational time to solve that MIP model; on the contrary, if the grid system is too

coarse, then the resolution may fail to meet the requirement that is appropriate or

meaningful for a planning process.
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In an attempt to develop a land-organization approach that can be applied to and

better represent the problem of this study, the strata-based approach given a more

geographic defInition is proposed for this study. It also can be integrated with the MIP

modeling technique to avoid "split allocation". The fIrst step ofthis phase is to identify the

attributes to be used to defIne the analysis units. It is largely influenced by the current

forest-management system and the planning purposes of the model. The former can

determine the type and form of data available for the planning process, and the latter is

concerned with the two determinants for land subdivision mentioned earlier. The

attributes relevant to this study include current management compartments, vegetation or

landscape types, soil types, slope classes, and related physical geographic factors. Since

the purposes of the land-use and timber-harvest models are different, the factors used for

defIning their analysis units may not be the same.

Then, a vector-based map or layer is developed to represent the data ofeach attribute

for the study site. Finally, those identifIed attribute layers are overlaid via GIS to form the

analysis units. The maximum number of analysis units is the product of the number of the

attribute values contained in each layer. For example, a layer with 2 attribute values -

"pine" and "hardwood", overlaid with one with 3 values - soil type I, II and III, can yield 6

analysis units. Whether this maximum number is found in a given application depends on
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the existence ofall possible combinations ofattributes in the study area. Each analysis unit

is given a name or !D, and its area is also calculated. The map of analysis units will be

connected with the LP model and the solution generated for display purpose.

As indicated previously, the timber-harvest model should comply with the results

derived from the land-use model. In other words, ouly areas that are allocated to

timber-management zones by the land-use planning model are considered in the harvest

plan. To do so, a map-overlay analysis may be required to identify the areas for timber

harvest planning. For example, the management agency may decide that the first stage of

timber-harvest planning only consider those existing plantation areas consistent with the

suggested timber area, since under current regulations harvesting is not allowed in

"nature" forests. The selected plantation is then divided into another set of AUs with

attributes that may not be the same as those of the land-use model.

Phase III: Formulation of Multiobjective Optimization Models

The third phase is maiuly concerned with the formulation of the multiobjective

optimization models. Spectrum, a forest planning software, is used to generate the LP

matrix. In the meantime, the information required for formulating objectives and
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constraints, including the right-hand side of a constraint and the coefficients of objectives

and constraints, is also collected or generated. Data sources include published documents

and field research data available for the forest station in question. For example,

coefficients of soil loss can be calculated using the universal soil loss equation (USLE),

and the growth rate and yield of timber can be estimated using data from related researches.

The modeling process is discussed according to the following four tasks: (1) defining the

analysis units; (2) setting the planning horizon for the timber-harvest model; (3)

formulating the model; and (4) selecting appropriate multiobjective optimization methods.

Defining the analysis units

The analysis units need to be defined first in Spectrum. The attributes and their values

are those identified in the previous phase. Each analysis unit is given the same name as the

ID used in the GIS map derived earlier, with the area ofeach analysis unit also provided by

the GIS. The model and solution will be connected with the GIS map through each unit's

ID. For example, a study area can be divided into 12 analysis units (ADs) based on types

of soil texture and slope (Table 4-1).
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Table 4-1. Example ofland organization and AUs' IDs

Slope Soil texture
Class (%) Loamy Stony Clayey
I (0-20) I-L I-S I-C
2 (20-30) 2-L 2-S 2-C
3 (30-70) 3-L 3-S 3-C
4 (70+) 4-L 4-S 4-C

Setting the planning horizon for the timber-harvest model

Planning horizons are often set administratively (Leuschner, 1990). The length of a

planning horizon depends on timber species, management prescriptions, and regulatory

requirements. The timber species determines the length of rotation for a forest stand,

usually a prime consideration in setting a planning horizon. In Taiwan, the common

timber species are classified into four rotation categories: (1) 20 years, e.g., China fir,

cryptomeria, acacia; (2) 30 years, e.g., Taiwan fir, camphor; (3) 50 years, e.g., zelkova;

and (4) 60 years, e.g., cypress (TBF, 1998, cited in Li and Yen, 2001). "Management

prescription", with decisions such as whether cutting is for commercial harvesting or for

the purpose of pre-commercial thinning, is clearly affecting the planning horizon. In

addition, regulatory requirements are often a key factor determining the length ofplanning

horizon. Under the Taiwan Forest Management Act of 1991, the forest management plan

for each forest station should be revised every 5-10 years, and the forestry administration is

required to develop a 40-year timber resource strategy that is then used to develop a
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10-year timber plan. According to the considerations discussed thus far, a short planning

horizon, no more than 60 years, with planning periods of lO-year duration each has been

chosen for this study.

Formulating the model: decision variables, objectives and constraints

Since this planning system must deal with two levels of management problem 

strategic-levelland-use planning and more tactical harvest planning-- each is described in

tum.

Land-use model

First, a land-use model is formulated to suggest the desirable land-use pattern. As

proposed in the previous phase, if it generates a "split" allocation to any AU, the MIP

method can be used to obtain a "bivalent" solution, i.e., a decision variable takes on the

value of either 0 or its upper bound, the total area of the AU in question. In general, the

objectives for the land-use model are functions of value scores that represent relative

impact potential or suitability of each land-use type in each analysis unit. They may be

derived intuitively through direct numerical assignment (e.g., direct quantitative rating,

ratio estimation), or by assessment using the eigenvector approach as used in the analytic

hierarchy process (AHP). Four types of constraints can be specified: (I) land-accounting
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constraints; (2) upper-limit constraints (e.g. less than or equal to an area constraint for

recreation area); (3) lower-limit constraints (e.g. greater than or equal to the area ofcurrent

land-use); and (4) exclusionary constraints (e.g. some areas can not be assigned to

timber-management area). Since the matrix generated with Spectrum is in a standard LP

format, it needs to transform this LP matrix into a MIP format outside the system of

Spectrum.

Timber-harvest model

The main purpose of the timber-harvest model is to estimate the potential timber

production of the forest station in question. Therefore, the timber harvest volume is a

legitimate objective for maximization. In addition, since soil loss is a sensitive

environmental issue in Taiwan, minimizing the increase in soil loss is obligatory. The

model's decision variables can be defined as the number of hectares harvested from

logging zone i in cutting periodj, or under timber-management prescription}, which is a

prescription for the cutting schedule. A fundamental idea of ecosystem management will

be carefully considered and incorporated into the model. That is, while tradeoffs between

objectives are allowed, there are critical limits on resource uses (e.g., soil loss) and a

non-declining human welfare (e.g., timber yield) should be maintained. These concerns

can be treated as constraints, for example:
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Soil loss constraint
I Ei x Yit ::;; allowable soil loss,

i=/

Non-declining yield
IVit x Yit = Wt

i=/

Wt::;; Wt+}

Or, proportion ofprevious amount

(l-p)Wt::;; Wt+)

(l+p)Wt ;;;:Wt+)

for all t (4-2)

(4-3)

(4-4)

(4-5)

(4-6)

Where,

Yit = number ofhectares harvested from logging zone-i in cutting period-t

Ei = the soil loss (tonlhectare or are) coefficient when harvesting on zone-i

Vit = average volume per hectare harvested from logging zone-i in cutting period-t

Wt = woodflow (volume) in period-t

p =proportion (e.g., 10%)

Selecting multiobjective optimization methods

The selection of a multiobjective method will depend largely on the decision-making

context in both the problem and DM aspects. As stated in the fIrst chapter, the purpose of

this study is to develop a planning system, mainly to provide guidelines for land-use

management and determine a proper logging capacity, for a single forest station in Taiwan.

The decision context for this study is a bureaucratic decision-making context as defIned by

Cohon (1978). The decisions to be made are concerned with planning and design, rather

than regulatory policy, and they will serve as recommendations to management at the

forest station. From the review and discussion of the previous chapter, one can see that CP
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and OP seem to be more promising for a forest management problem in which the problem

structure tends to be complex and a certain degree of involvement of DMs in planning

process is preferred. In spite of the difference between their underlying philosophy, CP

and OP are quite similar to each other under some circumstances. Therefore, a

multigoal-prograrnming framework for compromise solutions is selected for this study.

As for the strategy for uncertainty, it will depend on the type of the uncertainty

problem in question. One possible uncertainty issue for the timber-harvest model is

concerned with the amount ofrainfall. It determines the rate ofsoil loss, and hence affects

the logging capacity. Since soil loss is a crucial factor in determining the applicability ofa

sustainable forest management program, a more conservative criterion or modeling

strategy for its uncertainty problem is needed. Although the amount of rainfall can be

predicted probabilistically, the prediction is often of little reliability for an area where

weather data is incomplete, imprecise, or even unavailable. In addition, evidence from

Taiwan in the last decade shows that the uncertainty involved in the amount of rainfall

should be classified as a structural uncertainty - it is extremely difficult to predict or just

can not be predicted. This thus eliminates the use of a probabilistic approach.

The game theoretic approach can be an appropriate approach to dealing with

uncertainty in soil problem. For example, one can use the MINIMAX modeling strategy to
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minimize the maximum level of soil loss in each cutting period. On the other hand, if one

wants to explore tradeoffs among objectives or goals under significantly different

conditions, then "scenarios", defined as a set of plausible but structurally different

"futures", can also be usefully employed. For example, different Rm indexes (rainfall

erosion indexes) can be used as different rainfall scenarios, and then the model can be used

to explore possible consequences and tradeoffs with different soil-loss estimations.

Phase IV: Generation and Display of Management Solutions

Before describing the solution process, the computation and display components of this

study are briefly introduced. The model is built with Spectrum, an LP software (LP matrix

generator and report writer) configured for forest-planning problems, and the solutions

generated can be displayed with ArcView through one of its extension programs called

SpecVision. C-WHIZ, an LP optimizer developed by Ketron Management Science for

solving larger LP models, is used to solve the matrix generated by Spectrum. In addition,

in order to obtain an integer model, it needs to make changes to the LP matrix generated by

Spectrum. The matrix is first converted to a file in standard MPS format (a highly encoded

structure) with C-WHIZ. Then, the markers denoting integer (bivalent) variables and their
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bound values are added to this file, using a general word-processor. The integer model is

solved with MIPIII, a mixed-integer-optimization module working within C-WHIZ and

employing the branch-and-bound algorithm. It needs to make changes to an allocation file

(in dbf format) generated by Spectrum to display the integer solution.

The solutions for the land-use planning model and timber-harvest model are both

generated through some form ofinteractive solution framework. However, there is a slight

difference between the solution process for the land-use model and that for the

timber-harvest model. It is inappropriate to apply a single solution process for both models,

since the planning problem and decision level involved in each model is different. With

regard to the land-use model, what the DMs care about is the spatial arrangement of the

land uses. The planning decision is strategic and the precise objective attainments may not

be a major concern; thus it may be meaningless to ask the DMs to specify an objective

value or goal level to sacrifice or improve. The information required for its solution

process is mainly concerned with the DMs' opinions or preferences regarding a spatial

land-use pattern. In contrast, the solution process for the timber-harvest model is aimed at

determining a potential timber production and logging program that are acceptable to the

DMs. Thus, it requires inputs of DMs regarding the acceptable attained level of each

objective. Note that the interactive solution process here does not intend to "negotiate" the
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potential timber production, but rather to ensure that the solution IS feasible for

implementation.

Land-use model

The solution to the land-use model is obtained through an interactive process similar

to the Step method. DMs are asked to indicate the objective whose achievement is most

satisfactory but without specifying the amount by which that achievement may be

degraded. The process can be summarized as follows:

Step I: Construct the payoff table

Determine the optimal solution for each objective and construct the payoff table, which

is composed ofthe optimal value ofeach objective and the range ofpossible attainment

for each objective.

Step 2: Generate the initial solution

The objectives of the models are converted to "goals" by assigning the optimal values

as their right-hand sides. The initial solution is generated as a WGP problem.

Although all objectives are viewed as of equal importance, they are given standardized

weights. There are many ways to standardize weights, but one of the simplest is to use

the reciprocal of the difference between the optimal value and the worst value in the
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payoff table for each objective. If desired, these weights can then be normalized, i.e.

making all weights sum to I.

Step 3: Display the solution to DMs

The solution is presented to the decision-making team in a group meeting. If every

DM is satisfied with the solution, then a feasible and acceptable solution has been

found and the process stops. Otherwise, it goes to step 4.

Step 4: Indicate the type of land-use that is most satisfactory

DMs are asked to point out the type of land-use that is most satisfactory in terms of its

total area. If they can not reach a unanimous decision, let DMs vote on it.

Step 5: Add new constraints and re-run the model

The unsatisfactory objectives are then converted to hard constraints by assigning their

attained values in previous solution as lower limits. Add these hard constraints into the

model and re-run it with a new set of weights, making the weight for the most

satisfactory objective equal 0 and the others sum to 1. The process returns to Step 3.

Timber-harvest model

Similar to the approach developed by Reeves and Bordetski (1995), the solution

process for the timber-harvest model also involves a lexicographic-OP solution method. In
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contrast, however, this process excludes the step of generating individual solutions. With

the purpose only to provide some extra information for DMs to adjust their aspiration

levels (ALs) and reservation levels (RLs), the step of generating individual solutions

seems to be redundant and inefficient. It is likely to increase considerably the

computational burden but hardly aid in enhancing the effectiveness of the group process in

practice. Meanwhile, instead of producing a set of solutions for every iteration, the

solution process for the timber-harvest model chooses the most preferred one from the

initial set ofsolutions, and then uses it as the only candidate solution for the next iteration.

It intends to reduce the comparison burden on DMs and to derive the preferred solution

more quickly. The process can be summarized into a six-step framework:

Step I: Construct the payoff table

Step 2: Specify ALs and RLs

Ask DMs to specify their individual ALs and RLs, making reference to the payoff table

generated in step I, and use the average of the individual ALs and RLs as the group ALs

andRLs.

Step 3: Generate the initial set of solutions

Generate the initial set of solutions by solving a LGP model for each objective, with the

first priority to minimize the underachievement of the k-th goal and the secondary one to
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minimize the weighted sum of the under-achievements of the remaining objectives. The

group weight for each objective is the average of the individual weights that are

measured by the reciprocal of each AL-RL range. ALs and RLs are treated as soft and

hard constraints respectively.

Step 4: Ask OMs to choose the most preferred one

The solutions are presented to the OMs in a group meeting. Ask the OMs to choose or

vote on, the most preferred one. If every OM is satisfied with this solution, then a

feasible and acceptable solution is found and the process stops. Otherwise, it goes to

step 5.

Step 5: Revise reservation levels (RLs) and generate the solution

OMs are asked to revise only the RLs on those objectives with unsatisfactory

attainments, and then to generate a new solution using the WGP method. Similarly, the

average ofthe individual weights for each objective (measured by the reciprocal ofeach

AL-RL range) is used as the group weight. RLs are treated as hard constraints.

Step 6: Present the solution to OMs

The solution is presented to the OMs in a group meeting. If every OM is satisfied with

the solution, then a feasible and acceptable solution is found and the process stops.

Otherwise, it returns to step 5.
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In general, both land-use and timber-harvest processes are repeated until the acceptable

solutions are found. However, the decision-making team can vote to stop the iteration, and

a negotiation process may be needed to assist in reaching an agreement. It may also imply

that some critical objectives are omitted in the model and the planning process needs to

return to the first phase to identify objectives that are not raised by the DMs in the

proceeded process.
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CHAPTERS

CASE STUDY ON HUI-SUN FOREST STATION

Introduction

The predecessor of Hui-Sun Forest Station (Hui-Sun) was one of the experimental forests

established by the Japanese colonial government in Taiwan. In 1949, it was assigned to the

National Chung-Hsing University (NCHU) and named Neng-Kao forest station. In 1967,

the station was renamed Hui-Sun in remembrance of the late president ofNCHU, Hui-Sun

Tang, who died of a heart attack while inspecting the reforestation work on the station

(NCHC, 1982, 1990, and 1994). With a total area of 7,434 hectares (18,370 acres),

Hui-Sun is the largest of the four experimental forests managed by NCUH, and it is also

the only one that is open to the public as a forest-recreation site. It is located within the

jurisdiction ofNan-Tou, a county famous for its abundant forest and scenic resources. On

21 September 1999, a devastating earthquake struck the whole island, with the epicenter at

Nan-Tou. The landscape and infrastructure in Nan-Tou were seriously disturbed and

damaged. Although the damage to Hui-Sun was relatively mild, it was closed for almost

one year to repair the road system and prevent accidents resulting from unstable slopes.

Although part of the station is still closed for restoration, the recreation area of Hui-Sun
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has been opened to the public since the fall of2000. Before proceeding with the case study,

the historical background and environmental features ofHui-Sun, and the problem context

for this study, are reviewed and examined.

Historical background

As an experimental forest, Hui-Sun was established for three purposes: academic

research, field teaching and practice, and demonstration of new techniques in forest

management. Under the independent-fmance policy, timber production also played an

important role in the first three decades of the management of Hui-Sun. The station had to

raise money for its own operation, and the key income source was timber production.

Although the timber harvest was limited to meet the station's own demand, ironically, the

harvest had to increase every year to support the growing reforestation costs following the

cutting. The station often suffered from financial crisis due to poor sales of timber

products, and it consequently caused the failure of reforestation. From 1963 to 1980, 930

hectares of forests were harvested, with a total volume of 89,990 cubic meters (NCHU,

1982). In 1978, the forest recreation areaofHui-Sun was opened to the public as a holiday

resort. It gradually replaced timber production as the key income source ofthe station, and

the commercial cutting was stopped in the 1980s. However, the poor financial status ofthe
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station was not alleviated until 1994, when 60% of its personnel costs began to be funded

by the government (NCHU, 1994). Today, the principal purpose of Hui-Sun is to serve as

an experimental forest and provide resources for forest recreation, watershed protection

and ecological conservation.

Environmental features

. The main features of Hui-Sun can be described with respect to four categories: (1)

geographic setting; (2) flora and fauna; (3) socioeconomic context; and (4) traffic and

land-use pattern.

Geographic setting

Hui-Sun is located in the central part ofTaiwan, at north latitude 24°2'-24°6' and east

longitude 120°59'-121°9' (Figure 5-1). It is 15 kin (9.3 miles) long and 7 kin (4.4 miles)

wide. The northern boundary of Hui-Sun is the Pei-Kang river, which is also the major

river system in this area. Its tributaries run across the whole station and provide the basis

on which the delineation of management compartments was made (Figure 5-2). The

southern boundary is formed by the west-southern range ofHo-Huan Mountain, reaching a

maximum elevation of2,419 meters (7,936 ft).
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Figure 5-1. The location ofHui-Sun forest station (source: the FERIA Lab, NCHU)
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Figure 5-2. The river system on Hui-Sun (source: the FERIA Lab, NCHU)
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Ranging from 454 meters (1,490 ft) to 2,419 meters (7,936 ft) in elevation, the station

slopes down to the north, with more than halfofthe area having slopes between 30 and 45

degree (Figure 5-3). The lithology is composed chiefly ofclayey slates. More than 98% of

the forestland is covered by loamy soil, and a scattering of stony and sandy soils can be

found at the riverside and cliffareas (NCHU, 1982). Its average temperatures range from

15.7°C (60.3°F) to 25.1°C (77.2°F), and the annual precipitation is 2,660 mm, about 105

inches (NCHU, 1994).
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Figure 5-3. The elevation map ofHui-Sun (source: the FERIA Lab, NCHU)
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Flora and fauna

The station has a complicated topography and is abundant in floral and faunal

resources. It includes temperate, wann-temperate and sub-tropical types of forests,

containing of more than one thousand floral species. More than 80 species of birds have

been recorded, and seven of"the ten indigenous birds in Taiwan" can be found within the

station (NCHU, 1990). The vegetation ofHui-Sun can be classified into four forest types:

conifer, conifer-hardwood mixture, hardwood, and plantation. Their distributions and

areas are summarized in Table 5-1.

Table 5-1. Forest types in Hui-Sun (modified from NCHU, 1982)
Type of forest Area Distribution

ha % (elevation)
Conifer 167.25 2.25 1,800 m-2,400 m
Conifer-hardwood mixture 382.00 5.14 600 m-2,200 m
Hardwood 4,634.00 62.31 500 m-2, 100 m
Plantation 1,482.00 19.93 500 m-2,000 m
Others, including bamboo 770.75 10.37 -
Total 7,434.00 100.00 -

Coniferous forests, mostly cypress, are distributed at elevations above 1,800 meters

(5,906 ft). Pines are the most common coniferous species in the conifer-hardwood mixed

forests. Hardwoods cover more then 60% of the landscape of Hui-Sun, and the best

growing hardwood forests are found at elevation from 1,100 meters (3,609 ft) to 1,400

meters (4,593 ft). About 1,500 hectares (3,707 acres) ofplantations have been established
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in Hui-Sun. Like most plantations in Taiwan, they were established following timber

harvest on nature forests in the 1960s and 1970s (Figure 5-4). Among the common species

on plantations are red cypress, China fir, Taiwan fir, cryptomeria, aleurites and acacia

(NCHU, 1982). Coffee, introduced by the Japanese in the 191Os, has been a popular

agricultural souvenir of Hui-Sun, although the planting area is only 7 hectares (NCHU,

1978).

Socioeconomic context

Government funding and income from forest recreation are two major fmancial

resources for Hui-Sun station's operation and maintenance today. Close to the Taichung

metropolitan area, Hui-Sun used to have more than 200,000 visitors a year, which

contributed considerable income to the station. However, Hui-Sun has been encountering

difficulty in attracting visitors since the earthquake of September 21, 1999. Intending to

provide better recreation experiences, the station even contracted out the accommodation

services to a hotel company for the reopening after the earthquake. Nevertheless, this

contract ended after one year of slow business. Currently, the forest and infrastructure

restoration is mainly supported by a special fund given by the government.
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Figure 5-4. Timber harvest and plantation area ofHui-Sun

(source: the FERIA Lab, NCHU)
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Reforestation and stand maintenance usually require a considerable amount of labor.

The station has employed either private contractors or workers from the adjacent

community to meet the labor demand. The adjacent community was an aboriginal tribe

called Mei-Yuan. Its population has decreased rapidly during the last decades, mostly due

to the emigration of young people to urban areas. Right now only a few community

residents are working in Hui-Sun as technicians and temporary workers.

Traffic

The major means of access to Hui-Sun is along Route 80, administered and

maintained by the Nan-Tou county government. Running across the western part of the

station, it is also the key traffic line for the recreation area ofHui-Sun, and has been viewed

as one of the most important factors affecting the management of the recreation area.

Route 80 was upgraded in 1995 to meet the increasing traffic demand. Nevertheless, it was

seriously damaged in the earthquake, causing the temporary closure of the station.

Although the restoration of the route system has been almost completed, there is still

potential of geological hazard.

Land-use pattern

For the purpose of management, Hui-Sun is subdivided into 19 forest compartments

by streams and ridges, ranging from 270 to 500 hectares in area (Figure 5-5, Table 5-2).
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Figure 5-5. 19 management compartments of Hui-Sun

(source: fue FERIA Lab, NCHU)

Table 5-2. Areas (ha) of 19 compartments

Comp# 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Area 299 330 301 493 434 256 378 354 334 356

Comp# 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 Total

Area 422 503 369 504 410 500 476 444 271 7,434

Source: NCHU, 1982
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According to air photos, the land-cover on the eastern side ofHui-Sun has not been altered

significantly since the establishment of the station. The major changes in the land-use

pattern have been made on the west part of the station, mainly due to timber harvesting,

reforestation, and construction of recreation facilities (Feng and Huang, 1997). The

management agency classifies the current land use of Hui-Sun into four types (NCHU,

1982, 1990, 1994): natural forest, plantation, protection forest and non-forest area

(including recreation area), and has estimated the area and timber growing stock on each

type of land use since 1963 (Table 5-3).

Table 5-3. Land use and timber stock on Hui-Sun (NCHU, 1982 and 1994)
Type of land use 1963 1976 1990

Area Stock Area Stock Area Stock
(ha) (m3

) (ha) (m3) (ha) (m3
)

Natural forest 4,450 604,549 3,774 912,347 3,520 904,946
Plantation 543 - 1,096 139,283 1,109 145,520
Protection forest 1,929 246,677 2,113 522,647 2,113 538,154
Non-forest area* 512 0 451 0 735 0
* : including man-made facilities, rocky area, grass, etc.

As Table 5-3 indicates, 930 hectares of natural forest have been converted to plantation,

protection forest and other land uses since 1963. Most oftheplantations are located in the

western part of the station, including compartments #1-4 and #7-8, and a few are scattered

among compartments #10-15. Compartments #9 and #16-19, located primarily in the

eastern part of the station, are classified as protection forest for the purpose of water and
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soil conservation. Compartments #1-3 have been managed with the emphasis on forest

recreation since 1978 (NCHU, 1982 and 1994). In 1994, the Long Term Ecological

Research area (LTER) was established for a variety of investigation and survey on

watershed ecosystems. With a total area of 210 hectares (including buffer zone), LTER is

located on the boundary between compartments #3 and #4 (NCHU, 2001).

The Problem Context

Taiwanese forest regulations mandate that national forest stations revise and update

their management plans every 5-10 years to monitor and evaluate environmental changes

and the achievement of management actions. The management plans of Hui-Sun were

developed placing the emphasis on the timber harvest and reforestation programs. With

the cessation of timber production, the development of the management plan was also

discontinued. While most of the plantations are reaching their mature ages, it is now

recognized that there is a need to resume the development of a forest management plan in

the near future. This forest management plan is expected to capitalize on the mathematical

programming technique for forestland planning and replace the traditional "volume

control" of timber harvest planning. In addition, within the current forest management
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context of Taiwan, it is also expected to assess the logging capacity of the station as

indicated in the first chapter.

In response, the Lab of Forest EnvironmentlResource Inventory and Analysis (the

FERIA Lab) of the Department of Forestry at NCHU is proposing to introduce Spectrum,

the latest forest-planning tool developed by the USDA Forest Service, into the forest

management system of Hui-Sun. In the meantime, the FERIA Lab also intends to evaluate

the applicability of Spectrum to forest management planning elsewhere in Taiwan. With

the assistance of Mr. Bruce Meneghin (a specialist of USDA Forest Service), Spectrum

was integrated with a geographic information system (GIS) and successfully installed in

the lab in October 2001. This case study thus serves as a pilot study, applying the planning

system proposed in the previous chapter and utilizing the Spectrum system as a tool to

facilitate modeling process and solution presentation.

With a tight budget, the pilot study was unable to organize a decision group

comprised of all the key stakeholders and hold the group meetings that a truly real-world

application would entail. The decision group for this case study therefore only included

the advisory professor - Dr. Fong-Long Feng and graduate students of the FERIA Lab.

These participants substitute for and thus play the role of the three groups of the key

stakeholders, namely the management agency, the experts, and the users ofHui-Sun. They
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were expected to express a variety of concerns and opinions about the management of

Hui-Sun, simulating a cooperative group-decision context. This case study was thus

conducted with the inputs of this decision group, with the processes implemented and

results obtained in the following sections.

Strategic Planning: the Land-Use Model

Planning objectives and concerns

As indicated in the previous chapter, the purpose of this land-use plan is not only to

identify the forestland suitable for timber harvest, but also to suggest a land-use pattern as

the long-term management strategy for Hui-Sun. The aim of this land-use plan is to

achieve the goal of sustainable forest management (SFM) by means of finding

management solutions that are ecologically sustainable and socio-economically acceptable.

Given this as the premise, the planning objectives or concerns were initially identified and

elicited through a seminar discussion of the lab and individual interviews with Dr. Feng

and the staff of Hui-Sun. They can be summarized into four major concerns.

Soil erosion

Soil erosion has been a key environmental concern for the forest management of
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Hui-Sun, and it has become even more critical after the 9-21 earthquake. The vegetation

on many steep areas of the station has been removed due to a series of calamitous

geological changes induced by the earthquake. As a result, it calls for a land-use

management strategy re-examining the current land-use pattern and taking into account

this environmental concern. In this strategy, any activity associated with a land-use

management action should be environmentally benign for the area in question, so that it

would not exacerbate soil erosion within possible limits. In addition, land-use

management actions on those compartments that are originally managed as protection

forests should not be altered or diminished.

Biodiversity conservation

The abundant natural floral and faunal resources have made Hui-Sun a distinguished

experimental forest. Protecting the forest ecosystems that provide habitats for these flora

and fauna, and hence conserving the corresponding biodiversity, is a planning concern that

the land-use model can not ignore.

Forest recreation

As addressed earlier, income from forest recreation has made an important

contribution to the finance of the station. Hui-Sun also provides an important social

function -- supplying forest area for public recreation. Although recreation activities may
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impose negative impacts on the forest environment, it is agreed that at least the original

recreation area should not be affected by the new land-use strategy. To strengthen the

social function of forest recreation and to provide more employment opportunities for

neighbor communities, it is even desirable to increase the recreation area in Hui-Sun.

Timber-resource management

Commercial timber harvest on Hui-Sun has been temporarily banned since the

enforcement of the Taiwan Forest Management Act in 1991. However, the plantations and

natural forests with high growing stock are still viewed as an important timber resource for

Hui-Sun. Timber harvest on natural forests has become an extremely complicated issue in

the present environmental and political context in Taiwan. Therefore, all existing

plantations that are suitable for timber harvest should be designated as timber management

areas for this planning horizon; and those natural forests allocated to timber management

areas by the model can be set aside as potential timber resource areas. Timber harvest can

also provide a considerable amount ofemployment opportunity for neighbor communities.

These concerns were structured into a draft objectives hierarchy (Figure 5-6). The

key issue for environmental concerns was soil erosion. Since it was infeasible to estimate

the amount ofsoil loss at this planning level, the total value score representing the potential

soil impact of a land-use pattern was used as the attribute (performance measure).
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Figure 5-6. The draft objectives hierarchy for the land-use model



There were three aspects of ecological concerns: forest productivity, forest health and

biodiversity conservation. Forest productivity was mainly concerned with the timber

growing stock. The disturbance by tourists was indicated as a key adverse impact on forest

health of Hui-Sun, and the amount of recreation area was assumed to correlate with the

degree of impact. Protecting floral and faunal habitats was considered as a means to

conserve biodiversity, and it could be achieved by establishing protected areas.

Socioeconomic concerns were divided into two aspects: social functions and economic

benefits. The former included forest recreation and employment opportunities, while the

later consisted of station incomes and timber production.

Before discussing the draft objectives hierarchy, a brief introduction to the

multiobjective approach to forest planning and the planning process of this study was

given in a lab seminar meeting held on April 12, 200I. On the same day, the draft

objectives hierarchy was presented to the DMs who were then asked to raise questions or

opinions upon the hierarchy. The discussion was summarized into several suggestions for

revising the hierarchy:

(I) The disturbance by tourists should be included into environmental concerns, since its

major impact on Hui-Sun concerned soil erosion.

(2) The timber production ofa forest station depended largely on the timber growing stock
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that the station retained; therefore, these two attributes could be merged into one.

(3) It was problematic and might be misleading to explicitly include the attribute of

employment opportunities in this model, since the statistical data for the labor demand

derived from different land-uses were incomplete (only rough labor data for logging

and reforestation were available). It seemed to be more appropriate to include this

attribute in the tactical model of timber harvest planning.

(4) Education and research were the motivations for the establishment of Hui-Sun.

Therefore, the whole forest station could be designated as a field-work area for scholars

and students, regardless of its land-use types.

(5) Increasing the station's incomes might not be an appropriate objective for Hui-Sun for

two reasons. First, Hui-Sun was a non-profit-making forest station. Second, the

govermnent had been funding Hui-Sun's personnel costs. After the earthquake, the

govermnent further provided most of its budget demand.

With the above suggestions and follow-up discussions with Dr. Feng, the hierarchy was

revised to have four major criteria for land-use planning - namely, soil erosion, habitat

protection, forest recreation for the public and economic benefits from timber resource

(Figure 5-7):
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The revised hierarchy was presented in a lab seminar meeting held on Junel4, 2001, and

four specific planning objectives were articulated:

(I) Minimizing the potential soil impact ofland-use pattern on Hui-Sun;

(2) Maximizing the protected area for the habitat protection;

(3) Maximizing the forest recreation area to provide social functions of forest recreation

and employment opportunities for neighbor communities; and

(4) Maximizing the total growing stock on timber management areas as to maximize the

economic benefits from timber resource of Hui-Sun.
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Land organization for analysis units (AUs)

As indicated in the previous chapter, the subdivision of the forest station into areas for

analysis is a key component of forest planning, and selection of the type of subdivision is

mainly based on how planning objectives are to be measured. For this study, three site

factors were chosen to define analysis units for land-use allocation: current

management-compartment zoning, slope, and timber growing stock (volume). That is,

these three factors were converted into factor layers in a GIS and overlaid to delineate

analysis units (see Appendix 1 for the overlaying process with ArcView).

The factor layer of management compartment gives the analysis units spatial

definitions and enables the model to track the location ofproposed allocation. Slope is a

key factor for determining the soil impact of a land-use allocation and the suitability of a

land-use type for an area in question. The slope layer was derived from the reclassification

of a grid-based slope map of Hui-Sun that was itself derived from the DEM data. Four

slope ranges were identified as attributes of analysis units: (1) 0-25 degrees; (2) 26-35

degrees; (3) 36-45 degrees; and (4) slope> 45 degrees. This classification is based on the

regulations and guidelines related to forestland management in Taiwan and land-use

planning in general. Slope under 25 degrees (about 50%) is commonly described as flat or

undulating and usually represents no limitation for activities like forest recreation and
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timber harvest (TFB, 1999; ASLA, 1978). Since 35 degrees is the maximwn slope level

that a vegetation cover can naturally rehabilitate, it is commonly used as a criterion for

identifYing forestland suitable for timber harvest. It is also suggested that recreational uses

are usually hindered on lands with slope over 25 degree (ASLA, 1978). Therefore, only

low intensity of forest recreation and harvest activities are allowed on slopes between 26

and 35 degrees. While timber harvest is prohibited on slopes greater than 35 degrees, low

intensity of forest recreation may be allowed, but with a soil-erosion concern, on slopes

ranging from 35 to 45 degrees. Forestland with slope over 45 degrees should only be used

as protection forests (TFB, 1999). The GIS layer corresponding to timber growing stock

was derived from a forest resource survey made by TFB in 1995. In this survey, the

growing stock on Hui-Sun was estimated via air photos and was divided into five volume

classes (cubic meters per hectare): (0) 0-50; (I) 51-100; (2) 101-200; (3) 201-400; and (4)

volume> 400.

There were 19 compartments, 4 ranges of slope, and 5 classes of stock volume, so the

maximwn nwnber of analysis units that could be defmed is 380. However, not every

compartment has all slope or volume classes, so after the overlaying process, Hui-Sun was

divided into 267 analysis units (not including 7 fractional units with less than 0.4 are in

each unit). These analysis units were labeled based on their compartment nwnber, slope
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range, and volume class. For example, a unit was named AU #923 if it was located in

compartment #9, with the second range of slope (26-35 degrees) and the third class of

stock volume (100-199 cubic meters).

Decision variables and other modeling elements

The modeling elements include decision variables, constraints, and coefficients

associated with objectives and constraints. Decision variables stipulate each AU to be

designated to one type of land-use. The first step of defining decision variables is to

identify the types of land-use planned for Hui-Sun. As indicated earlier, the land-uses of

Hui-Sun have been classified into four types: natural forest, plantation, protection forest

and non-forest area. However, this classification can not properly distinguish between the

management emphases on these land-use types. For example, natural forests can be

managed to emphasize timber management, and can also promote watershed protection in

the form of protection forest. Therefore, the decision group suggested the land-uses on

Hui-Sun be classified in accordance with the latest TFB guidelines for the development of

the forest-management plan. These guidelines require that land-uses on each national

forest station be categorized into four types (TFB, 200I):

(I) "Nature reserves", mainly referring to those proclaimed protected areas for critical
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habitat protection and ecosystem conservation.

(2) "Protected areas" for forestland protection, including existing protection forests,

reservoir areas, forestland at elevation higher than 2,500 meters (8,196 ft) or having

slope greater than 35 degree, etc.

(3) "Eco-tourism areas", which are aimed at providing visitors with recreation experiences

emphasizing in ecological knowledge and education. Those existing forest recreation

areas in forest stations are also included.

(4) "Timber management areas".

Since there was no proclaimed nature reserve on Hui-S1Ul, the land-use types for the model

only included type (2), (3) and (4). Therefore, 822 (274x3) decision variables were

defined to allocate one and only one type of land-use to each analysis unit.

Current forest recreation area, protection forests and plantations were viewed as

constraints for this model. That is, forestlands in compartment #1, #2, and #3 were

restricted to ecological tourism areas only; and compartment #9 and #16-19 could only be

used as protected areas. Logging activities can cause serious environmental problems if

the timber area is subject to soil erosion; therefore, not all plantations are suitable for

timber harvest. As a result, only plantations on areas with slopes less than 35 degrees were

designated as timber management areas.
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The coefficients required for the objective of soil erosion were the value scores for

different land-use types with respect to the soil impact criteria Similar to the overall

impact evaluation in an environmental-impact-assessment (EIA) process, the soil

objective function aggregates all soil impacts ofdifferent land uses in a land-use allocation,

and the value scores represents the degrees of impact. The value scores for each land-use

were intuitively assigned based on the rationale with which the slope ranges were

classified in the analysis-unit process described previously. Thus, a simple 0-3 value scale

was employed to reflect the soil impact of different land-use on four slope classes. The

value of 0 represented "severe impact" or "prohibited from use", 3 marked "no or mild

impact". That is, the greater the value was, the less the soil-impact imposed. This

approach resembles the so-called "equal-appearing intervals method" (von Winterfeldt

and Edwards, 1986). The value scores were then assigned as Table 5-4. Note that the

protected area was assigned to 3 for all slopes, because it imposed minimum disturbance

for any kind offorest environment.
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Table 5-4. Value scores (per area unit) with respect to slope criterion
Slope Type ofLand-use

(degrees) Timber mgt. area Eco-tourism area Protected area
0-25° 3 3 3

26-35° 2 2 3
36-45° 0 ! 3
>45° 0 0 3

3: no or rruld Impact
2: moderate impact
1: severe impact, but may be mitigated after slope treatment
0: severe impact or prohibited from use

The coefficients for the objective of maximizing timber-growing stock mainly

referred to the value associated with the volume class of an AU. An area with class-O

volume means that area contains very little timber resource (0-49 m3/ha) or even needs

reforestation to protect the forestland; therefore, the class-O AUs contributed zero timber

stock to this objective. For the others, the value used for timber growing stock was the

maximum value of the volume class of the AU in question. For example, the volume

coefficient was !00 m3 per hectare for class-! AUs, 200 m3 for class-2 AUs, and 400 m3

for class-3 AUs. Since there is no maximum value for class-4 (growing stock greater than

400 m3per hectare), the value of500 m3 was used as the coefficient. It should be noted that

this assignment of volume coefficients was not intended to explicitly assess a total

growing stock; rather, it tried to distinguish among AUs with different timber productivity.
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Baseline model

Four objectives were formulated: maximizing soil-impact value scores (SOIL),

maximizing timber growing stock (TIMBER), maximizing eco-tourism area (ECOTOUR),

and maximizing protected area (PROTECT). The baseline model can be expressed as:

"Ii E I

Maximize SOIL =soil-impact value scores

'L'L Sij x Xij
i=1 j=1

Maximize TIMBER = timber growing stock

'LVi x Xii
i=l

Maximize ECOTOUR = eco-tourism area

'LXi2
i=l

Maximize PROTECT = protected area

'LXi3
i=1

Subject to:

Area accoWlting
'LXij=Ai
j:i

AUs for timber management area only
Xtl = At for all t

AUs for eco-tourism area only
'LXr2 = :LAr for all r

AUs for protected area only
L,Xp3 = 'LAp for all p

(5-1)

(5-2)

(5-3)

(5-4)

(5-5)

(5-6)

(5-7)

(5-8)

tEl =

rEI =

where,

i, I =
j =

the indexes and set of AUs

the indexes of landuse type; 1-3 (I, timber management area; 2, eco-tourism

area; 3, protected area)

the indexes of AUs on existing plantations with slope < 350

the indexes ofAUs in compartment #1-3
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pel =
Xij =
Sij =

Vi =

Ai =

At

Ar

Ap

the indexes of AUs in compartment #9, #16-19

number ares (are=100m2
) in AU-i be assigned to landuse-j

value score of soil impact when AU-i is designated to landuse-j

growing stock volume (m3
) obtained when AU-i is assigned to timber

management area

area (are) ofAU-i

area (are) of the AU on existing plantations with slope < 35°

area (are) of the AU in compartment #1-3

area (are) of the AU compartment #9, #16-19

Equation (5) ensured that no more ares (are=10Om2
) were allocated to land-use types for an

AU than its total area Equation (6) forced AUs on existing plantations with slope less than

35° (a GIS overlay process was conducted in advance to identify these AUs) to be assigned

to timber management areas. While AUs in compartment #1, #2 and #3 were restricted to

eeo-tourism areas by equation (7), AUs in compartment #9 and #16-19 were allocated to

protected areas by equation (8). All constraints and their right-hand-side values are shown

in Table 5-5.

Table 5-5. Constraints and their right-hand-side values

Constraint RHS Constraint RHS Constraint RHS Constraint RHS

prl6 59,376 t413 134 t613 459 t813 460
prl7 34,311 1420 281 t621 494 t822 3,564
prl8 52,842 t421 8,509 t622 3,563 t823 2,224
prl9 21,467 t422 4,060 t623 478 t1210 536
pr09 33,622 t423 115 t711 2,212 tl211 2,216
reel 32,005 t511 3,158 t712 3,173 tl212 1,378
rec2 33,015 t512 2,865 t713 958 tl213 3,502
ree3 31,391 t521 5,727 t721 5,665 tl220 136
t410 120 t522 5,140 t722 6,654 tl221 3,350
t411 6,196 t611 225 t723 1,839 t1222 1,991
t412 3197 t612 1,691 t812 2,062 tl223 6,318
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To avoid "split" allocation for an AU (i.e. more than one land-use strategy to be allocated

to an AU), it can also be formulated as an integer model by attaching a choice variable with

each AU, i.e. Xij = Ai·Yij , and

L: Yij =1
j=1

Vi E I (5-9)

where,

Yij E {I,O} = an integer choice variable for the AU-i indicating the designation of

landuse-j· (I), or otherwise (0).

It is equivalent to the "bivalent" modeling strategy in which a decision variable can take

the value 0 or its upper bound (i.e. the total area of an AU) in a valid integer solution

(Ketron Management Science, 2000).

Solution process

The solution process started with the construction of a payoff matrix by optimizing

each objective function individually subject to the constraints, but ignoring the integrality

requirement - i.e., solving it as a continuous LP model. Its purpose was to identify the best

possible (optimal) value and establish a range ofpossible attained levels for each objective.

The payoff matrix is shown in Table 5-6.
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Table 5-6. The payoff matrix
Objective optimized ValueofZl ValueofZ2 Value ofZ3 ValueofZ4

SOIL=ZI *2,040,686 182,376 96,411 552,592
TIMBER=Z2 1,970,917 *565,617 96,411 443,464
ECOTOUR-Z3 1,437,706 182,376 *447,385 201,618
PROTECT-Z4 2,040,686 182,376 96,411 *552,592

*: the optimum value for each objective

From the payoff matrix, one can see that the attained levels for maximizing Z1 is identical

to that for maximizing Z4. In other words, the establishment ofprotected areas can fulfill

both soil and habitat-protection objectives.

The baseline model was then converted to a multiple-GP structure with the optimum

value of each objective (Z/) as the "lower" target (any achievement below this level was

penalized). All objectives were assumed to be of equal importance, in terms of DMs'

preferences, although the penalty on the deviation (ni) from each goal was weighted by the

normalized weight, kj (Table5-7):

Table 5-7. The first set of ki

Objective ki _1 Maximum Optimal Worst
max.dev. deviation value value

SOIL (score) 0.163 1.6x 1O" 602,980 2,040,686 1,437,706

TIMBER (m') 0.265 2.6xl0-6 383,241 565,617 182,376

ECOTOUR (are) 0.286 2.8xl0'" 350,974 447,385 96,411

PROTECT (are) 0.286 2.8xlO-6 350,974 552,592 201,618
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Lettingfi(x) be the objective function, this multiple-OP model can be expressed as:

Subject to

fi(x)+ n; = Z;, for alii, (i = 1-4)

Constraint (5-5)-(5-8)

n;;:>: 0

(5-10)

(5-11)

It was pre-solved as a continuous LP model to obtain a solution for comparison purpose.

However, the result showed an "integer solution", that is, no "split" allocation was

assigned. This result (Table 5-8 and Figure 5-8) was then used as the preliminary solution

in the following solution process.
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Table 5-8. The preliminary result for land-use model

Objective Attained Optimal Worst
value value value

SOIL (score) 1,972,874 2,040,686 1,437,706

TIMBER (m3
) 562,987 565,617 182,376

ECOTOUR (are) 96,587 447,385 96,411

PROTECT (are) 445,918 552,592 201,618

w

s

E

Intens"ty
.. protected

ecotourlsm
"timber
c=J No Data

Figure 5-8. Land-use allocation for the preliminary solution
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The fIrst iteration

The preliminary solution was presented to the OMs in a seminar meeting held on

March 14, 2002. An overview of the modeling process was given to the OMs before

presenting the attained level for each objective and the spatial result of the land-use

allocation. The result showed that, except for compartments #1-3, #9, and #16-19 which

were restricted to eco-tourism areas and protected areas, most of the forestlands with

slopes below 35 degree were designated as timber-management areas; and those with

slopes greater than 35 degrees were suggested to be managed as protected areas. Only a

tiny amount of forestland (40 ares, about I acre) was allocated to eco-tourism areas.

A common criticism about the preliminary solution was that there were too many

timber-management areas. In other words, the TIMBER objective was identifIed as the

objective to be relaxed. Other opinions about the preliminary solution were also elicited

through group discussion. One student pointed out that it was inappropriate to establish so

many timber management areas in compartment #10-15 at this stage, because there were

mostly undisturbed natural forests. Dr. Feng also indicated that the LTER area should be

excluded from the forestlands for land-use allocation planning at this stage, because it was

established for long-term investigation and survey on watershed ecosystems (although it

was not a proclaimed natural reserve). A student suggested that ecological tourism was not
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necessarily suitable for all forestlands in compartment #1-3, and those areas having slopes

greater than 45 degree should be managed as protected areas for the soil-erosion concern.

Modifications based on these three suggestions were incorporated in the second iteration

of the solution process.

The second iteration

The three suggestions derived from the fIrSt iteration of the solution process related

not only to the aspect of objective attainments but also to the other elements of the

planning process. First, in order to deal with the suggestion regarding the exclusion of the

LTER area, the planning process had to go back to the second phase to re-subdivide the

forest station into a new set of ADs. The LTER area was "cut" out of each factor map

before repeating the overlaying process, resulting in 267 ADs. Second, those ADs with

slopes greater than 45 degree in compartment #1 -3 were restricted to protected areas (i.e.

being treated as new constraints). Then, based on the modified model, a new payoffmatrix

was derived (Table 5-9) and a WOP solution was re-solved (Table5-l0):
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Table 5-9. The payoffmatrix for the modified model
Obiective optimized Value ofZl ValueofZ2 Value ofZ3 ValueofZ4

SOIL-Zl *2,027,469 161,145 74,179 558,842
TIMBER=Z2 1,957,700 *543,713 74,179 450,387
ECOTOUR=Z3 1,432,481 161,145 *421,449 211,572
PROTECT-Z4 2,027,469 161,145 74,179 *558,842

*: the optimum value for each objective

Table 5-10. The WOP result for the modified model

Objective Attained k, 1 Maximum Optimal Worst
value max.dev. deviation value value

SOIL (score) 1,959,657 0.163 1.6x1O-fj 594,988 2,027,469 1,432,481

TIMBER (m') 541,756 0.265 2.6xl0-fj 382,568 543,713 161,145

ECOTOUR (are) 74,441 0.286 2.8xl0-fj 347,270 421,449 74,179

PROTECT (are) 452,082 0.286 2.8xl0-fj 347,270 558,842 211,572

The solution for the second iteration was then generated with a new set of normalizing

weights. They were:

kl = 1.6+(1.6+0+2.8+2.8) = 0.222

k2 = 0+(1.6+0+2.8+2.8) = 0

k3 = 2.7+(1.6+0+2.8+2.8) = 0.389

14 = 2.7+(1.6+0+2.8+2.8) = 0.389

The modified model was also first solved as a continuous LP model. Again, it naturally

generated an all-integer solution (Table 5-11 and Figure 5-9).
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Table 5-11. The second solution for land-use model

Objective Attained Optimal Worst
value value value

SOIL (score) 2,027,469 2,027,469 1,432,481

TIMBER (m3
) 161,145 543,713 161,145

ECOTOUR (are) 109,971 421,449 74,179

PROTECT (are) 523,050 558,842 211,572

w

s

Intensity
.. protected
III ecotourism
"timber
c=J LTER

Figure 5-9. Land-use allocation for the second solution
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Because no weight was assigned to the TIMBER objective and the OMs didn't identify the

amount of relaxation, the attained level ofTIMBER objective was reduced to its minimum

level. This solution also allocated eco-tourism areas to ADs located on slopes less than 25°

and distributed in compartment #10, #11, #13, #14, and #15.

Since some of the students who previously participated in the group process were on

summer break or had graduated, we were unable to hold a regular seminar meeting in June

2002. Therefore, the solutions were only presented to Or. Feng (the OM) of the FERIA

Lab in an office meeting. Again, an overview of the modeling process was introduced to

the OM before presenting the two land-use solutions generated. The minimum attained

level ofTIMBER objective and the allocation oftimber management areas only to existing

plantations were both acceptable to the OM, because he felt timber harvesting on natural

forests was infeasible at least through the next decade. In addition, the OM showed

interest in establishing eco-tourism areas in compartment #10-15. He regarded it as a very

promising land-use strategy for Hui-Sun, because the concept ofecological tourism, which

emphasizes on ecological ethics and sustainable use of natural resources, had been

enthusiastically promoted in Taiwan during the last years. Therefore, the OM accept this

allocation as the final solution. Accordingly, the following strategic guideline for

long-term land-use management for Hui-Sun was proposed:
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• Compartment #1-#3 were managed as general eco-tourism areas providing common

forest recreational facilities and services, and areas with slopes greater than 45° should

be protected from visitors' disturbance. The existing plantations here were still be

managed for educational and field-practice purposes.

• Compartment #4-8 and #12 were managed as timber management areas, and timber

harvest was only allowed on areas with slopes less than 35°. The other areas should be

protected from soil impacts oflogging activities.

• Compartment #9 and #16-19 were still managed as protected areas.

• Compartment #10, #11, #13, #14 and #15 were proposed as potential sites for

eco-tourism areas where low-intensity recreational activities were allowed on flat

areas (slope less than 25°), and other areas should be protected from disturbance. A

detailed site investigation/planning and a thorough environmental impact analysis

should be conducted before opening these areas to the public.

Tactical Planning: the Timber-Harvest Model

Analysis area and planning concerns

As indicated previously, the purpose of the timber harvest model is not only to
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generate a logging program but also to determine logging capacity witbin a period of time

for Hui-Sun. This capacity is evaluated by considering environmental factors and desired

future status identified by the DMs - the long-tenn land-use strategy. To comply with the

solution derived from the land-use model, a map-overlay process was conducted to locate

the analysis boundary for the timber model. The suggested timber management areas of

the land-use model included those existing plantations with slopes less than 35 degrees and

some natural forests with high volume of growing stock. Since the ban on timber

harvesting on natural forests is unlikely to be cancelled in the near future, the

timber-harvest planning at this stage included only the plantation part. And, those selected

natural forests were left aside as potential timber-harvest areas for the future. In

accordance with the requirement and fonnat of the forest management plan in Taiwan, the

model used a planning horizon of40 years with 4 cutting periods of 10 years duration each.

Given the purpose of the timber model and the planning concerns identified earlier, three

key objectives were included in the model: maximizing the volume harvested, minimizing

soil loss caused by timber harvest and maximizing the labor demand that could contribute

employment opportunities to the neighboring communities. According to a management

plan for experimental forest stations of NCHU, the average labor demand for timber

harvest and reforestation was 35,000 man-days per year and the average harvested area
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was about 50 ha/yr. (NCHU, 1982). So, the coefficient for the labor objective was

estimated at 7 man-days per 100 m2
(are) harvested. The coefficients for timber yield and

soil loss are described in detail in the following sections.

Analysis units and decision variables

According to the preceding analysis, the selected plantations for timber management

were those located in compartment #4 - #8 and #12 with slopes less than 35 degrees

(Figure 5-10). The plantation types include mono-crop ofred cypress (Red.), China fir (C.

fir), Taiwan fir (T. fir), cryptomeria (Cry.), and mixed hardwoods (Hard., mainly aleurites

and acacia). These plantations' ages will range from 25 to 40 years in 2003, and can be

classified into three volume classes (Table 5-12). The analysis units (AUs) for the timber

model were dermed by overlaying two factor layers: existing plantations (with ID numbers

assigned by the station management office) and the stock volume classes. It resulted in 42

AUs for the timber model. Each AU was given a number according to its plantation ID

number and stock volume class. For example, AU #200-3 was an analysis unit located on

plantation #200 and having timber stock of the third volume class.
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Figure 5-10. The analysis area for timber-harvest model

Table 5-12. Timber features of the plantations for the timber model

Plantation ID #200 #201 #221 #222 #224 #225 #228 #229

Type C. fir C. frr C.fir Cry. Hard. C. fir Hard. C. fir
Age class 40 40 35 35 35 35 35 35

Volume class* (3) (2) (l )(2) (I) (l)(2) (1)(2)(3) (1)(2)(3) (1)(2)(3)

Plantation ID #230 #231 #241 #242 #243 #244 #246 #249

Type Hard. Hard. T. fir T. frr Hard. Red. Hard. T. frr
Age class 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

Volume class* (1)(2X3) (1)(2)(3) (1)(2) (1)(2) (1)(2) (1)(2) (I) (1)(2)
Plantation ID #250 #251 #259 #262 #267 #268 #269 #270

Type T. frr Cry. T. frr T. fir Cry. Red. Cry. Cry.
Age class 30 30 25 25 25 25 25 25

Volume class* (I) (1)(2) (I) (l )(2) (I) (I) (I )(2) (1)

Data source: the FERIA Lab, NCHU

*: based on the volume data in TFB, 1995
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Decision variables were defined as the number ofares (I are = 100 m2
) ofan analysis

unit to be managed under some management prescription. "Prescriptions" refer to set of

choices for the management of an area within a particular theme. Each prescription

represents a particular management emphasis and/or intensity, as well as the timing of

actions. In this case study, the management prescriptions were concerned with timber

harvest and the timing of harvest actions. The identification of harvest prescriptions

applicable to each analysis unit was mainly based on the factor of rotation age. According

to a report made by TFB in 1998, the minimum rotation ages for the timber species on

Hui-Sun are: red cypress, 60 years; China fir, 20 years; Taiwan fir, 30 years; cryptomeria,

20 years; and aleurites and acacia, 20 years. Thus, eight possible management

prescriptions, including "no cutting", were identified (Table 5-13).

Table 5-13. The possible management prescriptions
Management Plannin : period
prescription I II III IV

#1 E R
#2 E R
#3 E
#4 E R
#5 E
#6 E
#7 E
#8 No cutting

E - regeneration harvest of existing stand

R - regeneration harvest of future stand
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In the table, "E" denoted harvesting an existing stand and regenerating the forest aftelWard,

and "R" was harvesting the regenerated stand and also regenerating the forest aftelWard.

For example, prescription #1 represented harvesting existing stands on an AU in the first

planning period (i.e. the first ten years) and, in the third period, harvesting the regenerated

stands on the same AU. Note that it assumed same timber species would be planted

following the harvest.

All prescriptions were applicable for the plantations of China fir, cryptomeria, and

mixed hardwoods whose minimum rotation ages are 20 years. Prescriptions #1 and #4

could not be applied on the plantations of 30-year-old Taiwan fir (7 AUs in total), and the

plantations of25-year-old Taiwan fir (3 AUs) could not be managed with prescription #1-4.

For the plantations of 30-year-old red cypress (2 AUs), only prescription #7 was applicable.

It also showed that the plantation (#268) of25-year-old red cypress should not be included

in this planning horizon. Accordingly, 249 (7x41-2x7-4x3-6x2) decision variables were

defined for the timber-harvest model.

Projected growth rates and estimated yields

Since the proper growth-rate data (i.e., annual growth rate per areal unit) for

plantations on Hui-Sun was not available at this stage, the timber growth rates for each
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type ofplantation were projected making reference to the related research data. According

to a long-term, on-going survey conducted by TFB, in Taiwan the growth rate for red

cypress is 0.65%, and the average growth rate for mixed hardwoods is 3.93% (Yang, et al.,

1991). In a timber-scheduling study of a forest station in Nan-Tou county (Lei, 1999), the

growth rates for China fir, Taiwan fir and cryptomeria are 4.46%, 2.24%, and 4.97%

respectively. The projected growth rates for each type of plantation at four planning

periods are shown in Table 5-14.

Table 5-14. Projected growth rates* at each planning period

Type Growth rate (%), G, = (l-O.OlxlO)xG<-1

G (t=O)** GI 02 G3 04
R. cypress 0.65 0.59 0.53 0.47 0.43

China fir 4.46 4.01 3.61 3.25 2.93
Taiwan fir 2.24 2.02 1.81 1.63 1.47
Cryptomeria 4.97 4.47 4.03 3.62 3.26
Hardwoods 3.93 3.54 3.18 2.86 2.58

• Projected growth rates are calculated using the formulation cited in Lei (1999)

•• Data source: Yang, et 01.,1991 and Lei, 1999

Since the timber growing-stock map for Hui-Sun was made in the early I990s, the volume

growth during the last decade should be taken into account. As a result, the volume values

derived from the map were used as initial timber volumes for AUs. That is, the initial

timber volume (i.e. at time 1=0) for an AU of class-I was assumed to be 100 m3/ha, 200

m3/ha for class-2 AUs, and 400 m3/ha for class-3 AUs. Using the growth rates shown in
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Table 12, the estimated yields for each AU in each planning period under 7 management

prescriptions were calculated. The aggregated yields for each type of plantation and for

each AU are presented in Table 5-15 and 5-16.

Table 5-15. The estimated yields for each prescription (m3/ha) by plantation type

Type Vol. Manal!:ement Prescription
class 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

R. cypress I - - - - - - 122
II - - - - - - 245

China fir I 248 296 148 311 211 291 388
II 496 592 296 622 422 582 776
III 993 1,186 593 1,245 845 1,163 1,553

Taiwan frr I - 244 122 - 137 161 187
(30 yrs) II - 488 244 - 275 323 374

Taiwan fir I - - - - 137 161 187
(25 yrs) II - - - - 275 323 374

Cryptomeria I 255 310 ISS 330 230 328 452
II 510 620 310 660 460 656 904

Hardwoods I 242 284 142 294 194 257 331
II 483 566 283 587 387 513 662
III 968 1,132 566 1,175 775 1,027 1,325
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Table 5-16. Estimated yields for each AU in four planning periods
AU 200-3 201-2 221-1 221-2 222-1 224-1 224-2

lYpe C.fir C. fir C.fir C.fir Cry. Hard Hard
Volume(t=O) 400 200 100 200 100 100 200
Volume(t=I) 593 296 148 296 155 142 283
Volume(t=2) 845 422 211 422 230 194 387
Volume(t=3) 1163 582 291 582 328 257 513
Volume(t=4) 1553 776 388 776 452 331 662

AU 225-1 225-2 225-3 228-1 228-2 228-3 229-1
lYpe C. fir C. fir C.fir Hard. Bard. Hard. C.fir

Volume(t=O) 100 200 400 100 200 400 100
Volume(t=I) 148 296 593 142 283 566 148
Volume(t=2) 2ll 422 845 194 387 775 211
Volume(t=3) 291 582 1163 257 513 1027 291
Volume t=4) 388 776 1553 331 662 1325 388

AU 229-2 229-3 236-1 236-2 230-3 231-3 241-1
lYpe C.fir C. fir Hard. Hard. Hard. Hard. T.fir

Volume(rO) 200 400 100 200 400 400 100
Volume(t=l) 296 593 142 283 566 566 122
Volume(t=2) 422 845 194 387 775 775 137
Volume(t=3) 582 1163 257 513 1027 1027 161
Volume(t=4) 776 1553 331 . 662 1325 1325 187

AU 241-2 242-1 242-2 243-1 243-2 244-1 244-2
lYpe T.fir T.fir T.fir Hard. Hard. Red Red.

Volume(t=O) 200 100 200 100 200 100 200
Volume(t=I) 244 122 244 142 283 106 212
Volume(t=2) 275 137 275 194 387 112 224
Volume(t=3) 323 161 323 257 513 117 234
Volume(t=4) 374 187 374 331 662 122 245

AU 246-1 249-1 249-2 250-1 251-1 251-2 259-1

lYPe Hard. T.fir T.fir T.fir Cry. Cry. T. f11"
Volume(t=O) 100 100 200 100 100 200 100
Volume(t=I) 142 122 244 122 155 310 122
Volume(t=2) 194 137 275 137 230 460 137
Volume(t=3) 257 161 323 161 328 656 161
Volume(t=4) 331 187 374 187 452 904 187

AU 262-1 262-2 267-1 268-1 269-1 269-2 270-1
lYpe T.fir T.fir Cry. Red. Cry. Cry. Cry.

Volume(t=O) 100 200 100 100 100 200 100
Volume(t=I) 122 244 155 106 155 310 155
Volume(t=2) 137 275 230 112 230 460 230
Vulume(t=3) 161 323 328 117 328 656 328
Volume(t=4) 187 374 452 122 452 904 452
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Estimated soil loss

The annual soil loss for each prescription was estimated using the universal soil loss

equation (USLE) in metric units:

A =Rm·Km·LS·C-P

where,

A = average annual soil loss (tonslha)

Rm = rainfall erosion index (MJ-mmlha-hr-yr.)

Km = soil erodibility factor (ton-ha-yr.l ha-MJ-mm)

LS = topographic factor (L - slope length; S - slope)

C = cover-management or cropping factor

P = conservation practice factor

The first step of soil loss estimation was to determine the dimensionless factors - L, S,

C, and P. The data for mean slope and slope length for each analysis unit was required to

calculate the values of L and S factors. They were obtained through a grid-based map

analysis of elevation and slope map that were overlaid with the AU map respectively. The

L and S factors were then calculated (Table 5-17), using the formulations cited in a

handbook for soil-loss estimation in Taiwan (Wu, et al., 1996). These formulations are

expressed as:

L = (1J22.l3)!U

where,

A= slope length

m=O.5, when the slope is greater than 5% or 2.86 degree
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Table 5-17 The values of Land S factors for each AU
AU# S LENGTH (m) L-factor M SLOPE (degree) S-factor

200-3 345 3,95 24,99 13,67
201-2 162 2,71 4,89 0,93
221-1 210 3.08 19.31 8,73
221-2 375 4,12 23.17 11.99
222-1 135 2.47 32.38 21.27
224-1 580 5,12 17.49 7.34
224-2 320 3,80 13.99 4.99
225-1 695 5.60 29,79 18.48
225-2 860 6.23 26,24 14.87
225-3 230 3.22 25.77 14.41
228-1 905 6.39 26,96 15.58
228-2 506 4.78 27.54 16.16
228-3 768 5.89 14.42 5,26
229-1 115 2,28 25,97 14,60
229-2 1000 6,72 28.82 17.46
229-3 545 4,96 28.35 16,98
230-1 730 5.74 32.03 20,88
230-2 605 5.23 26.05 14,68
230-3 456 4.54 28.56 17.20
231-3 550 4,99 32.60 21.51
241-1 620 5,29 27.49 16.11
241-2 235 3.26 26,75 15.37
242-1 270 3.49 32.08 20.94
242-2 147 2.58 22,09 11.03
243-1 450 4.51 27.55 16.17
243-2 83 1.94 32.15 21.01
244-1 570 5,08 27.81 16.43
244-2 293 3,64 27.45 16,07
246-1 1109 7.08 27.17 15.79
249-1 453 4.52 30,69 19.43
249-2 270 3.49 17,00 6,99
250-1 735 5,76 26.42 15,04
251-1 390 4,20 22.66 11.53
251-2 118 2.31 13.99 4,99
259-1 410 4.30 25.39 14,05
262-1 103 2.16 31.69 20,51
262-2 135 2.47 24.19 12.92
267-1 505 4.78 30.44 19.16
269-1 220 3.15 27,27 15.89
269-2 77 1.87 28.99 17.64
270-1 324 3.83 34.59 23.73
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S = 65.4lsin2e + 4.56sine + 0.065

where,

e = mean slope

The C factor is not a constant value. It varies with time and the management prescription.

Dissmeyer and Foster (1981) develop a procedure to estimate the C values for a wide range

afforest conditions in the United States. This procedure considers 9 sub-factors operating

in the forest environment: amount ofbare soil, types of canopy cover, soil reconsolidation,

organic content, fine roots, residual binding effect, onsite storage steps and contour tillage.

Since the experimental data for forest conditions in Hui-Sun were not available, it was

infeasible to estimate C values for the model using that procedure. Alternatively, this

study followed the assumption and data cited in a timber planning study, conducted by

Wang (1997), for a forest station in central Taiwan. In that study, 10% of the forestland is

assumed to be exposed after harvesting and 50% ofthe bare soil still to contain a fine root

mat, and accordingly the C value after harvesting is estimated as 0.011. With reforestation

and natural growth of other vegetation on the harvested area, the C value will decrease to

the level as the one before harvesting - 0.0005. The time for the C value to decrease from

0.011 to 0.0005 varies with timber species. Wang assumes that it is 10 years for

hardwoods, 20 years for short-rotation species (e.g., China fir, cryptomeria), and 40 years

for long-rotation species (e.g. Taiwan fir, red cypress). Based on these data, the C values
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for different timber species in each planning period were calculated and shown in Table

5-18. In practice, the P value is usually set to I (i.e., assuming no soil conservation

practice is applied) for a conservative estimation when the field data is unavailable (Jeng,

2000).

Table 5-18. C values· assigned in different planning periods

Mgt. Species Planning period
prescrip. I II III IV
I Hardwoods 0.00575 0.0005 0.00575 0.0005

C. fir, Cry. 0.011 0.00575 0.011 0.00575
2 Hardwoods 0.00575 0.0005 0.0005 0.00575

C. fir, Cry. 0.011 0.00575 0.0005 0.011
T.fu 0.011 0.008375 0.00575 0.011

3 Hardwoods 0.00575 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005
C. fir, Cry. 0.011 0.00575 0.0005 0.0005
T. fir 0.011 0.008375 0.00575 0.003125

4 Hardwoods 0.0005 0.00575 0.0005 0.00575
C. fu, Cry. 0.0005 0.011 0.00575 0.011

5 Hardwoods 0.0005 0.00575 0.0005 0.0005
C. fir, Cry. 0.0005 0.011 0.00575 0.0005
T.fu 0.0005 O.oII 0.008375 0.00575

6 Hardwoods 0.0005 0.0005 0.00575 0.0005
C. fir, Cry. 0.0005 0.0005 0.011 0.00575
T. fir 0.0005 0.0005 0.011 0.008375

7 Hardwoods 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.00575
C. fir, Cry. 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.011
T. fir, R. cypress 0.0005 0.0005 0.0005 0.011

• C value calculation:

Hardwoods - the average C, (0.0 II +0.0005)/2 = 0.00575, for the whole period when cutting occurs

C. fir and CIY. - C decreases by a rate of(0.011-0.0005)12 = 0.00575 per period after cutting

T. fir and R. cypress - C decreases by a rate of(0.011-0.0005)/4 = 0.002625 per period after cutting

The soil erodibility factor, KIn, can be either calculated with the formula or obtained

from the nomograph (Wu et al., 1996). However, both methods require detailed data on
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soil texture, parameters of soil structure, and permeability; and there was no such field

survey data for Hui-Sun to determine the exact on-site Km values. Since more than 98%

ofthe forestland on Hui-Sun is covered by loamy soil, a single Km value - 0.037 was used

in this study. It is a general Km value for loamy soil suggested by a research regarding the

erodibility for different textures ofsoil on Taiwan (Lu, 1997, cited in Tu, 2000).

The last step to estimate the coefficients for soil loss is the determination ofthe values

of Rm, the rainfall erosion index. The Rm index is not a constant value, in that it varies

with the amount of annual rainfall. For example, according to a study regarding the Rm

values for Taiwan done by Huang (1979) based on a 20-year observation, the observed

annual Rm index for the central mountain area ranges from 4,886 to 28,667. The expected

magnitudes of annual Rm normally exceeds 12,001 once in 2 years (i.e., with an

occurrence probability of 50%), exceeds 18,147 once in 5 years (20%), exceeds 26,947

once in 20 years (5%), and exceeds 37,740 once in 100 years (1%). Therefore, instead of

using a single value, two values representing two Rm scenarios - "common" and "high",

were used for formulating the models. The value for "common" scenario was 13,677, a

Rm index suggested for area around Hui-Sun according to Huang's research (Wu, et at,

1996). As for the "high" scenario, it is unrealistic to use the extreme values for entire

planning horizon (40 years); therefore, the Rm value was derived from a Monte Carlo
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simulation process with the software - Insight.xla, in an attempt to determine a

"reasonably" high one. In the process, the low, most-likely, and high values were set to

4,886 (the observed lowest Rm value), 13,677 (the common Rm value), and 37,740 (the

I%-probability expected magnitude). Then, a IOOO-trial simulation was performed, and

the mean Rm value derived was 19,237, higher than the 20% expected magnitude

(18,147).

Both Rm values were used to estimate the soil-loss coefficients for the model. Two

sets of soil coefficients for each AU in four planning periods under 7 management

prescriptions are shown in Appendix 2. In the "common" scenario, a regular amount of

rainfall (common Rm) was assumed for the whole planning horizon. In the "high" one, a

reasonably high rainfall (simulated-mean Rm) seasons was presumed as the worst-case

scenario. The following model was used to explore possible attainments of objectives and

tradeoffs between two scenarios - the common case and the worst case. The information

of alternative solutions and possible consequences was then used to assist the DM in

determining the potential timber production for Hui-Sun
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Baseline model

Three objectives are fOlTIlulated: maximizing the total harvest volume (VOLUME),

minimizing the total soil loss (SLOSS) and maximizing the labor demand (LABOR):

for all i

Maximize VOLUME = total harvested volume
"i "i Y ij x Xij

i=l j=l

Minimize SLOSS = soil loss in each planning period

"i "i Sij x Xij

i=lj=1

Maximize LABOR = labor demand
"i "i 7x Xij

Subject to:

Area accounting

"i Xij =Ai
j~l

Wood-flow constraints (proportion ofprevious harvest)

"i "i Yijt x Xij =Wt for all t

i=lj=l

(l-p)Wt$ Wt+!

(l+p)Wt <: Wt+!

Labor demand constraints (proportion of previous amount)

"i "i 7 x Xijt = Lt for all t

i""l j=l

(l-q)Lt $ Lt+!

(l+q)Lt <: Lt+!
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Where,

Xij=

Yij=

Sij=

Ai=

Yijt=

Wt=

p,q =

number ares harvested from AU-i with timber management prescription:j (j =

1-8)

estimated yield (m3
) per are when harvesting from AU-i with timber

management prescription:i

soil-loss (ton) per are when harvesting from AU-i with timber management

prescription:i

the area (are) of AU-i

estimated yield (m3
) per are when harvesting from AU-i with timber

management prescription:i in planning period-t (t= 1-4)

woodflow (m3
) in planning period-t

proportion (assuming 10% for the initial solutions)

Again, the purpose of the area accounting constraints is to make sure no more area is

allocated to harvest prescriptions for an AU than its total area. Constraints (5-16)-(5-18)

ensure a sustainable wood flow. Leuschner (1990) points out that even wood flow in each

period (Wt = Wt+/) may cause a solution much less than the global maximum and incur a

substantial opportunity cost (for example, the forest may be young and mill capacity may

be low for the first several periods). Therefore, the strategy of "proportion of previous

amount" is used to ensure a constant flow but allowing a certain rate of flexibility.

Similarly, constraints (5-19) - (5-21) control a certain rate at which the amount of labor

demand can change from period to period and also implicitly control the area to be

harvested in each period, so that logging crews and equipment will not have to change

radically.
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Solution process

The solution process for timber-harvest model was also started with the construction

of a payoff matrix (Table 5-19):

Table 5-19. The payoff matrixes for two scenarios
Objective optimized ValueofZl1 ValueofZ2 ValueofZ3

Common scenario (Rm~13,677)

VOLUME=Zl *145,116 2,576,866 369,258

SLOSS -Z2 0 *253,568 0

LABOR-Z3 136,763 3,001,783 *394,509

Simulated-mean scenario (Rm=19,237)

VOLUME-ZI *145,116* 3,600,570 369,258

SLOSS-Z2 0 *356,640 0

LABOR =Z3 136,763 4,166,471 *394,509

*: the optimum value for each objective

Because those students who participated in the land-use decision-making process either

graduated or were unavailable during the summer break, the solution process for timber

model became a single-OM context. Again, the advisory professor of the FERIA Lab, Or.

Feng, was the only OM to interact with. The process was conducted in the first week of

September 2002:

The first iteration

First, the payoff table was presented to the OM, and he was asked to specify the AL

and RL for each objective in three scenarios. However, the DM had difficulty in
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specifying ALs and RLs with only the information shown in the payoff table, and he

suggested the process provide an initial set of solutions as a point to start with. As a result,

the process generated a set of initial solutions based on the assumption and data indicated

below:

• Solutions were generated for two scenarios - scenario I and II.

• The optimum values of objectives were used as their ALs.

• A RL of SLOSS was included in the model for both scenarios.

Since the optimum value ofSLOSS was in fact for a solution with no timber harvest,

the minimum level of SLOSS in the common scenario - 63,392 ton/period (about a

soil-loss rate of 20.7 tonlhalyear) was assumed as the background soil loss for the

analysis area. Supposing soil loss rises with timber harvest (when soil-protection

treatment was not considered) and that it should not exceed 50% of the background

amount at normal rainfall condition, the RL of SLOSS was thus specified as 95,088

ton/period.

• The market values of timber harvest for each solution were assessed.

It migbt be useful to provide this information to the DM to compare the solutions,

althougb the incomes from the timber harvest were not an objective for the model.

According to the market data published in the Journal ofTaiwan Forestry from 1991
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to 200 I, the prices of local timber products were quite stable during the last decade.

The price for red cyPress was about NT$ 50 thousand per cubic meters, 3.8 thousand

for both Taiwan fir and China fir, 3.5 thousand for cryptomeria, and 1.3 thousand for

mixed hardwoods. They were used as the coefficients to calculate the values of

timber harvest (note that the discount rate was not specified in the model).

All this was then used to generate three alternative solutions under each scenario. As

proposed in the previous chapter, the problem was solved as a LGP to minimize the

under-achievement of a goal's AL as the first priority, then to minimize the weighted sum

of the under-achievements of the remaining goals. Supposing fi(x), hex) and jj(x)

represent the goal objective of TIMBER, SLOSS, and LABOR, dl -3 are their

under-achievements with respect to their ALs (the optimum values), and Wi are the

normalizing weights, the model can be expressed as:

Subject to fi(x)+ d l ~ ALI

hex) - d2 S AL2

jj(x)+ dj ~AL3

L: L: Sijt x Xij S 95,088
i=lj=l

Constraints (5-15)-(5-21)

for all t

(5-22)

(5-23)

(5-24)

(5-25)

(5-26)

Xij represents the number of ares harvested from AU-i with timber management

prescription:!" and Sijt are the soil-loss (ton) per are when harvesting from AU-i with
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timber management prescription:]' in planning period-to The models were solved with the

"Rollover" process built in Spectrum, which generated LGP solutions using a process

involving three steps (USDA FS, 2000a):

• Generating a LP matrix including all of the objective funtions to be optimized;

• Selecting 2 or more objective fimtions to optimize in the preferred order; and

• Soving the matrix according to the order, with two rules: (l) the attainment of the

previously solved objective would be reduced to 99 % of its value and converted

into a constraint, and then resolving the marix using the following objective function;

(2) the first objective should be either a maximizing or minimizing one.

Second iteration

All solutions were presented to the DM, with a brief analysis of the results (Table

5-20 and Appendix 3). Six solutions were generated using two different sets of soil-loss

coefficients (scenarios). Obviously, solution 2 and 5 performed worst in both timber

volume and labor demand, although they had lowest soil loss. They both allowed timber

harvest on only three AUs, about 5 ha in total harvested area and less than 80 cubic meters

of annual timber harvest. Except for these, the timber and labor attainments in scenario I

were about three times better than those in scenario II.
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Table 5-20. Alternative solutions generated for the first iteration*

Solution/outputs Period-l Period-2 Period-3 Period-4 Total

Scenario I

lexmin {d,. (k,d,+ k,d,)}

Timber volume (m') 9,809 10,789 11,868 13,055 45,521

Soil loss (ton) 95,088 95,088 95,088 95,088 380,352

Labor demand (man-day) 15,433 16,976 16,103 11,714 60,226

Values (million NT$) 14 15 16 36 81

lexmin {d" (k,d,+ k,d,)}

Timber volume (m3
) 629 692 762 785 2,868

Soil loss (ton) 64,282 63,639 64,260 63,923 256,104

Labor demand (man-day) 1,276 1,148 1,263 1,390 5,077

Values (million NT$) I 3 1 2 7

lexmin {dJ• (k,d,+ k,d,)}

Timber volume (m3
) 8,675 9,542 10,496 11,546 40,259

Soil loss (ton) 95,088 95,088 95,088 95,088 380,352

Labor demand (man-day) 18,422 16,817 18,499 19,300 73,038

Values (million NT$) 11 16 14 33 74

Scenario II

lexmin {d.. (k,d,+ kJd,)}

Timber volume (m3
) 3,026 3,329 3,661 3,556 13,572

Soil loss (ton) 95,088 95,088 95,088 95,088 380,352

Labor demand (man-day) 4,548 4,147 4,561 5,017 18,273

Values (million NT$) 5 5 5 5 20

1exmin {d" (kA+ kJd,)}

Timber volume (m3
) 630 692 762 785 2,869

Soil loss (ton) 90,412 89,507 90,382 89,906 360,207

Labor demand (man-day) 1,276 1,149 1,264 1,390 5,079

Values (million NT$) I 3 I 2 7

lexmin {d" (k,d,+ kId,)}

Timber volume (m3
) 2,794 3,073 3,380 3,718 12,965

Soil loss (ton) 95,088 95,088 95,088 95,088 380,352

Labor demand (man-day) 5,016 4,514 4,658 5,124 19,312

Values (million NT$) 4 5 5 7 21

*: using ''rollover'' solution process in Spectrum
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Having the highest timber volume, solution I allocated harvest prescriptions to 14

AUs (8 ofmixed hardwoods, 3 of China fir, 2 of cryptomeria and only one of Taiwan fir).

Solution 3 could provide the greatest amount of employment opportunities for the

neighboring community, implying the greatest area harvested. It assigned harvest

prescriptions to 17 AUs (9 of mixed hardwoods, 3 of China fir, 3 of Taiwan fir and 2 of

cryptomeria). Like solution 2 and 5, solution 4 only allowed three AUs to be harvested,

but having a higher annual timber yield (300-360 cubic meters, mainly hardwoods).

Solution 6 allowed harvest on 4 AUs, with an annual timber yield from 280 to 370 cubic

meters.

Solution 2 and 5 seemed to be infeasible to the DM, because of the rather low annual

timber yield. Although Hui-Sun could not return to its "timber era" (when the average

timber yield was about 5,000 cubic meters per year), it was unrealistic to estimate a

logging capacity ofless than 80 cubic meters per year. A "play-it-safe" strategy might be

to take the other two solutions generated under scenario II - the worst-case scenario, if the

uncertainty problem ofrainfall was a major concern. However, both solution 4 and 6 were

not satisfactory in that they generated a harvest plan focusing on only 3 or 4 AUs and their

objective attainments were much lower than solution I and 3. Instead ofasking the DM to

choose a preferred solution and revise the RLs, the solution process generated another set
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of solutions based on the findings discussed so far. The purpose was to find feasible

solutions whose timber attainments were better than those in solution 4 and 6.

Third iteration

From the above analysis, one could assume that the preferred timber attainment

should lie somewhere between solution I and solution 4 and the major factor influencing

the decision would be the amount of soil loss. A solution analysis was thus conducted

intending to identify the range ofpreferred timber attainment. First, instead of specifying

an RL for SLOSS, an RL for TIMBER was included as a hard constraint in the model.

Secondly, the model was solved as a LGP to minimize SLOSS at the first priority, then to

minimize of the weighted sum of the under-achievements of timber and labor goal

objectives. Then, seven alternative solutions were generated using seven different

timber-RLs - 4,5,6,7,8,9 and 10 thousand cubic meters per period (Table 5-21). From

the table one could see that, both 9,000-RL and 10,000-RL solutions would cause a soil

loss exceeding the high limit (95,088 ton/period) for SLOSS specified earlier. As a result,

the range of preferred timber attainment could be reduced to approximate 4,000-8,000

cubic meters per period (400-800 m3/year).
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Table 5-21. Alternative solutions generated for the third iteration

Outputs Period-I Period-2 Period-3 Period-4 Total

u"4Yijt x Xij 5: 4,000

Timber volume (m3) 4,000 4,103 4,514 4,965 17,582
Soil loss (ton) 69,413 67,614 69,013 68,982 275,022
Labor-demand (man-day) 5,721 5,149 5,664 6,230 22,764
Values (million NT$) 5 7 6 9 27

u"4Yijt x Xij:;; 5,000

Timber volume (m3) 5,000 5,000 5,368 5,905 21,273
Soil loss (ton) 70,780 69,205 74,068 70,769 284,822
Labor-demand (man-day) 6,631 6,995 7,694 8,464 29,784
Values (million NT$) 6 9 7 11 33

U "4Yijt x Xii 5: 6,000

Timber volume (m3) 6,000 6,000 6,360 6,996 25,356
Soil loss (ton) 73,970 70,323 76,073 74,839 295,205
Labor-demand (man-day) 7,973 7,851 8,636 9,500 33,960
Values (million NT$) 8 10 8 14 40

U "4Yijt x Xij 5:7,000
Timber volume (m3) 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,700 28,700

Soil loss (ton) 79,628 71,046 79,684 77,371 307,729
Labor-demand (man-day) 10,221 9,199 10,118 10,878 40,416
Values (million NT$) 9 12 9 22 52

u"4Yijt x Xij:;; 8,000

Timber volume (m3) 8,000 8,000 8,000 8,800 32,800
Soil loss (ton) 88,090 72,105 82,364 79,458 322,017
Labor-demand (man-day) 11,221 10,099 11,109 12,134 44,563
Values (million NT$) 10 14 10 25 59

u"4 Yijt x Xij 5: 9,000

Timber volume (m3) 9,000 9,000 9,133 10,046 37,179

Soil loss (ton) 96,471 73,661 85,468 82,328 337,928
Labor-demand (man-day) 12,520 11,268 12,395 13,633 49,816
Values (million NT$) 12 15 12 28 67

u"4Yijt x Xij 5: 10,000

Timber volume (m3) 10,000 10,000 10,119 11,131 41,250

Soil loss (ton) 103,142 75,892 94,270 84,440 357,744

Labor-demand (man-day) 14,434 12,990 14,289 14,793 56,506
Values (million NT$) 13 16 13 31 73
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Finally, the 8,000-RL solution was recommended as the preferred solution for the

timber harvest plan of Hui-Sun. It had the greatest timber volume, labor demand and

timber values, and the soil-loss, less than the soil limit by about 7,000-23,000 ton in each

period, could be viewed as a "reserve" kept back for abnormally high rainfall condition

possibly occurring. The outcomes of timber harvest planning for Hui-Sun could be

summarized into Table 5-22. In all, a total of about 32,800 cubic meters of timber volume

was suggested as the 40-year logging capacity for Hui-Sun.

Table 5-22. The timber harvest plan for Hui-Sun
AU# Species Mgt.Pres. # AreaO00 m2) Yield(m3)

201-2 China fir 4 205 1,275

225-3 China fir 7 287 4,457

Total 5,732

251-2 Cryptomeria 4 97 640

269-2 Cryptomeria 7 31 280

Cryptomeria - 11 0

Total 920

224-1 Hardwoods 3 208 295

Hardwoods 5 28 54
Hardwoods 6 496 1275

Hardwoods - 203 0

224-2 Hardwoods 4 500 2935

228-3 Hardwoods I 723 6999

Hardwoods 4 614 7215

230-3 Hardwoods 3 167 945

Hardwoods 6 368 3779

231-3 Hardwoods 3 438 2479

Hardwoods - 377 0

243-2 Hardwoods 3 67 190

Total 26,166
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Complying with the land-use plan and taking into account the environmental concern,

the proposed harvest program could produce about 8,000 cubic meters (800 m3tyear) of

timber volwne and about 10,000-12,000 man-days oflabor demand (1 ,000-1 ,200 md/year)

in each period. The timer volwne was contributed from mixed hardwoods - 26,160 m3
,

China fir - 5,730 m3
, and Cryptomeria - 920 m3

• The increase in soil loss due to timber

harvest in each period was about 14%-39% ofthe background soil loss.

Discussion

The purpose of this section is to discuss the major [mdings of the case study, including

some weaknesses in the models and the possible improvements on them. As indicated

previously, the problem for Hui-Sun was a bureaucratic decision-making problem, the

proposed planning system was applied to address two levels of forest-management

concerns for Hui-Sun, Le., land-use and timber-harvest planning, and the Spectrwn system

was used as a tool to facilitate modeling process and solution presentation. Thus, the

discussion includes examinations of problems in each phase of the planning process and

comments on the practical aspect of the Spectrwn system.
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Problems in forming the decision-making group

The first task of the planning process was forming the decision-making group that

would participate in the case study. As indicated previously, the case study was a pilot

study with a very limited budget, therefore it was unable to invite all key stakeholders to

perform a formal group-decision process. At the beginning, the advisory committee,

which were mainly comprised ofprofessors or scholars in forest-related fields and served

to provide comments about decisions or plans for the management ofNCHU experimental

forests, was considered as a key decision group for the pilot study. Nevertheless, this

committee was dismissed when the experimental forest administration stopped developing

forest management plans in the late 1980s, and it was unlikely for NCHU to appoint such a

committee for the pilot study. It thus aimed to include the key staff of Hui-Sun

management agency and the professor and graduate students of the FERIA Lab in the

decision group. However, it was very troublesome for Hui-Sun's management staff to

attend the meetings, because their office was located in the forest station. Therefore, an

individual interview with the staff was conducted as an alternative strategy to incorporate

their objectives or concerns in the plarming process.

The decision group that attended the group meetings then included only the professor

and graduate students of the FERIA Lab. Although they could play the roles of the
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management agency, the experts, and the users of Hui-Sun as in a multiple-DM context,

there were two major pitfalls in the group decision process. The first pitfall was mainly a

consequence of the relationship between the professor and graduate students, which often

made the decision context more like a single-bureaucratic-DM one. In addition, the case

study was a voluntary pilot study, and it resulted in the second pitfall - the DMs treated the

pilot study as a class project. These two pitfalls might somewhat affect the rigorousness of

the decision process. For example, the solution process for the land-use model took only

two iterations to reach an agreement - a consequence rarely seen in a real-world case.

Defining analysis units for applicable solutions

There were two problems encountered in defining analysis units (AUs), which can be

regarded as challenges for future application of the planning system. The first problem

was concerned with the way of defining analysis units (AUs), in which an AU might be

composed of discontiguous, though homogeneous, lands. A criticism about the "style" of

spatial presentation arose when displaying the allocation results to the DMs. Forest

land-use management in Taiwan has conventionally used a "zoning" approach to

large-scale land-use planning. The forestland is subdivided in a relatively general and

strategic way, and thus a land-use pattern is usually presented as a contiguous big zone.
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For example, a recreation zone can be composed ofa couple of compartments. Therefore,

in the case studY, some DMs felt it might be problematic to directly use the spatial

presentation of solutions generated by the model as the land-use planning map required in

the official forest management plan.

The second problem concerns the spatial resolution for the timber-harvest model. As

in the land-use model, several AUs in the timber-harvest model were composed of more

than one piece offorestland. This caused difficulty in calculating soil-coefficients; and the

harvest plan was unable to tell the DMs if all these lands of an AU would be harvested at

the same time or in some order within a cutting period (10 years). Perhaps one could argue

that the timber-harvest model was aimed at the tactical planning level, with the main

purpose of suggesting a potential timber production for a forest station; and a detailed

cutting plan should be conducted at next level ofplanning (operational level) for each AU.

However, this problem may also suggest that the spatial resolution of the timber-harvest

model can be further improved so that the solutions can better serve as ready guidelines.

Value-score issue for the land-use model

Soil erosion was a key concern for both land-use and timber-harvest planning. Since

the decision variables of land-use and timber-harvest models represented strategic and
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tactical levels of planning decision respectively, the soil-erosion concern was handled

differently in both models. Unlike those in the timber-harvest model, the decision

variables of the land-use model specified only land-use types and analysis units, with little

information (e.g., timber-harvest prescriptions) that was precise enough to be used to

estimate soil-loss coefficients. Therefore, a set of value scores (0-3), which represented

relative degrees of soil impact, was used as coefficients for the soil-erosion objective of the

land-use model (i.e., the soil-erosion objective function aggregated soil-impact scores

associated with decision variables).

Nevertheless, there is a problem in using these value scores as objective coefficients

of an optimization model. One may question the appropriateness of using them in

calculation, because it is alleged that they are in the nature of ordinal measurements.

Actually, viewed in a different way, this problem is more concerned with the issue of

"distinction" between categories. The value-score determination in the case study is an

example of the category estimation method - a technique translating the qualitative

information into a quantitative value scale and also called· as the method of

equal-appearing intervals method (Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1986). It is operationally

simple and easy to understand, especially for those non-expert participants. However, this

method does have a major weakness, that is, it assumes an equal value-increment between
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categories and thus may loose fine distinctions. Moreover, even ifone assumes the values

to come from an interval scale, it is inappropriate to use interval-level numbers directly as

coefficients, because multiplication is not defined for interval-level numbers (unless such

multiplication has the outcome of weighted averaging, which is not the case here). The

only way to legitimize the use of interval-level numbers is to use the difference between

two interval numbers as a coefficient, since subtraction of interval numbers is indeed

permissible and their difference exists on a ratio scale. Such differences would have

meaning if the decision variables referred to land-use change, with the coefficients then

signifying the net difference between the existing and future land uses.

To examine how this problem may affect the result of land-use planning, a set of

hypothetical value scores is applied in the land-use model (preliminary one), and the

results are compared with those of the case study. Suppose these scores are re-measured

with the direct-rating method - one of the most widely used numerical estimation methods

(Winterfeldt and Edwards, 1986), setting a scale with 0 (severe impact or prohibited from

use) and 10 (no or mild impact) as two anchors (end points). The procedure requires the

respondent to consider carefully the relative score ofthe soil impacts and then rate them in

such a way that the relative spacing between impacts reflects the respondent's judgement

for the degree of an impact. The re-measured scores are shown in Table 5-23.
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Table 5-23. Re-measured soil-impact coefficients
Slope Tvoe of Land-use

(degrees) Timbermm:. Bco-tourism Protected
0-25° 10 (3)* 10 (3) 10 (3)

26-35° 6 (2) 8 (2) 10 (3)
36-45° 0(0) 3 (1) 10 (3)
>45° 0(0) 0(0) 10 (3)

. ,
*: the number 10 parenthesIs IS the angmal value score shown In Table 5-4.

3: no or mild impact 2: moderate impact
1: severe impact, but may be mitigated after slope treatment
0: severe impact or prohibited from use

Note that the value-increments between categories are not equal. In addition, eco-tourism

obtains a higher score than timber management for slope II, while they are assigned equal

scores as in the case study.

Applying these new scores in the land-use model results in two major changes: one in

the values ofSOIL objective and the other one in the normalized weights (k;). The optimal

value for SOIL is now 6,783,487 and the worst one is 4,802,643 (max. deviation is

1,980,844). The new set of k, is: SOIL, 0.057, TIMBER, 0.299, ECTOUR, 0.322, and

PROTECT, 0.322. The result is shown in Table 5-24.

Table'5-24 The result ofusing re-measured value scores
Obiective (unit) Re-measured Case studv

SOIL (value score) 6,512,239 1,972,874
TIMBER (m3

) 562,987 562,987
ECOTOUR (are) 96411 96,587
PROTECT (are) 446094 445,918
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The new model results in a slightly different allocation from that of the case study - it

"takes" a few area from ECOTOUR to PROTECT. Although this problem seems not

significant especially when the interactive planning process is applied, one can argue that

applying different value-measurement methods may result in different planning decisions.

A modeling strategy to avoid the problem associated with value measurement is to

reformulate the model so that no value-score is involved. To do so, an alternative

modeling strategy for the case study is described as below:

• IdentifYing two groups of soil-impacts: (1) "low-impact" includes those impacts

measured as 3 in Table 5-4 (i.e., timber-management and eco-tourism for slope I, and

protected forests for all classes ofslope); and (2) "high-impact" includes those impacts

measured as 1 (i.e., eco-tourism for slope III).

• Applying constraints so that areas classified as slope III and IV are excluded from

timber-management uses and areas of slope IV are also prohibited from eco-tourism

uses (e.g., setting L: Xi/VI = 0, where r represents ADs of slope IV and 1 is

timber-management area).

• Replacing the original SOIL objective with two objectives: LOWIMP maximizing the

total area allocated to "low-impact" land uses (L: Xi/ow, where low represents the

"low-impact" use) and HIGHIMP minimizing the total area allocated to "high-impact"
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land uses (L: Xihigh, where high denotes the "high-impact" use).

Applying all this to the preliminary land-use model and following the same solution

method used in the case study, the payoff table and ki for the new model are shown in Table

5-25.

Table 5-25. The new payoff matrix for land-use model
Objective optimized ValueofZ1 Va1ueofZ2 ValueofZ3 Va1ueofZ4 Value ofZ5
LOWIMP=ZI *612,209 34,623 182,376 96,411 552,592

HIGHIMP=Z2 612,209 *34,623 182,376 96,411 552,592

TIMBER=Z3 542,440 34,623 *565,617 96,411 443,464

ECOTOUR=Z4 350,352 226,655 182,376 *397,688 251,315

PROTECT=Z5 612,209 34,623 182,376 96,411 *552,592

*: the optimum value for each objective

In Table 5-6 the result of optimizing the soil-impact objective (SOIL) is same as that of

optimizing the protected-area objective (PROTECT). As discussed earlier, it might imply

that protected area was implicitly given more weights than the other land-uses in the case

study. From Table 5-25 one can see that optimizing soil-impact and protected-area

objectives still generate a same result. However, the SOIL objective now is split into

LOWIMP and HIGHIMP, and maximizing LOWIMP is equal to minimizing HIGHIMP. It

seems that the consideration of soil-impact is reduplicated in the model. In other words,

one of these two objectives may be redundant. Therefore, instead of including all the

above objectives, the solution ofthe new land-use model is generated with four objectives:
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LOWIMP, TIMBER, ECOTOUR, and PROTECT (Table 5-26 and 5-27). Compared to the

result of the case study, the attainments of TIMBER and ECOTOUR are both decreased,

and consequently the attainment of PROTECT is increased.

Table 5-26 k, for the new model
Objective k, -.l Maximum Optimal Worst

max.dev. deviation value value
LOWIMP (are) 0.292 3.8xlO-6 261,857 612,209 350,352

TIMBER (m3
) 0.200 2.6xlO-6 383,241 565,617 182,376

ECOTOUR (are) 0.254 3.3xlO-6 301,277 397,688 96,411

PROTECT (are) 0.254 3.3xlO-6 301,277 552,592 251,315

Table 5-27. The result ofnew model
Obiective (unit) Alternative Casestudv

LOWIMP (are) 563,489 -
TIMBER (m3

) 524,803 562,987
ECOTOUR (are) 96,411 96,587
PROTECT (are) 465186 445918

Modeling and solution issues in timber-barvest planning

Discouutini issue

The omission of discounting was an arguable issue in assessing the value of timber

production. In fact, the reason that the value of timber production was not discounted in

the case study was in an attempt to provide the DMs with unbiased value information.

Discounting is usually regarded as an essential element in benefit-cost analysis for projects
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with a lifetime extending for at least several decades. However, it has also drawn

considerable criticism. As Mitchell (1997) indicates, discounting the value of future

benefits encourages a short-term perspective, since it implies successive generations'

benefits are given less and less attention. In addition, there is always disagreement about

what is an appropriate interest rate to use. Therefore, some have advocated the use of a

zero or a very low discount rate to eliminate this problem. Nevertheless, from an

economist's point of view, eliminating discounting would not result in efficient, or even

equitable, use ofresources, but a net decrease of social welfare (Dixon, et al., 19%):

"First, people would rather be given a certain amount ofmoney today than the

same amount of money sometime in the fUture. Second, alternative

opportunities exist in which sums ofmoney invested today will yield larger

sums ofmoney in the fUture (P.I 07)".

Thus, a possible improvement that could be made in the timber-harvest model is to provide

discounted value of timber production in an accompanying narrative as extra information

for making decisions.

Strategy for dealing with uncertainty

The key uncertainty issue for the timber-harvest model is concerned with the amount

of rainfall. When considering a corresponding modeling strategy, it is necessary to

characterize the nature of the uncertainty issue. As discussed previously, the changeable
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weather conditions in Taiwan during the last decade has made it more and more difficult to

predict long-term rainfall pattern using probabilistic approach. In addition, the prediction

is often of poor reliability for an area like Hui-Sun where weather data is somewhat

incomplete or imprecise. The uncertainty involved in the timber-harvest model could thus

be classified as a structural uncertainty. As a result, "scenarios" were used in the case

study to explore potential achievements of objectives under significantly different rainfall

conditions, which were then used to assist in generating alternative solutions. The

interactive solution process was used to ensure the solution would be feasible or could be

implemented rather than to "negotiate" the potential timber production of Hui-Sun.

However, one may argue that the final solution was mainly a consequence of the

DM's subjective judgement, rather than an objective estimation of the potential possibility

for Hui-Sun's timber production. In that case, one may consider the chance-constrained

optimization approach to timber-harvest modeling. To transform the original model into a

chance-constrained one, one can rewrite equation 5-26, a reservation-level for soil loss

included in the model as a hard constraint, into a chance constraint:

prob (L L Sijl x xij::; 95,088) ? e
i=lj=l
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where sijt denotes the soil-loss coeficients and e is the probability required for satisfying

the soil-loss limit for each period. Equation 5-27 then can be rewritten as a nonlinear

deterministic constraint:

2: 2: E(sijt) x xij + t5, (2: 2: x/Sij/ )112 ~ 95,088
i=l j=1 i=l j=l

for all t (5-28)

where Sij,2 is the population variance of each Sift, and E(sijt) is the expected value, or mean,

of Sijt. This formula assumes a normally distributed variate.

Trade-offs information

The solution process of timber-harvest model provided a framework for analyzing

"what-if' questions similar to sensitivity analysis (e.g., what if the reservation level for

timber production is set to 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 thousand cubic meters per period?). The

DM could clear see how the amount of soil-loss changed under different assumptions. To

provide a more precise and visually effective information about trade-offs among

objectives, the technique of Interactive Decision Maps (as introduced in Chapter 3) can be

utilized as a supplementary tool to assist the DM in identifying preferred solutions.

Interactions with the DM in solution process

The solution processes used in the case study were developed based on the natures of
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the problem and decision context, weighing pros and cons of various approaches.

Nevertheless, it faced a dilemma when the OM was unwilling to cooperate and making

requests that led to a procedure not following the designed steps. For example, during the

solution process for timber-harvest model, the OM preferred that the process could

generate a set of alternative solutions, rather than to specify the reservation levels for

unsatisfactory goal objectives. In this kind of situation, should the analyst insist on

maintaining the integrity ofthe process, maybe by patiently directing the OM to stay on the

track? Or, should the analyst be sensitive to the OM's needs and modify the process

accordingly? As a matter of fact, this is a common dilemma faced by analysts when

applying interactive planning processes in practice, and there seems no certain guide for

analysts to follow.

Perhaps the answer would depend on the purpose ofthe decision-making process, e.g.,

whether it is for identifying a set of solutions as a professional recommendation for

upper-level decision or mainly for reaching an agreement upon a planning decision. In

other words, it would depend on where the analyst is located within the process and the

role that the analyst is expected to play - a consultant responsible for guiding the OMs to

make a "better" decision, or mainly a process facilitator. The former is usually expected to

apply a designed process in a more rigid way than the latter is. On the other hand, however,
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this may also suggest that a good solution process should be flexible enough to handle

various kinds of situation without corrupting its key function or hindering its planning

purposes. From this view, the processes used in the case study did meet this expectation to

some degree.

Comments on the Spectrum system

The modeling tool used in the planning system is the LP matrix generator and

reporter - Spectrum. Developed by USDA Forest Service, Spectrum is an evolution of

FORPLAN, an LP-based system for large-scale forest management planning first released

in 1980. With the building blocks (edit windows and dialogue boxes) provided by

Spectrum, users can construct a baseline model by inputting or composing six basic

elements: planning horizon and periods, analysis units, management actions, yields or

coefficients, objectives and constraints. Greer and Meneghin (1999) describe Spectrum as

a flexible modeling tool analogous to an artist's blank canvas, brushes, and paints. As the

latest planning tool, Spectrum is a product of 20 years of experience and improvement in

LP-based forest planning. There are three major findings of the case study regarding the

application of Spectrum in the field. However, they are intended to serve as a shared

experience, rather than a critique, and it could be also regarded as a reference for
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improving the applicability of Spectrum to deal with a broader range of

forest-management problems.

First, the optimization options Spectrum provides are selected. These options can be

grouped into three categories: (1) the traditional LP which optimizes a single objective

through maximization, minimization, MAXIMIN (maximizing the minimum level of an

output throughout the planning horizon) or MIN/MAX (minimizing the maximum level of

an output throughout the planning horizon); (2) the weighted GP; and (3) the "rollover"

process as lexicographical GP. Greer and Meneghin (1999) also include mixed integer

programming (MIP) as another optimization option of Spectrum. Nevertheless, it is not

directly built into the modeling system. A file-converting procedure, processed outside the

Spectrum system, is needed to obtain a MlP solution. Furthermore, its solution can not be

directly connected with the GIS system, but requires another file-generation process to

obtain a dbf-format file required for SpecVision, a tool displaying solutions generated with

Spectrum. These processes are relatively complicated and time-consuming so that they

may affect the applicability of Spectrum to MIP problems.

Second, some interface limits may impair the modeling flexibility of Spectrum. For

example, the user interface component of Spectrum has a limit of 5 objectives (Le., a

maximum of 5 objective functions may be specified at the edit window). It does not mean
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that a model can only have 5 objectives. In fact, many problems can be formulated as a

multi-goal programming structure, and the solver, C-WHlZ, can handle the largest

possible matrix in the available RAM of PC (Le., there is little limit on the number of

constraints). However, this limitation may cause "inconvenience" when executing the

"rollover" process (equivalent to lexicographic GP), if the user would like to consider

another objective function that is not specified on the edit window. In addition, there are

also upper or lower bounds on some numerical-data inputs, such as the targets and weights

of the goals. When violating these bounds, the inputs may be read as zero and/or fail the

matrix generation. Although some numerical bound problems can be handled using

different units, these limits or rules may somewhat affect the modeling flexibility.

Finally, given the format of matrix report provided by Spectrum, it is difficult and

time-consuming to detect modeling or logical errors. For a user trained in conventional LP,

it may need some "imagination" to figure out the relationships between those inputs or

building blocks, and how they fit in an LP model structure. This may make it complicated

for users to detect modeling errors. The system automatically detects some types of errors

and generates warning messages on the matrix report, but, in some cases, these messages

are not very helpful for picking out and/or correcting the errors.
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Notwithstanding these findings, once a Spectrum model is built, it is relatively

convenient for the analyst, or even a skilled staff member not responsible for developing

the model, to revise or update its input data and re-run the model. This should be a robust

feature that allows a forest station to more efficiently develop the forest-management plan,

which is required to be updated and revised every 5-10 years in Taiwan.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

The overall goal of this research is to develop a planning system to generate a long-term

strategy for land-use management and to determine a potential level of timber production

for a forest station in Taiwan. The primary task of the planning process is developing

"benchmark" alternatives, from which a preferred management solution can be derived,

and/or a base for negotiation can be provided. As Kent, et al (1991) indicate:

"The primary role ofbenchmark alternatives is to determine both resource

production capabilities, such as the amount oftimber that can be harvested,

and the tradeoffs that result from the imposition ofmanagement restrictions

that are required by law, policy, etc." (p. I8)

In the meantime, a range of potential solutions generated for the station may also serve as

ready guidelines to forest management, and can be incorporated into the official

forest-management plan. The purpose of this chapter is twofold: first, to summarize the

major fmdings of this research; secondly, to discuss whether this type of planning system

can be readily applied throughout Taiwan, focusing on a more organizational aspect ofthe

issues. The application ofthe mathematical-programming approach to forest-management

problems in Taiwan during the last decades and the related organizational experience of

the United States are also reviewed to draw implications for the conclusion.
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Summary of the Research

With the worldwide decline in timber exports, there has been a recognition that Taiwan

will eventually have to increase its own timber production, which currently supplies less

than I% of the island's total timber need. To prepare for this coming change, there is a

need for Taiwan to estimate the potential level of timber production from its national

forests as a base for the development of a plan to increase local timber supply. Instead of

using the conventional approach to timber-production estimation in Taiwan (i.e.,

identifying the forestland suitable for timber harvest, then using forest-inventory data and

volume-control methods to make the estimation), this study develops a planning system

capitalizing on the strength of the LP-based forest-planning models to accomplish the task.

It not only identifies the timberlands for harvesting but also directly portrays the preferred

forest land-use layout, under which a potential level of timber production is determined.

A case study was conducted on Hui-Sun, which is an experimental forest station

located in central Taiwan. Although Hui-Sun is an experimental forest station, its

organizational context is similar to that of a national forest station. In Taiwan,

experimental forest stations are administrated as national forests and funded by the

government, and most national forests are facing management problems derived from
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multiple-resource-uses, soil and water conservation, and the possible policy for resuming

or increasing timber production. The case study was conducted as a voluntary pilot study

with a decision group consisting ofthe professor and graduate students of the Lab ofForest

Environment/Resource Inventory and Analysis at the National Chung-Hsing University.

They could represent three groups of key stakeholders, the manager, the experts, and the

users ofHui-Sun. Although I was unable to invite all key stakeholders to perform a formal

group-decision process, some of the major findings obtained through the case study can

still serve as useful thoughts or comments on improving the planning system for its future

application on any of the national forests in Taiwan. These fmdings can be summarized

into the following:

• A major challenge to both land-use and timber-harvest models would be how to

improve the spatial layout and resolution ofanalysis units for better applicability ofthe

solutions, in terms of meeting the DMs' needs and serving as ready guidelines.

• The key problem for the land-use model was the determination of value-scores for the

soil-erosion objective. Using different value-estimation methods would result in

slightly different objective attainments. Although it may not significantly affect the

planning result, one can avoid this problem by using a modeling strategy to maximize

or minimize the forestland allocated to land-uses of low or high soil-impacts.
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• Whether or not to discount the value of timber resources is an arguable issue, since it

implies that less and less importance is given to successive generations. However, one

can provide DMs with the discounted value as complementary information for making

decisions.

• To deal with the structural uncertainty involved in the changeable weather pattern in

Taiwan, the strategy of "scenarios" was used to explore potential achievements of

timber objectives under significantly different rainfall conditions. The interactive

solution process was used to ensure the solution would be applicable rather than to

''negotiate'' the potential timber production. However, the method of

chance-constrained programming can alternatively be used to obtain more objective

information or a better understanding of the potential timber production, which can

then be used as a base for generating preferred solutions.

• The solution process used in the timber-harvest model provided a framework for

analyzing "what-if' questions similar to sensitivity analysis for different

timber-reservation levels. To provide more precise and visually effective information

about trade-offs among objectives, the technique of Interactive Decision Maps (as

introduced in Chapter 3) can be used as a supplementary tool to assist the DM in

identifYing preferred solutions.
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• Whether the analyst or sOlution-process facilitator should be sensitive to the DMs'

needs and modify the process accordingly would probably depend on the purpose of

the decision-making process or the role that the analyst is expected to play. However,

this may also suggest that a good solution process should be flexible enough to handle

various kinds of situation without corrupting its key function and planning purpose.

Can the Planning System be Readily Applied in Taiwan?

To examine the question ofwhether the planning system can be readily applied throughout

Taiwan, this section first reviews the application of LP models to forest-management

problems in Taiwan during the last decades as a background introduction for this question.

Then, it looks at this question from two different perspectives. First, are there related

resources in Taiwan to support this type of planning system? Second, one may also

consider whether the organizational environment of forest management in Taiwan is

amenable to, or not antagonistic towards, the planning system--that is, would the forest

managers be willing to use and be guided by a planning system ofthe type developed here.
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Application of LP models to forest-management problems in Taiwan

The LP approach to forest management planning was first introduced into Taiwan in

the late 1960s (Lin, 1996). In the early 1980s, the Taiwan Forestry Bureau conducted a

plan in an attempt to incorporate the Timber RAM model into the national forest

management planning system, but the plan didn't last long due to the lack of human

resources (Lin, 1992). To date, the national forest planning system in Taiwan has still not

capitalized on the merits of LP models. There are several reasons for this. First, unlike

those in the United States, the regulations regarding forest management planning in

Taiwan do not explicitly suggest an LP approach. Secondly, under the forest policy in

which forests are highly protected and timber harvesting tightly restricted, the LP models

seem to be of less utility. The inadequacy of environmental and ecological data for

formulating the models is another problem for the application of forest LP models in

Taiwan. For example, a national forest GIS system and databanks have been established to

assist in forest management planning in Taiwan, but most of these data are focused on

resource inventory, and those regarding the environmental and ecological responses to

various management actions are still unavailable or very deficient.

The application of LP models on national forests in Taiwan may have been

constrained by the problems indicated above. However, there is a growing recognition that
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the LP approach can be the most effective tool for national forests in Taiwan to deal with

their current management problems and to develop strategies for possible future conditions.

There has been a substantial amount of academic research regarding the application of the

LP approach to forest management in Taiwan. In general, the multiple-use problem

dominates the applications of LP in forest management. For example, the TFB conducted

a long-term planning program applying LP methods to develop a timber production center

in Taiwan (Lin, 1996). Those issues regarding the concerns of ecosystem management

have also been tackled during the past decade. For example, Chen (1993) applies

Shannon-Weaver communication theory to propose a modified biodiversity index as an

objective function in a planning model for optimal stand structure. Hung, et al. (1995) and

Lin (1996) integrate the concepts of landscape ecology with conventional forest planning

in the ecosystem management planning for reforestation centers in Taiwan. Lei (1999)

incorporates the ecological concept into a forest land-planning model by utilizing analysis

units defined by ecological land classification.

Planning resources

Among the most important resources to support the application of the planning

system are (I) data that can be used in the models, (2) supporting regulations, and (3)
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technical resources, i.e. analysts and computer devices that are capable ofhandling models

and planning processes. It seems that nowadays the technical resources are not a major

concern for Taiwan to apply such a system. The operations research approaches to

resource management have been included in the forest-management education in Taiwan

since the I970s. So, the availability of personnel with the necessary technical expertise

should not be a problem, if adequate training is offered. Rather, the attention should be

paid to the availability of the data required and the regulations supporting this type of

planning approach.

Data resources

Whether lack of proper data would be an impediment to LP-based forest planning

would probably depend on what type of problems or what level of decisions the model

intends to deal with. As it is well known, many resource-allocation and strategic-planning

problems now can be handled by employing the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) to

estimate the coefficients needed when the associated data is unavailable. AHP has been

successfully applied to deal with data problems of ordinal/interval scales, intangibles,

linking hard measurements to human values, etc. (Saaty, 2000). However, the availability

of the proper data may still, somewhat, playa key role in determining how well the model
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can represent the problem, or how much assistance the planning system can provide in

solving the problem.

As criticized by Barber and Rodman (1990) a decade ago, the LP-based forest models

did not find many "real" solutions, because in most cases modeling coefficients were based

on "anecdotal" or "best-guess" information rather than scientific quantification. That is,

many foresters complained that these solutions were either practically infeasible or

incapable of providing guidelines for implementation. Therefore, one may suggest that

when dealing with problems at tactical or even operational planning level, the data

available to the planning system may affect the degree to which the manager can utilize the

solutions generated. For example, when making plans for logging and soil-control

equipment and facility, the timber-production and soil-loss estimations derived from real

onsite data would be more reliable than those using reference data from other sources.

In practice, a planning project is usually expected to use the data available in the best

possible way, rather than to get and use all the data necessary to portray all aspects of a

problem precisely and completely. It seems that this is an unavoidable compromise, as

there are always budget, time, and knowledge constraints in real-world cases. The

availability of data was an obstacle for applying LP-based models in Taiwan. After

decades of enthusiastic efforts from both governmental and academic organizations, the
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data resources for national forests today are far more comprehensive and complete than

ever. However, these efforts are not equally distributed to each forest station. It thus

implies that the effectiveness ofthe planning system in Taiwan may vary from case to case,

depending on the availability of proper data for the forest station in question.

Supporting regulations

As specified in the US National Forest Management Act (NFMA), national forests

are required to use a systematic, interdisciplinary approach to ensure coordination and

integration of planning activities for multiple-use management. Since 1979, the national

forest managers in the United States have used the LP-based models, generated by

FORPLAN/Spectrum, to assist in accomplishing four major tasks of the mandated

planning process: analysis of the management situation, formulation of alternatives,

estimation of the effects of alternatives, and evaluation of alternatives (Kent, et al, 1991).

Although the US Forest Service eventually removed its formal requirement to use such an

approach after years ofcriticism (Rauscher, 1999), the LP-based planning system has been

extensively adopted on national forests in the United States.

Indeed, if not backed up with a strong regulatory requirement, the degree to which a

new planning approach can be adopted and applied would be greatly impaired. The related

regulations in Taiwan do not explicitly suggest using such an approach to forest
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management planning. Each forest station develops its forest-management plan following

the guideline provided by Taiwan Forestry Bureau (TFB), whose primary purpose is to

outline the contents and formats for the report rather than to prescribe how to develop the

plan. Thus, one can foresee that, without any supporting regulation, the planning system

may at best become an experimental "toy" for each forest station.

Organizational environment

Forest managers in Taiwan have long adopted the zoning approach to land-use

planning and the volume-control approach to the estimation ofallowable cutting at a forest

station. How would they response to this type of planning system? It is out of scope for

this study to conduct an extensive investigation on all forest stations in Taiwan regarding

the acceptance of the LP-based planning system of these managers. Perhaps, the

experiences of the United States and the observation from the case study can provide some

implications for the assessment.

Before the passage of the NFMA, the Forest Service had very little operations

research (OR) tradition (Kent, et al, 1991). After several years of the mandated use of

FORPLAN, Bradley (1986, cited in Kent, et ai, 1991) studied the acceptance ofinnovative

integrated land management planning on 19 forests in Oregon and Washington, and
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indicated that more complex forests tended to accept the new approach to a greater extent

than did the less complex ones. However, he also found that many planners expressed

negative views of the use ofFORPLAN. For example, they felt that their analytical work

was being compromised, and this new tool was not capable of accomplishing what it was

supposed to accomplish. Barber and Rodman (1990) describe FORPLAN as the

"marvelous toy", replacing credible fieldwork and on-the-ground monitoring with

professional judgment that is not always professional. Although Taiwan has a group of

OR-trained forest-management staff, those senior staff officers who work at the higher

levels of the organization are usually trained with traditional forestry curriculum. As

described by Field (1984),

"These people still view forestry as a 'man-nature', one-an-one

activity to be resolved with your boots on, standing in the middle ofthe

woods contemplating the trees. " (p. 71)

Therefore, one may foresee a similar response or resistance from the senior forest

managers, if the planning system is established in the formal forest-management system.

As indicated in the second chapter, one of major reasons that the LP-based approach

is still just a subject for academic researches is simply ''there is no need", because national

forests are highly protected and no mandated requirement suggests to use such an approach.
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Another factor that may become a key challenge to apply the planning system is a common

organizational "principle" for many forest-management officials in Taiwan - "the more we

do, the more mistakes we make; the less we do, the less mistakes we make". Therefore, the

bureaucratic culture in Taiwan is usually characterized as conservative and passive to the

public. In fact, to prepare for the possible increase oflocal timber production, TFB and the

National Taiwan University did conduct a timber-harvest planning project using the

LP-mode1s in the 1990s, but it ended up being only a "paperwork" like many other

management-planning projects did.

Final Remark

The inherent limitations ofthe LP models to forest-management planning, in terms of their

capabilities of solving the problems, have resulted in a recognition that more emphasis

should be place on using the system to seek insights instead of answers (Geoffrion, 1976;

Kent, et al., 1991). Also, as Barber and Rodman (1990) state:

" Its majorpUlpose is to ptvvide insight into the behavior ofmultiple resources and their

interactions, which in turn can be used to guide the development of effective plans and

decisions. The model is more appropriately used to prevent wrong decisions than for

making "right" decisions. "(p. 29)
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Indeed, forest-management decisions cannot be made solely replying on the planning

system, and the planning process is only the beginning of decision-making. Rather, the

planning system serves as a framework for viewing the multiple-use and even

ecosystem-management problems at a forest-level in a more comprehensive and integrated

way, and a platform where a range of various players can participate, or at least have their

say, in the planning process. Most planners and managers in Taiwan today recognize that

including the participation of DMs to the maximum extend is a means to guarantee the

feasibility ofa management act. However, without supports from regulations and/or upper

management officials, any good planning approach or advanced technology will be only

viewed as one of the alternative research or experimental tools available for the managers,

ifthere is an extra budget for "trying something different". Therefore, whether this type of

planning system can be extensively accepted and employed on national forests in Taiwan

will largely depend on how Taiwan forestry administration see the importance of the

timber-estimation problem and how they value the effectiveness of the large-scale

LP-based approaches to forest-resource management.
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Appendix l:The Process of Defining Analysis Units (AUs)

Stepl. Select three themes as three layers to define AUs

Compartments
(/huisun/shp/hcom l.shp)

.....--

Volume classes
(lhuisun/shp/Lu1393. hp)

Step 2. Dissolve slope.shp and lu1393.shp into disslvl.shp and disslv2.shp

~.

"

~
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Step 3.Union disslvl.shp and disslv2.shp into unionl.shp

Edit attribute table ofunion1 for the purpose of another dissolve process
add field tern -au# eo ° vol=O and °dcode=l, then temp-au#=10)

..;~
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Step 4. Union disslvl2.shp and hcom1.shp into huisun-au.shp
(procedure: please refer to step 3)

Step 5. Assign AUCODE for each polygon and calculate the area for each AU

·:.
·
·,···+·d

.:.

Step 6. (optional) To import the attribute table into Spectrum, edit huisun-au.dbfvia Excel
according to the format indicated in the User Guide chapter 7, and transform it into a "cvs" file.

GO
.u • i .....
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Appendix 2: Soil-Loss Coefficients (tons/are)

t. Common Rm (13,677)

AU# Type Mgt. prescription-I
tl t2 13 14 sum

20D-3 cf 30.06 15.71 30.06 15.71 91.54
201-2 cf 1.4 0.73 1.4 0.73 4.27
221-1 cf 14.97 7.82 14.97 7.82 45.58
221-2 cf 27.5 14.37 27.5 14.37 83.74
222-1 cry 29.24 15.29 29.24 15.29 89.06
224-1 hard 10.94 0.95 10.94 0.95 23.77
224-2 hard 5.52 0.48 5.52 0.48 11.99
225-1 cf 57.61 30.11 57.61 30.11 175.44
225-2 cf 51.57 26.96 51.57 26.96 157.05
225-3 cf 25.83 13.5 25.83 13.5 78.66
228-1 hard 28.97 2.52 28.97 2.52 62.98
228-2 hard 22.48 1.95 22.48 1.95 48.86
228-3 hard 9.01 0.78 9.01 0.78 19.6
229-1 cf 18.53 9.69 18.53 9.69 56.43
229-2 cf 65.31 34.14 65.31 34.14 198.91
229-3 cf 46.88 24.51 46.88 24.51 142.78
230-1 hard 34.87 3.03 34.87 3.03 75.81
230-2 hard 42.74 1.94 22.34 1.94 68.96
230-3 hard 43.47 1.98 22.72 1.98 70.14
231-3 hard 59.75 2.72 31.23 2.72 96.41
241-1 If 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16 8.63
241-2 If 1.27 1.27 1.27 1.27 5.07
242-1 If 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 7.4
242-2 If 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 2.88
243-1 hard 21.22 1.85 21.22 1.85 46.13
243-2 hard 11.86 1.03 11.86 1.03 25.78
244-1 red 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11 8.45
244-2 red 1.48 1.48 ].48 ].48 5.92
246-] hard 32.53 2.83 32.53 2.83 70.72
249-1 If 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 8.89
249-2 If 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 2.47
250-1 If 2.19 2.19 2.19 2.19 8.77
251-1 cry 26.96 14.09 26.96 14.09 82.09
251-2 cry 6.42 3.35 6.42 3.35 ]9.54

259-1 If 1.53 1.53 1.53 1.53 6.11
262-1 If 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 4.48
262-2 If 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 3.23
267-1 cry 50.98 26.65 50.98 26.65 155.26
269-1 cry 27.86 14.56 27.86 14.56 84.85
269-2 cry 18.36 9.6 18.36 9.6 55.92
270-1 cry 50.59 26.45 50.59 26.45 154.08
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t. Common Rm (13,677)

AU# Type Mgt. prescriplion-2
tl t2 13 14 sum

200-3 cf 30.06 15.71 1.37 30.06 77.19
201-2 cf 1.4 0.73 0.06 1.4 3.6
221-1 cf 14.97 7.82 0.68 14.97 38.44
221-2 cf 27.5 14.37 1.25 27.5 70.62
222-1 cry 29.24 15.29 1.33 29.24 75.11
224-1 hard 10.94 0.95 0.95 10.94 23.77
224-2 hard 5.52 0.48 5.52 0.48 11.99
225-1 cf 57.61 30.ll 2.62 57.61 147.95
225-2 cf 51.57 26.96 2.34 51.57 132.44
225-3 cf 25.83 13.5 1.17 25.83 66.33
228-1 hard 28.97 2.52 2.52 28.97 62.98
228-2 hard 22.48 1.95 1.95 22.48 48.86
228-3 hard 9.01 0.78 0.78 9.01 19.6
229-1 cf 18.53 9.69 0.84 18.53 47.59
229-2 cf 65.31 34.14 2.97 65.31 167.74
229-3 cf 46.88 24.51 2.13 46.88 120.4
230-1 hard 34.87 3.03 3.03 34.87 75.81
230-2 hard 22.34 1.94 1.94 22.34 48.57
230-3 hard 22.72 1.98 1.98 22.72 49.4
231-3 hard 31.23 2.72 2.72 31.23 67.9
241-1 If 47.44 36.12 24.8 47.44 155.79
241-2 If 27.89 21.24 14.58 27.89 91.6
242-1 If 40.68 30.97 21.26 40.68 133.6
242-2 If 15.84 12.06 8.28 15.84 52.02
243-1 hard 21.22 1.85 1.85 21.22 46.13
243-2 hard 11.86 1.03 1.03 11.86 25.78
244-1 red 2.ll 2.11 2.ll 2.ll 8.45
244-2 red 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.48 5.92
246-1 hard 32.53 2.83 2.83 32.53 70.72
249-1 If 48.89 37.22 25.55 48.89 160.55
249-2 If 13.58 10.34 7.1 13.58 44.6
250-1 If 48.22 36.72 25.21 48.22 158.37
251-1 cry 26.96 14.09 1.23 26.% 69.23
251-2 cry 6.42 3.35 0.29 6.42 16.48
259-1 If 1.53 1.53 1.53 1.53 6.11
262-1 If 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 4.48
262-2 If 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 3.23
267-1 cry 50.98 26.65 2.32 50.98 130.93
269-1 cry 27.86 14.56 1.27 27.86 71.56
269-2 cry 18.36 9.6 0.83 18.36 47.16
270-1 cry 50.59 26.45 2.3 50.59 129.93
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I. Common Rm (13,677)

AU# Type Mgt. prescription-3
tl t2 t3 t4 sum

200-3 cf 30.06 15.71 1.37 1.37 48.5
201-2 cf 1.4 0.73 0.06 0.06 2.26
221-1 cf 14.97 7.82 0.68 0.68 24.15
221-2 cf 27.5 14.37 1.25 1.25 44.37
222-1 cry 29.24 15.29 1.33 1.33 47.19
224-1 hard 10.94 0.95 0.95 0.95 13.79
224-2 hard 5.52 0.48 0.48 0.48 6.96
225-1 cf 57.61 30.11 2.62 2.62 92.96
225-2 cf 51.57 26.96 2.34 2.34 83.21
225-3 cf 25.83 13.5 1.17 1.17 41.68
228-1 hard 28.97 2.52 2.52 2.52 36.53
228-2 hard 22.48 1.95 1.95 1.95 28.34
228-3 hard 9.01 0.78 0.78 0.78 11.37
229-1 cf 18.53 9.69 0.84 0.84 29.9
229-2 cf 65.31 34.14 2.97 2.97 105.39
229-3 cf 46.88 24.51 2.13 2.13 75.65
230-1 hard 34.87 3.03 3.03 3.03 43.97
230-2 hard 22.34 1.94 1.94 1.94 28.17
230-3 hard 22.72 1.98 1.98 1.98 28.65
231-3 hard 31.23 2.72 2.72 2.72 39.38
241-1 If 47.44 36.12 24.8 13.48 121.83
241-2 If 27.89 21.24 14.58 7.92 71.63
242-1 tf 40.68 30.97 21.26 11.56 104.48
242-2 If 15.84 12.06 8.28 4.5 40.68
243-1 hard 21.22 1.85 1.85 1.85 26.76
243-2 hard 11.86 1.03 1.03 1.03 14.95
244-1 red 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11 8.45
244-2 red 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.48 5.92
246-1 hard 32.53 2.83 2.83 2.83 41.02
249-1 tf 48.89 37.22 25.55 13.89 125.55
249-2 tf 13.58 10.34 7.1 3.86 34.87
250-1 tf 48.22 36.72 25.21 13.7 123.85
251-1 cry 26.96 14.09 1.23 1.23 43.5
251-2 cry 6.42 3.35 0.29 0.29 10.35
259-1 If 1.53 1.53 1.53 1.53 6.11
262-1 If 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 4.48
262-2 If 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 3.23
267-1 cry 50.98 26.65 2.32 2.32 82.26
269-1 cry 27.86 14.56 1.27 1.27 44.96
269-2 cry 18.36 9.6 0.83 0.83 29.63
270-1 cry 50.59 26.4-5 2.3 2.3 81.64
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I. Common Rm (13,677)

AU# Type ~gt.prescription-4

t1 t2 t3 t4 sum

200-3 cf 1.37 30.06 15.71 30.06 77.19
201-2 cf 0.06 1.4 0.73 1.4 3.6
221-1 cf 0.68 14.97 7.82 14.97 38.44
221-2 cf 1.25 27.5 14.37 27.5 70.62
222-1 cry 1.33 29.24 15.29 29.24 75.11
224-1 bard 0.95 10.94 0.95 10.94 23.77
224-2 bard 0.48 5.52 0.48 5.52 11.99
225-1 cf 2.62 57.61 30.11 57.61 147.95
225-2 cf 2.34 51.57 26.96 51.57 132.44
225-3 cf 1.17 25.83 13.5 25.83 66.33
228-1 hard 2.52 28.97 2.52 28.97 62.98
228-2 hard 1.95 22.48 1.95 22.48 48.86
228-3 bard 0.78 9.01 0.78 9.01 19.6
229-1 cf 0.84 18.53 9.69 18.53 47.59
229-2 cf 2.97 65.31 34.14 65.31 167.74
229-3 cf 2.13 46.88 24.51 46.88 120.4
230-1 bard 3.03 34.87 3.03 34.87 75.81
230-2 bard 1.94 22.34 1.94 22.34 48.57
230-3 hard 1.98 22.72 1.98 22.72 49.4
231-3 hard 2.72 31.23 2.72 31.23 67.9
241-1 If 2.16 2.16 2.16 2.16 8.63
241-2 If 1.27 1.27 1.27 1.27 5.07
242-1 If 1.85 1.85 1.85 1.85 7.4
242-2 If 0.72 0.72 0.72 0.72 2.88
243-1 bard 1.85 21.22 1.85 21.22 46.13
243-2 hard 1.03 11.86 1.03 11.86 25.78
244-1 red 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11 8.45
244-2 red 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.48 5.92
246-1 bard 2.83 32.53 2.83 32.53 70.72
249-1 If 2.22 2.22 2.22 2.22 8.89
249-2 If 0.62 0.62 0.62 0.62 2.47
250-1 If 2.19 2.19 2.19 2.19 8.77
251-1 cry 1.23 26.96 14.09 26.96 69.23
251-2 cry 0.29 6.42 3.35 6.42 16.48
259-1 If 1.53 1.53 1.53 1.53 6.11
262-1 If 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.12 4.48
262-2 If 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 3.23
267-1 cry 2.32 50.98 26.65 50.98 130.93
269-1 cry 1.27 27.86 14.56 27.86 71.56
269-2 cry 0.83 18.36 9.6 18.36 47.16
270-1 cry 2.3 50.59 26.45 50.59 129.93
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I. Common Rm (13,677)

AU# Type Mgt. prescriplion-5
1\ t2 13 14 sum

200-3 cf 1.37 30.06 \5.71 1.37 48.5
201-2 cf 0.06 \.4 0.73 0.06 2.26
221-1 cf 0.68 14.97 7.82 0.68 24.15
221-2 cf 1.25 27.5 14.37 1.25 44.37
222-1 cry 1.33 29.24 15.29 1.33 47.19
224-1 hard 0.95 10.94 0.95 0.95 13.79
224-2 hard 0.48 5.52 0.48 0.48 6.96
225-1 cf 2.62 57.61 30.11 2.62 92.96
225·2 cf 2.34 51.57 26.96 2.34 83.21
225·3 cf I.l7 25.83 13.5 1.17 41.68
228-\ hard 2.52 28.97 2.52 2.52 36.53
228·2 hard 1.95 22.48 1.95 1.95 28.34
228·3 hard 0.78 9.01 0.78 0.78 11.37
229·1 cf 0.84 \8.53 9.69 0.84 29.9
229·2 cf 2.97 65.3\ 34.\4 2.97 105.39
229-3 cf 2.13 46.88 24.51 2.13 75.65
230·1 hard 3.03 34.87 3.03 3.03 43.97
230-2 hard 1.94 22.34 1.94 1.94 28.17
230·3 hard 1.98 22.72 1.98 1.98 28.65
23\·3 hard 2.72 31.23 2.72 2.72 39.38
24\·\ If 2.16 47.44 36.12 24.8 110.51
241·2 If 1.27 27.89 21.24 \4.58 64.98
242-\ If 1.85 40.68 30.97 21.26 94.77
242·2 If 0.72 15.84 12.06 8.28 36.9
243-\ hard 1.85 21.22 1.85 1.85 26.76
243·2 hard 1.03 11.86 1.03 1.03 14.95
244·1 red 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11 8.45
244-2 red 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.48 5.92
246·\ hard 2.83 32.53 2.83 2.83 41.02
249·1 If 2.22 48.89 37.22 25.55 113.89
249-2 If 0.62 13.58 10.34 7.1 31.63
250-1 If 2.19 48.22 36.72 25.21 112.34
251-1 cry 1.23 26.96 14.09 1.23 43.5
251-2 cry 0.29 6.42 3.35 0.29 10.35
259-1 If 1.53 33.63 25.6 \7.58 78.34
262·] If 1.12 24.66 18.78 12.89 57.45
262-2 If 0.81 17.76 13.52 9.29 41.38
267-1 cry 2.32 50.98 26.65 2.32 82.26
269-1 cry 1.27 27.86 ]4.56 1.27 44.96
269-2 cry 0.83 18.36 9.6 0.83 29.63
270-1 cry 2.3 50.59 26.45 2.3 81.64
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I. Common Rm (13,677)

AU# Type Mgt. prescription-6
t1 t2 13 14 sum

200-3 cf 1.37 1.37 30.06 15.71 48.5
201-2 cf 0.06 0.06 1.4 0.73 2.26
221-1 cf 0.68 0.68 14.97 7.82 24.15
221-2 cf 1.25 1.25 27.5 14.37 44.37
222-1 cry 1.33 1.33 29.24 15.29 47.19
224-1 hard 0.95 0.95 10.94 0.95 13.79
224-2 hard 0.48 0.48 5.52 0.48 6.96
225-1 cf 2.62 2.62 57.61 30.11 92.96
225-2 cf 2.34 2.34 51.57 26.96 83.21
225-3 cf 1.17 1.17 25.83 13.5 41.68
228-1 hard 2.52 2.52 28.97 2.52 36.53
228-2 hard 1.95 1.95 22.48 1.95 28.34
228-3 hard 0.78 0.78 9.01 0.78 11.37
229-1 cf 0.84 0.84 18.53 9.69 29.9
229-2 cf 2.97 2.97 65.31 34.14 105.39
229-3 cf 2.13 2.13 46.88 24.51 75.65
230-1 hard 3.03 3.03 34.87 3.03 43.97
230-2 hard 1.94 1.94 22.34 1.94 28.17
230-3 hard 1.98 1.98 22.72 1.98 28.65
231-3 hard 2.72 2.72 31.23 2.72 39.38
241-1 If 2.16 2.16 47.44 36.12 87.87
241-2 If 1.27 1.27 27.89 21.24 51.66
242-1 If 1.85 1.85 40.68 30.97 75.35
242-2 If 0.72 0.72 15.84 12.06 29.34
243-1 hard 1.85 1.85 21.22 1.85 26.76
243-2 hard 1.03 1.03 11.86 1.03 14.95
244-1 red 2.11 2.11 2.11 2.11 8.45
244-2 red 1.48 1.48 1.48 1.48 5.92
246-1 hard 2.83 2.83 32.53 2.83 41.02
249-1 If 2.22 2.22 48.89 37.22 90.55
249-2 If 0.62 0.62 13.58 10.34 25.15
250-1 If 2.19 2.19 48.22 36.72 89.32
251-1 cry 1.23 1.23 26.96 14.09 43.5
251-2 cry 0.29 0.29 6.42 3.35 10.35
259-1 If 1.53 1.53 33.63 25.6 62.29
262-1 If 1.12 1.12 24.66 18.78 45.68
262-2 If 0.81 0.81 17.76 13.52 32.9
267-1 cry 2.32 2.32 50.98 26.65 82.26
269-1 cry 1.27 1.27 27.86 14.56 44.96
269-2 cry 0.83 0.83 18.36 9.6 29.63
270-1 cry 2.3 2.3 50.59 26.45 81.64
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L Common Rm (13,677)

AU# Type Mgt. prescription-7
tI t2 t3 t4 sum

200-3 cf 1.37 1.37 1.37 30.06 34.16
201-2 cf 0.06 O.O€: 0.06 1.4 1.59
221-1 cf 0.68 0.68 0.68 14.97 17.01
221-2 cf 1.25 1.25 1.25 27.5 31.25
222-1 cry 1.33 1.33 1.33 29.24 33.23
224-1 hard 0.95 0.95 0.95 10.94 13.79
224-2 hard 0.48 0.48 0.48 5.52 6.96
225-1 cf 262 2.62 262 57.61 65.46
225-2 cf 2.34 2.34 2.34 51.57 58.6
225-3 cf 1.17 1.17 1.17 25.83 29.35
228-1 hard 252 2.52 2.52 28.97 36.53
228-2 hard 1.95 1.95 1.95 22.48 28.34
228-3 hard 0.78 0.78 0.78 9.01 11.37
229-1 cf 0.84 0.84 0.84 18.53 21.06
229-2 cf 2.97 2.97 2.97 65.31 74.22
229-3 cf 2.13 213 213 46.88 53.27
230-1 hard 3.03 3.03 3.03 34.87 43.97
230-2 hard 1.94 1.94 1.94 2234 28.17
230-3 hard 1.98 1.98 1.98 2272 28.65
231-3 hard 272 272 272 31.23 39.38
241-1 If 2.16 216 216 47.44 53.91
241·2 If 1.27 1.27 1.27 27.89 31.7
242-1 If 1.85 1.85 1.85 40.68 46.23
242-2 tf 0.72 0.72 0.72 15.84 18
243-1 hard 1.85 1.85 1.85 21.22 26.76
243-2 hard 1.03 1.03 1.03 11.86 14.95
244-1 red 2.11 211 211 46.46 52.8
244-2 red 1.48 1.48 1.48 3256 37
246-1 hard 2.83 2.83 283 32.53 41.02
249·1 tf 2.22 222 2.22 48.89 55.55
249-2 tf 0.62 0.62 0.62 13.58 15.43
250-1 tf 219 2.19 219 48.22 54.8
251-1 cry 1.23 1.23 1.23 26.96 30.63
251·2 cry 0.29 0.29 0.29 6.42 7.29
259-1 If 1.53 1.53 1.53 33.63 38.22
262-1 If 1.12 1.12 1.12 24.66 28.02
262-2 If 0.81 0.81 0.81 17.76 20.19
267·1 cry 2.32 232 2.32 50.98 57.93
269-1 cry 1.27 1.27 1.27 27.86 31.66
269-2 cry 0.83 0.83 0.83 18.36 20.87
270-1 cry 2.3 23 2.3 50.59 57.49
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II. MeaD Rm (19,237)

AU# Type Mgt. prescription-I
tI t2 t3 t4 sum

200-3 cf 42.28 22.1 42.28 22.1 128.75
201-2 cf 1.97 1.03 1.97 1.03 6.01
221-1 cf 21.05 11 21.05 11 64.11
221-2 cf 38.68 20.22 38.68 20.22 117.79
222-1 cry 41.13 21.5 41.13 21.5 125.27
224-1 hard 15.38 1.34 15.38 1.34 33.44
224-2 hard 7.76 0.67 7.76 0.67 16.87
225-1 cf 81.03 42.35 81.03 42.35 246.76
225-2 cf 72.53 37.91 72.53 37.91 220.89
225-3 cf 36.33 18.99 36.33 18.99 110.64
228-1 hard 40.75 3.54 40.75 3.54 88.58
228-2 hard 31.61 2.75 31.61 2.75 68.73
228-3 hard 12.68 1.1 12.68 1.1 27.56
229-1 cf 26.06 13.62 26.06 13.62 79.37
229-2 cf 91.86 48.02 91.86 48.02 279.77
229-3 cf 65.94 34.47 65.94 34.47 200.82
230-1 hard 49.05 4.27 49.05 4.27 106.63
230-2 hard 60.11 2.73 31.42 2.73 97
230-3 hard 61.14 2.78 31.96 2.78 98.66
231-3 hard 84.04 3.82 43.93 3.82 135.61
241-1 If 3.03 3.03 3.03 3.03 12.13
241-2 tf 1.78 1.78 1.78 1.78 7.13
242-1 If 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 10.4
242-2 If 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 4.05
243-1 hard 29.85 2.6 29.85 2.6 64.88
243-2 hard 16.68 1.45 16.68 1.45 36.26
244-1 red 2.97 2.97 2.97 2.97 11.88
244-2 red 2.08 2.08 2.08 2.08 8.33
246-1 hard 45.75 3.98 45.75 3.98 99.46
249-1 If 3.13 3.13 3.13 3.13 12.5
249-2 tf 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 3.47
250-1 tf 3.08 3.08 3.08 3.08 12.33
251-1 cry 37.91 19.82 37.91 19.82 115.47
251-2 cry 9.02 4.72 9.02 4.72 27.49
259-1 If 2.15 2.15 2.15 2.15 8.6
262-1 If 1.58 1.58 1.58 1.58 6.31
262-2 tf 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 4.54
267-1 cry 71.71 37.48 71.71 37.48 218.38
269-1 cry 39.19 20.49 39.19 20.49 119.35
269-2 cry 25.83 13.5 25.83 13.5 78.65
270-1 cry 71.16 37.2 71.16 37.2 216.71
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II. Mean Rm (19,237)

AU# Type Mgt. prescription-2

tl t2 t3 14 sum

200-3 cf 42.28 22.1 1.92 42.28 108.57
201-2 cf 1.97 1.03 0.09 1.97 5.07
221-1 cf 21.05 11 0.96 21.05 54.07
221-2 cf 38.68 20.22 1.76 38.68 99.33
222-1 cry 41.13 21.5 1.87 41.13 105.64
224-1 hard 15.38 1.34 1.34 15.38 33.44
224-2 hard 7.76 0.67 7.76 0.67 16.87
225-1 cf 81.03 42.35 3.68 81.03 208.09
225-2 cf 72.53 37.91 3.3 72.53 186.28
225-3 cf 36.33 18.99 1.65 36.33 93.3
228-1 hard 40.75 3.54 3.54 40.75 88.58
228-2 hard 31.61 2.75 2.75 31.61 68.73
228-3 hard 12.68 1.1 1.1 12.68 27.56
229-1 cf 26.06 13.62 1.18 26.06 66.93
229-2 cf 91.86 48.02 4.18 91.86 235.92
229-3 cf 65.94 34.47 3 65.94 169.35
230-1 hard 49.05 4.27 4.27 49.05 106.63
230-2 hard 31.42 2.73 2.73 31.42 68.31
230-3 hard 31.96 2.78 2.78 31.% 69.48
231-3 hard 43.93 3.82 3.82 43.93 95.5
241-1 If 66.72 50.8 34.88 66.72 219.13
241-2 If 39.23 29.87 20.51 39.23 128.84
242-1 If 57.22 43.56 29.91 57.22 187.91
242-2 If 22.28 16.96 11.65 22.28 73.17
243-1 hard 29.85 2.6 2.6 29.85 64.88
243-2 hard 16.68 1.45 1.45 16.68 36.26
244-1 red 2.97 2.97 2.97 2.97 11.88
244-2 red 2.08 2.08 2.08 2.08 8.33
246-1 hard 45.75 3.98 3.98 45.75 99.46
249-1 If 68.76 52.35 35.94 68.76 225.82
249-2 If 19.1 14.54 9.98 19.1 62.73
250-1 If 67.83 51.64 35.45 67.83 222.75
251-1 cry 37.91 19.82 1.72 37.91 97.37
251-2 cry 9.02 4.72 0.41 9.02 23.18
259-1 If 2.15 2.15 2.15 2.15 8.6
262-1 If 1.58 1.58 1.58 1.58 6.31
262-2 If 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 4.54
267-1 cry 71.71 37.48 3.26 71.71 184.15
269-1 cry 39.19 20.49 1.78 39.19 100.64
269-2 cry 25.83 13.5 1.17 25.83 66.33
270-1 cry 71.16 37.2 3.23 71.16 182.75
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II. Mean Rm (19,237)

AU# Type Mgt. prescription-3
t1 t2 t3 14 sum

200-3 cf 42.28 22.1 1.92 1.92 68.22
201-2 cf 1.97 1.03 0.09 0.09 3.18
221-1 cf 21.05 11 0.96 0.96 33.97
221-2 cf 38.68 20.22 1.76 1.76 62.41
222-1 cry 41.13 21.5 1.87 1.87 66.37
224-1 hard 15.38 1.34 1.34 1.34 19.39
224-2 hard 7.76 0.67 0.67 0.67 9.79
225-1 cf 81.03 42.35 3.68 3.68 130.75
225-2 cf 72.53 37.91 3.3 3.3 117.04
225-3 cf 36.33 18.99 1.65 1.65 58.62
228-1 hard 40.75 3.54 3.54 3.54 51.37
228-2 hard 31.61 2.75 2.75 2.75 39.86
228-3 hard 12.68 1.1 1.1 1.1 15.99
229-1 cf 26.06 13.62 1.18 1.18 42.06
229-2 cf 91.86 48.02 4.18 4.18 148.24
229-3 cf 65.94 34.47 3 3 106.4
230-1 hard 49.05 4.27 4.27 4.27 61.85
230-2 hard 31.42 2.73 2.73 2.73 39.62
230-3 hard 31.96 2.78 2.78 2.78 40.3
231-3 hard 43.93 3.82 3.82 3.82 55.39
241-1 If 66.72 50.8 34.88 18.96 171.36
241-2 If 39.23 29.87 20.51 11.15 100.75
242-1 If 57.22 43.56 29.91 16.26 146.95
242-2 If 22.28 16.96 11.65 6.33 57.22
243-1 hard 29.85 2.6 2.6 2.6 37.63
243-2 hard 16.68 1.45 1.45 1.45 21.03
244-1 red 2.97 2.97 2.97 2.97 11.88
244-2 red 2.08 2.08 2.08 2.08 8.33
246-1 hard 45.75 3.98 3.98 3.98 57.69
249-1 If 68.76 52.35 35.94 19.53 176.59
249-2 If 19.1 14.54 9.98 5.43 49.05
250-1 If 67.83 51.64 35.45 19.27 174.19
251-1 cry 37.91 19.82 1.72 1.72 61.18
251-2 cly 9.02 4.72 0.41 0.41 14.56
259-1 If 2.15 2.15 2.15 2.15 8.6
262-1 If 1.58 1.58 1.58 1.58 6.31
262-2 If 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 4.54
267-1 cry 71.71 37.48 3.26 3.26 115.71
269-1 cly 39.19 20.49 1.78 1.78 63.24
269-2 cly 25.83 13.5 1.17 1.17 41.68
270-1 cry 71.16 37.2 3.23 3.23 114.82
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II. Mean Rm (19,237)

AU# Type Mgt. prescription-4
t1 t2 t3 t4 sum

200-3 cf 1.92 42.28 22.1 42.28 108.57
201-2 cf 0.09 1.97 1.03 1.97 5.07
221-1 cf 0.96 21.05 11 21.05 54.07
221-2 cf 1.76 38.68 20.22 38.68 99.33
222-1 cry 1.87 41.13 21.5 41.13 105.64
224-1 hard 1.34 15.38 1.34 15.38 33.44
224-2 hard 0.67 7.76 0.67 7.76 16.87
225-1 cf 3.68 81.03 42.35 81.03 208.09
225-2 cf 3.3 72.53 37.91 72.53 186.28
225-3 cf 1.65 36.33 18.99 36.33 93.3
228-1 hard 3.54 40.75 3.54 40.75 88.58
228-2 hard 2.75 31.61 2.75 31.61 68.73
228-3 hard 1.1 12.68 1.1 12.68 27.56
229-1 cf 1.18 26.06 13.62 26.06 66.93
229-2 cf 4.18 91.86 48.02 91.86 235.92
229-3 cf 3 65.94 34.47 65.94 169.35
230-1 hard 4.27 49.05 4.27 49.05 106.63
230-2 hard 2.73 31.42 2.73 31.42 68.31
230-3 hard 2.78 31.96 2.78 31.96 69.48
231-3 hard 3.82 43.93 3.82 43.93 95.5
241-1 tf 3.03 3.03 3.03 3.03 12.13
241-2 tf 1.78 1.78 1.78 1.78 7.13
242-1 tf 2.6 2.6 2.6 2.6 10.4
242-2 tf 1.01 1.01 1.01 1.01 4.05
243-1 hard 2.6 29.85 2.6 29.85 64.88
243-2 hard 1.45 16.68 1.45 16.68 36.26
244-1 red 2.97 2.97 2.97 2.97 11.88
244-2 red 2.08 2.08 2.08 2.08 8.33
246-1 hard 3.98 45.75 3.98 45.75 99.46
249-1 tf 3.13 3.13 3.13 3.13 12.5
249-2 tf 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 3.47
250-1 tf 3.08 3.08 3.08 3.08 12.33
251-1 cry 1.72 37.91 19.82 37.91 97.37
251-2 cry 0.41 9.02 4.72 9.02 23.18
259-1 tf 2.15 2.15 2.15 2.15 8.6
262-1 tf 1.58 1.58 1.58 1.58 6.31
262-2 tf 1.14 1.14 1.14 1.14 4.54
267-1 cry 3.26 71.71 37.48 71.71 184.15
269-1 cry 1.78 39.19 20.49 39.19 100.64
269-2 cry 1.17 25.83 13.5 25.83 66.33
270-1 cry 3.23 71.16 37.2 71.16 182.75
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II. Mean Rm (19,237)

AU# Type Mgt. prescription-5
tI t2 t3 t4 sum

200-3 cf 1.92 42.28 22.1 1.92 68.22
201-2 cf 0.09 1.97 1.03 0.09 3.18
221-1 cf 0.96 21.05 11 0.96 33.97
221-2 cf 1.76 38.68 20.22 1.76 62.41
222-1 cry 1.87 41.13 21.5 1.87 66.37
224-1 hard 1.34 15.38 1.34 1.34 19.39
224-2 hard 0.67 7.76 0.67 0.67 9.79
225-1 cf 3.68 81.03 42.35 3.68 130.75
225-2 cf 3.3 72.53 37.91 3.3 117.04
225-3 cf 1.65 36.33 18.99 1.65 58.62
228-1 hard 3.54 40.75 3.54 3.54 51.37
228-2 hard 2.75 31.61 2.75 2.75 39.86
228-3 hard 1.1 12.68 1.1 1.1 15.99
229-1 cf 1.18 26.06 13.62 1.18 42.06
229-2 cf 4.18 91.86 48.02 4.18 148.24
229-3 cf 3 65.94 34.47 3 106.4
230-1 hard 4.27 49.05 4.27 4.27 61.85
230-2 hard 2.73 31.42 2.73 2.73 39.62
230-3 hard 2.78 31.96 2.78 2.78 40.3
231-3 hard 3.82 43.93 3.82 3.82 55.39
241-1 If 3.03 66.72 50.8 34.88 155.44
241-2 If 1.78 39.23 29.87 20.51 91.39
242-1 If 2.6 57.22 43.56 29.91 133.29
242-2 tf 1.01 22.28 16.96 11.65 51.9
243-1 hard 2.6 29.85 2.6 2.6 37.63
243-2 hard 1.45 16.68 1.45 1.45 21.03
244-1 red 2.97 2.97 2.97 2.97 11.88
244-2 red 2.08 2.08 2.08 2.08 8.33
246-1 hard 3.98 45.75 3.98 3.98 57.69
249-1 tf 3.13 68.76 52.35 35.94 160.18
249-2 if 0.87 19.1 14.54 9.98 44.49
250-1 tf 3.08 67.83 51.64 35.45 158.01
251-1 cry 1.72 37.91 19.82 1.72 61.18
251-2 cry 0.41 9.02 4.72 0.41 14.56
259-1 if 2.15 47.3 36.01 24.73 110.19
262-1 if 1.58 34.69 26.41 18.13 80.8
262-2 If 1.14 24.99 19.02 13.06 58.21
267-1 cry 3.26 71.71 37.48 3.26 115.71
269-1 cry 1.78 39.19 20.49 1.78 63.24
269-2 cry 1.17 25.83 13.5 1.17 41.68
270-1 cry 3.23 71.16 37.2 3.23 114.82
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II. Mean Rm (19,237)

AU# Type Mgt. prescriplion-6
tl t2 t3 14 sum

200-3 cf 1.92 1.92 42.28 22.1 68.22
201-2 cf 0.09 0,09 1.97 1.03 3.18
221-1 cf 0,96 0,96 21.05 11 33.97
221-2 cf 1.76 1.76 38,68 20,22 62.41
222-1 cry 1.87 1.87 41.13 21.5 66.37
224-1 hard 1.34 1.34 15.38 1.34 19.39
224-2 hard 0,67 0,67 7,76 0,67 9,79
225-1 cf 3,68 3.68 81.03 42.35 130,75
225-2 cf 3.3 3.3 72.53 37.91 117,04
225-3 cf 1.65 1.65 36.33 18.99 58,62
228-1 hard 3.54 3.54 40,75 3.54 51.37
228-2 hard 2.75 2,75 31.61 2.75 39,86
228-3 hard 1.1 1.1 12,68 1.1 15,99
229-1 cf 1.18 1.18 26.06 13.62 42,06
229-2 cf 4.18 4.18 91.86 48,02 148,24
229-3 cf 3 3 65.94 34.47 106.4
230-1 hard 4,27 4,27 49.05 4,27 61.85
230-2 hard 2,73 2,73 31.42 2,73 39.62
230-3 hard 2,78 2,78 31.96 2.78 40.3
231-3 hard 3.82 3,82 43,93 3,82 55.39
241-1 If 3,03 3.03 66,72 50.8 123.59
241-2 If 1.78 1.78 39,23 29.87 72,67
242-1 If 2,6 2,6 57,22 43.56 105,98
242-2 If 1.01 1.01 22.28 16,96 41.27
243-1 hard 2.6 2.6 29.85 2.6 37,63
243-2 hard 1.45 1045 16,68 1045 21.03
244-1 red 2.97 2,97 2,97 2,97 11.88
244-2 red 2.08 2.08 2.08 2,08 8.33
246-1 hard 3.98 3.98 45,75 3.98 57,69
249-1 If 3.13 3,]3 68,76 52.35 127.36
249-2 If 0,87 0,87 19.1 14,54 35.38
250-1 If 3.08 3,08 67.83 51.64 125,63
251-1 cry 1.72 1.72 37.91 19,82 61.18
251-2 cry 0041 0041 9,02 4,72 14,56
259-1 If 2.15 2.15 47.3 36.01 87.62
262-1 If 1.58 1.58 34,69 26.41 64.25
262-2 If 1.14 1.14 24,99 19.02 46,28
267-1 cry 3.26 3.26 71.71 37048 115,71
269-1 cry 1.78 1.78 39.19 20049 63.24
269-2 cry 1.17 1.17 25.83 13.5 41.68
270-1 cry 3.23 3.23 71.16 37.2 114,82
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II. Mean Rm (19,237)

AU# Type Mgt. prescription-7

t1 t2 t3 t4 sum

200-3 cf 1.92 1.92 1.92 42.28 48.04
201-2 cf 0.09 0.09 0.09 1.97 2.24
221-1 cf 0.96 0.96 0.96 21.05 23.92
221-2 cf 1.76 1.76 1.76 38.68 43.95
222-1 cry 1.87 1.87 1.87 41.13 46.74
224-1 hard 1.34 1.34 1.34 15.38 19.39
224-2 hard 0.67 0.67 0.67 7.76 9.79
225-1 cf 3.68 3.68 3.68 81.03 92.07
225-2 cf 3.3 3.3 3.3 72.53 82.42
225-3 cf 1.65 1.65 1.65 36.33 41.28
228-1 hard 3.54 3.54 3.54 40.75 51.37
228-2 hard 2.75 2.75 2.75 31.61 39.86
228-3 hard 1.1 1.1 1.1 12.68 15.99
229-1 cf 1.18 1.18 1.18 26.06 29.62
229-2 cf 4.18 4.18 4.18 91.86 104.39
229-3 cf 3 3 3 65.94 74.93
230-1 hard 4.27 4.27 4.27 49.05 61.85
230-2 hard 2.73 2.73 2.73 31.42 39.62
230-3 hard 2.78 2.78 2.78 31.96 40.3
231-3 hard 3.82 3.82 3.82 43.93 55.39
241-1 tf 3.03 3.03 3.03 66.72 75.82
241-2 tf 1.78 1.78 1.78 39.23 44.58
242-1 If 2.6 2.6 2.6 57.22 65.02
242-2 If 1.01 1.01 1.01 22.28 25.32
243-1 hard 2.6 2.6 2.6 29.85 37.63
243-2 hard 1.45 1.45 1.45 16.68 21.03
244-1 red 2.97 2.97 2.97 65.35 74.26
244-2 red 2.08 2.08 2.08 45.8 52.04
246-1 hard 3.98 3.98 3.98 45.75 57.69
249-1 If 3.13 3.13 3.13 68.76 78.14
249-2 If 0.87 0.87 0.87 19.1 21.7
250-1 tf 3.08 3.08 3.08 67.83 71.08

251-1 cry 1.72 1.72 1.72 37.91 43.09
251-2 cry 0.41 0.41 0.41 9.02 10.26
259-1 If 2.15 2.15 2.15 47.3 53.75
262-1 If 1.58 1.58 1.58 34.69 39.42
262-2 If 1.14 1.14 1.14 24.99 28.39
267-1 cry 3.26 3.26 3.26 71.71 81.48
269-1 cry 1.78 1.78 1.78 39.19 44.53
269-2 cry 1.17 1.17 1.17 25.83 29.35
270-1 cry 3.23 3.23 3.23 71.16 80.86
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Appendix 3: Allocations of Management Prescriptions

Scenario I
lexmin Id , (k,d + k,d,)} lexmin d" (k d + k,d,II lexmin Id" (k,d + k, d,)}
AU# Met-o# Area AU# Met-o# Area AU# Met-o# Area

200-3 7 122 200-3 - 122 200-3 - 122
201-2 1 15 201-2 1 41 201-2 4 205

2 190 4 164 221-1 7 295
221-1 - 295 221-1 - 295 221-2 - 705
221-2 - 705 221-2 - 705 222-1 - 68
222-1 - 68 222-1 - 68 224-1 1 935
224-1 1 72 224-1 - 935 224-2 1 464

3 94 224-2 1 12 2 2
4 486 3 92 4 33
6 283 6 128 225-1 - 2726

224-2 1 500 - 269 225-2 - 2421
225-1 - 2726 225-1 - 2726 225-3 7 109
225-2 - 2421 225-2 - 2421 - 178
225-3 7 287 225-3 - 287 228-1 - 3895
228-1 - 3895 228-1 - 3895 228-2 5 499
228-2 5 589 228-2 - 681 6 183

- 92 228-3 3 38 228-3 1 425
228-3 1 433 7 34 4 911

4 904 - 1264 229-1 - 110
229-1 - 110 229-1 - 110 229-2 - 2000
229-2 - 2000 229-2 - 2000 229-3 - 1491
229-3 - 1491 229-3 - 1491 230-1 - 559
230-1 - 559 230-1 - 559 230-2 3 264
230-2 5 6230-2 - 832 6 568

6 826 230-3 - 535 230-3 3 401
230-3 3 259 231-3 - 814 4 134

4 276 241-1 - 1157 231-3 3 73
231-3 3 642 241-2 - 78 - 741

6 172 242-1 - 114 241-1 - 1157
241-1 - 1157 242-2 - 94 241-2 - 78
241-2 - 78 243-1 - 523 242-1 - 114
242-1 - 114 243-2 - 67 242-2 7 94
242-2 - 94 244-1 - 1016 243-1 5 523
243-1 - 523 244-2 - 402 243-2 I 67
243-2 4 67 246-1 - 1399 244-1 - 1016
244-1 - 1016 249-1 - 801 244-2 - 402
244-2 - 402 249-2 - 709 246-1 - 1399
246-1 - 1399 250-1 - 1673 249-1 - 801
249-1 - 801 251-1 - 601 249-2 7 709

-: mgt-8 (no cutting)
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Scenario I (continued)
lexmin Id, (kod + k,d,ll lexmin {d" (k d + k,d,l} lexmin {d" (k,<J + k,d)l
AU# Mgt-p# Area AU# Mgt-p# Area AU# Mgt-p# Area

249-2 7 59 251-2 - 97 250-1 - 1673
- 649 259-1 - 199 251-1 - 601

250-1 - 1673 262-1 - 68 251-2 4 97
251-1 - 601 262-2 - 137 259-1 - 199
251-2 4 97 267-1 - 661 262-1 - 68
259-1 - 199 269-1 - 95 262-2 7 126
262-1 - 68 269-2 - 42 - 12
262-2 - 137 270-1 - 154 267-1 - 661
267-1 - 661 269-1 - 95
269-1 - 95 269-2 7 42
269-2 7 42 270-1 - 154
270-1 - 154

-: mgt-8 (no cutting)

Scenario II
lexmin d, (k,d + k,d,)} lexmin ! d" (k d + k,d,)I lexmin {d" (k,d + k,d, II
AU# M"t-p# Area AU# Mlrt-p# Area AU# Mgt-p# Area

200-3 - 122 200·3 - 122 200-3 - 122
201-2 1 104 201-2 1 41 201-2 1 68

4 101 4 164 4 137
221-1 - 295 221-1 - 295 221-1 - 295
221-2 - 705 221-2 - 705 221-2 - 705
222-1 - 68 222·1 - 68 222-1 - 68
224-1 - 935 224-1 - 935 224-1 - 935
224·2 1 2224·2 1 12 224-2 1 319

2 129 3 92 2 62
5 11 6 128 4 61
6 358 - 269 6 58

225-1 - 2726 225-1 - 2726 225-1 - 2726
225-2 - 2421 225·2 - 2421 225-2 - 2421
225-3 - 287 225-3 - 287 225-3 - 287
228-1 - 3895 228·1 - 3895 228-1 - 3895
228-2 - 681 228-2 - 681 228-2 - 681
228-3 1 187 228-3 3 38 228-3 1 186

3 227 7 34 3 82
4 374 - 1264 4 291
5 106 229-1 - 110 5 155
7 113 229-2 - 2000 6 35
- 329 229-3 - 1491 7 83

229-1 - 110 230-1 - 559 - 503
229-2 - 2000 230-2 - 832 229-1 - 110

-: mgt-8 (no cutting)
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Scenario II (continued)
lexmin {d , (k,d + k,d,)1 lexmin {d" (k d + k d,)} lexmin {d" (k,d + k d,)}
AU# M~l-p# Area AU# M~l-p# Area AU# M~l-p# Area

229-3 - 1491 230-3 - 535 229-2 - 2000
230-1 - 559 231-3 - 814 229-3 - 1491
230-2 - 832 241-1 - 1157 230-1 - 559
230-3 - 535 241-2 - 78 230-2 - 832
231-3 - 814 242-1 - 114 230-3 . 535
241-1 - 1157 242-2 . 94 231-3 - 814
241-2 - 78 243-1 - 523 241-1 . 1157
242-1 - 114 243-2 - 67 241-2 - 78
242-2 - 94 244-1 - 1016 242-1 - 114
243-1 - 523 244-2 - 402 242-2 - 94
243-2 - 67 246-1 - 1399 243-1 - 523
244-1 - 1016 249-1 - 801 243-2 - 67
244-2 - 402 249-2 - 709 244-1 - 1016
246-1 - 1399 250·1 - 1673 244-2 - 402
249-1 - 801 251-1 - 601 246-1 - 1399
249-2 - 709 251-2 - 97 249-1 - 801
250-] - 1673 259-1 - ]99 249-2 - 709
251-1 - 601 262-1 - 68 250-1 - 1673
251-2 - 97 262-2 - 137 251-1 - 601
259-1 - 199 267-1 . 661 251-2 7 97
262-1 - 68 269-1 - 95 259-1 - 199
262-2 - 137 269-2 - 42 262-1 - 68
267-1 - 661 270-1 - 154 262-2 - 137
269-1 - 95 267-1 - 661
269-2 - 42 269-1 - 95
270-1 - 154 269-2 - 42

270-1 - 154

-; mgt-8 (no cutting)
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